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PRETACE

The report of.the provincial committee on Adult Basic

.Education (1979) recommended that for/several years emphasis be placed

on curriculum development related to basic literacy programs.

1980, the Aclult Basic Literacy Curriculum and'Pesource

Guide (ABL Guide) was produced as a resource for program development

in the field.

In the fall of 1981, a bibliography based on the resource

section of the ABL Gut4g will.be available.

As a further.step in the development of materials for

literacy programs, the Adult Basic Literacy Assessment Kit has been

prepared with the advice and assiptance of experienced Adult Basic

Education instructors.

It is hoped this Kit will provide instructors with.another

resource to be used in a broadly based approach to the assessiment4

of student skills. Portions of this Kit have bean field tested,

however, further information from instructors about their experiences

in using the Kit is welcomed. We also hope instructors will exchange

information as they develoP and hmplement their own assessments.

Ron Faris,

Ministry of Education
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PURP-oZ.

3

The Baajs_ifilm_w_Apasezamcatijsit has been deveroped to

provide instructors with a range of adult, Canadian, inforial assess-
.

ment items which Can be used to:

- evaluate student achievement and progress;

- establish.standards for a prOgram, course, or unit of study;

t- develop assessment items and procedures.

The assessment items reflect the goals and skills of the

provincial curriculum for,adult basic literacy, as expressed in the

Adult Basic Literacy Cur

That document propose

encompassing "thos

assist adults to

um and Resource Guide, 1980, (ABL Guide).

an integre

fundmmental

rvive in told

d approach to literacir education,

and generalizable caiabilities which

's complex world", i.e. interpersonal

skills, listening, spe viewing, reading, 1,iriting, spelling,

learning skills and'mathematics. These basic skills are envisaged as

underlying the acquisition of information in occupational knowledge,

community resources, consumer econamics, health, government and law.

. The klt is intended to be a resource fOr instructors

seeking samples and models of ways to assess student performance.

It is not intended to be used in its entirety, or in complete sections.
a

Assessment items have been designed to be supplements to other forms

of evaluation. Instructors are encouraged to use quizzes, unit tests,

or standardized tests which meet student needs.

NN

.
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BACKGROUND AND'PROCEDU

%

Work on the basic Literacy Assessmen'. ok place over

the.1980-81 term and involved many ABE instructors and S.61 ents.

I.

A small working committee met in the fall of 1980 an

offered the following suggestions sto the project director:

- The goals, skills and items'were to be
directly related to the goals in the
ABL Guide.

oe'

- Items selected for the Kit were to reflect
functional adult tasks.

- While the skills in the Interpersonal,
Listening, Speaking, Viewing and Learning
Skills sections were known to be
difficult to assess, they were to be
included and clalt with in narrative
and/or checklist form.

- The judgmén s about achievement levels
were to be minimal and instructors an&
co-ordinators were to be encouraged to
build on the basis offered by the
Assessment Kit.

The working cominittee went through the ABL Guide to determine

the skills thought ne6essary.

The next step was ta second four ABE instructors as vriters.

Jpnch of the writers took responsibility for a portion of the work.

Thod# working on the Reading, Writing and Mathematics areas were

directed to choose assessment iteins from established item banks and

where no appropriate items existed to create items. The writer of the

Interpersonal, Listening, Speaking, Viewing and Learning Skills sections

searched many sources to locate appropriate checklists.

Ss.



For the information oE instructors and coordinators interested

in developing tests, item banks may be accessed by telephoning or writing

the Learning Assessment Branch of the Ministry of Education, Richmond,

B.C. to make arrangements.

Field Testing

A number of constraints had to be considered and Efferal

decisiOns made before the field testing could be.designed. Constraints

to be recognized were:

- the small population of literacy students
available for field testing;

- most students would complete only one
subject area field test;

- all instructors and students involved
in the field tekting were volunteers.

These decisions governed subsequeneprocedures:

The field testing subjects were to be studen 4close to the

end of ABE Level II, the beginning of ABE Level III or close to the,

\ grade eight level.

.Separate_tests _were _to be_prepared. for Matheoatic k Heading

and Hriting.
4

Spelling and Handwriting would not be field tested.
....qh--)

. .

ghe material in Intexpersonal, Listening, Speaking, Viewing,

and Learning Skills was not to be field tested but sent to a number of

ABE institutions in the province for comment. Comments and advice

fran. ABE instructors would form the basis for decisions to keep, revise

or exclude items in these areas.

SelecUon of items for field testing was to be made on

the basis of:
s'?

vii
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Source -- Original items were accepted first, .

the revised items from existing banks, and,
finally, unaltered items from existing banks.

Suggestions from item writers -- Advice was
sought from the writers regarding which items
they were hesitant or uneasy about, which
items/obfectives they considered most
imPortant, and, particularly in the case of
Writing, for which items samplq student
responses would be essential for the
refinement of rating scales.

Objectives -- Within a subjest area, items
were to represent.the range d5 objectives.

Coripatibility -- Items were to be selected
to yield a reasonable one hour task and to
ayoid_%!gdundance.

-"4?
Random Selection -- Given,those constraints,
where items exhibited equal patterns of
desirabiliV, they should have an equal
chance of inclusion.

Field testing was done in several ABE classrooms around the

province and included classes from college and school board programs

in metropolitan and non-metropolitan settings. The field testing

sites were Burnaby School Board, Camosun College, Cariboo College,
f

College of NV Caledonia, Delta School Board, Douglas College,

Fraser Valley College and Vanconver Community College.

,)

Fifty-five Mathematics papers, fifty-one Reading papers,'

fifty Writing papers and an additional twenty-seven extended essay

papers..were written.

To approximate normal classroom situations, field tests

were administered by regular classroom instructors.,

viii



After the fitid tests were finished an item analysis was

completed for each MathematicsOleading and'objective Writing item.

(For results 'see pp. 254..268.1

The subjectivd Writing questions were marked by a team of

three instructors. They used the rating scales which are included .

at the end of the Writing section of this :Zit. An analysis of

scores at each point on the ratin§ scales was done. (See pp.263-265.)

When the item analysis was complete, instructors from

Burnaby School Board, Delta School Board,'Fraser Valley College,

Malaspina ColleT., Vancouver Community College and a former literacy

student met to revieW the results of the field tests. The review
>

panel was instructed t'o review each item and the analysis. 'The

panel decided to:

- Keep an item.

- Discard an item.

- Instruct the writer to revise an item.

- Instruct the writer to place an item in a
\different section of the

Following the review panel meeting, the writers reconvened

to implement the panel's decisions.

Interpersorial, Listening, Speaking, Viewing and Learning Skills

Materials for these sections of the Kit were collected from

a wide variety of sources in many fields related to ABE: counselling,

study skills, familyilife courses, learning assistance, special needs

education, employment orientation dburses, therapy and group work,.

The range in focus and purpose in these ma'terials allows instructors

to choose items most appropriate for their situation.

(
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Reading

Reading selections were chosen from newspapers and from

the test item bank at the Ministry of Education. Quegtions also

were chosen from the same bank and modified for adult use or written

specAfically for this Kit. The Kit assumes that reading is the process

used tp unlock meaning; the meaning of the selections is the concern
%

of includ d items.. For that reason you will find no items for

asse'sing phonic or syllabication skills.

All items are in multiple choice format. Students' spelling

.0,

and writing skills are therefore not included in the Reading assessment.

*

Every effort has been made throughout to assess Reading

skills in practical ways either in simulated life situations

(reading classified ads) or answering suestions based on newspaper

items.

The Reading items are arranged to allow as many questions as

possible to refer to a sin4e selection. Where items must be put out

of the sequence of skills given by the ABL Guide because they refer to

ass-election printed elsewhere in the Kit, the skill number is followed

by a statement such as "See questions following Caribou selection,

7.1.1".

There are three units in the Writing section of the Kit:

40 Composition (10.10),

Handwriting (11.0), and

Spelling (12.0).

1 2 lot
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The Comoosition unit centers on direct assessment of

continuous, purposeful writing. It also includes items to assess

related knokledge and skills in grammar, sentence and paragraph

structure, usage, word choice, punctuation and capitalization.

Handwriting is assessed on separate items, although it

could be evaluated directly from student writing in the Composition

section. .

.Approaches to assessment of Spelling include word lists,

proofreading exercises and observation checklists.

Devel9pent oi these three unis of the Writing section

generally followed the procedure worked out-by the British Columbia

Assessment of Written EOrxession (B.C. Assessment, 1978, p. 21).,

This was a comprehensive assessment of student writing, 'involving

about 9,000 students in grades four, eight and twelve of .61e B.C.."

school system.

As adapted from that model, then, the main steps IQ_

development were:',

'Identificdtion of writing tasks likely to be required of

an adult -- tasks within the capability of an adu1E considered to be

functionally literate. Th'e ABL Guide provided the structure for this

procedure. EgVelly useful was the task analysis of writing found in

the D.C. Assessmenb (pp. 24-30), which first identified the four main

roles of an adult writer -- worker, citizen, creative adult, and

learner -- then defined the most common forms of such writin --

friendly ahd business letters, invitation, instructions, and--
,

applications -- and, finally, analysed the skills involved in such

writing.tasks.

13
I.



Comparisons were made with the B.C. grade eight English

curriculum guide and a number of other campetercy assessments, including

Ontario (Evans, 1979), the Adult Performance Level survey (1976), the

U.S. National ASsessment of Educational Progress (NAEP,

Decision to assess writing as directly as possible. Direct

assessment of writing requires gathering samples and evaluating them

according to established criteria. Indirect assessment uses objective

tests to measure some of the language usage skills important to

I

effective writing (Northwest Regional Education taboratory, 1980).

An instructor wha asks a group of'students,to write their opinion

on a topic of current interest, and who then.evaluates their writing

in terms of some pre-Aet standard (e.g., Gets the meaning across;

Writes in complete sentences.) is assessing writing directly. The

GED W CrilTi-gralls Test, with its range of multiple choice test items,

mess res,indirectly.

f
The definition of writing in the An Guide, clearly indicates' .

an active, purposeful,task: "The process of writing invofves putting

one's ideas on paper in an orderly way to give meaning to a reader"

(p. 69). Consequently, the Composition unit of fhe Xit is designed

for diiect assessment._ For this purpose a number of examples of

holistic and analytic rating scales have been included in the Xit;

jestions for asing them'are included in the follow up parl of

the. unit. -(See pp. 115-117.1

Direct assessment of Handwriting and Spelling follows a

similar approach. Thus, legibilitylof printing or script is assessed

directly, as a student oompletes a standard application blank, or
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writes a letter. A key assessment item for Spelling requires a

'(
student to demonstrate a method of learning to spell a new word, or

to fihd one in the dictionary.

the items:

Design of the items. 'Three aims underlie the' design of

1) The tasks should provide reasonable motivation
for the student. There should be some practical
context apd.purpose for writing.

2) The instructions should elicitia,specific
response directly related to the skill being
assessed. If a sample of opinion writing

.is required, then the task and directions
should focus on that requirement.

orA

3) The items should be adaptagle by instructors
to local circumstances and'contexts.

Construction and selection of items.. There are no item

banks suitable for direct assessment of adult writing. \Many of the

,) items in the tit, therefore, are either original or are modified '

from the R,Q,..allemaunt. All items were approved, by the review

panel and the consultants; a selection were field tested,and

consequently modified. (See pp. 263-265.)

Maihematics

A scheme, paralleling that of other Units in this Kit,
.m0

has been used to reorganize the skills listed for Mathematics on

pages 102 to 124 of Part I of the JIALSialfta. This scheme is given

on the left hand side of the pages which liS't the assessment items.

1

Overlapping or similar skills haverbeen combined, while those more

closely related to teaching methods have been omitted: Goals and

related skills concerning general mathematical problem solving and

percentage have been added.

.t&
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For most skills, two questions are given and wherever

possible different approaches have been used. Multiple choice

questions ere used except in the case of two questions on graphing.

This is not the usual format for testing in Mathematics, but it was

chosen to maintain parallelism with other sections and to present

ease in marking. Most items can be used as direct answer questions,

but some will require rewriting in order to provide meaningful

questions.

Counting (Skill 20.1.1), because it is the fundamental

mathematical skill, is not tested; nor is the use of manipulative

aids such as Diens blocks (20.7.1 and 22.2.4). Specific'questions

for testing the use of the hand held calculator are not included, but

suggestions are given under Skills 20.7.2 and 22.2.9.

Questions testing basic operational skills were chosen to

do exactly that. No attempt was made to make all questions, or even

alternate questions for one skill, equal in difficulty. Word problems

attempt to portray situations with which students would be familiar.

Further comments about rewriting problems to suit local needs are

given in the section on Planning. (See p. 197.)

The estimation of-answers is approached in two weys: the

determination of an estimated res1.1: and the choice of numbers used

in calculating and estimating. All imeesurements used are in metric

units. A section-testing metric oalculatiOns is also included.

Most of the test itcms,were chosen from the item bank

maintained by the Ministry of Education. About 40 of the 200 items

were written specifically for this project, although many of these

xiv
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closely parallel questions found in workbooks, texts, etc. Some

of the questions selected from the item banK were modified either to

make,them suitable for adult use di to make the nuxdber of choices

equal. A list of the'original sources is given in the bibliography.

Prodpction

The loose leaf for:that was chosen to facilitite reproduction

of item pages.for modification and use.

In order to match the type in this'Kit for modified or

additional items, use IBM 12 pitch courier type.

A
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AN INVITATION TO INSTRIkTORS

:)

For years we instructors have been'seeking a way to measure

the literacy skills of our adult students. We've tried'standardized

-tests, we'im tried tests other instruciors have made, and we've made'

?

pur own tests. This Kit is an attempt to 4elp us make better tests.

It is a collection of items keyed to the skills in the ABL

Guide. From these items we can choose a selection to meet our own

assessment needs. Sample test items, checklists or questionnaires

án'each major skill are included in the following ABL Guide

areas and in ,the same order as they are on Page i and ii of the ABL

Guide: Interpersonal, Listening, Speaking, Viewing, Reading, Writing,

Spelling, Learning and Mathematics.

Questions have not been included for the sub-skills which

lead to the major ones. The abiiity to syllabicate Or recite times

tabies is important when it adds to reading comprehension or

computational skills; these sub-skills are therefore assessed in the

more aomprehensive reading and math questielos. We've made every

effort to test the major skills in as,direct and practical a way as

possible.

We've also included in the Kit an attempt at assessing those

most difficult process areas of personal and interpersonal skills,

a first attempt at formalizing the resources needed both to teach

and assess students.

Whete we could not develop truly practical test items,

we've included checklists or questionnaires which can be used in

various ways.

xvii

19
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Above all we've tried to provide a selection of items from

which you develop an assessment tool. ,This Kit, therefore, is not

one test but a resource for making many tests. We don't expect that

you'll use all the items and we urge you noeto attempt to use too

many at any one time with any one ,student.

The items included here have been field tested in a wide

range of ABE classrooms around the province. We've revised them

according to the reactions we received. The items are as close to

valid as we could cmate with the small ABE population but are not,

of course, standardized. Along with whatever means you are presently

using, these items can be Used to check if students are ready to

leave Level II or,enter Level III.

We hope that these selected items will serve as a model

for your own questions. For.example, if a test item refers to

potatoes and you teach on the coast, you might want to change the .

item to salmon; if you teach all women, change 'he' to 'she' and so

on. Use Kit as a starting point to make local assessments.

To make most effective US& of the Kit, please read carefully

the instructions for each section. We've tried there to eliminate

any confusion over our selection of items and the ways in which they

can be used.

We see this Assessment Kit as a tool for our use, npt as a

test we must give. We hope,that with the use of this Xit we will all

be more able to create assessment tools which mill meet our measurement

needs and the needs of Level II students.

From the Project %rector arid the
Instructors on the Project.Staff

2 0
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INSTRUCTOR GUIDE

Sections about.Interpersonal, Listening,
Speaking, Viewing and Itarning Skills (Problem

+
Solving, Inquiring and(Referencing) are included.

;1 It is veiy difficult, at any moment, tO take an
assessment snapshot of a student demonstrating one

r of these skills outside the process itself. Mess-

urement of these skills is personal and subjective;
11 there are no right or wrong answers, no fixed

!,+ standards in these assessments. Informal tools are

presented for assessment of students' need or

groWth.

iSeldom are specific classes to teach these
skills offered. Instead, they are taught by impli-
cation duxing informal or counseling conversations.
Even though these skills-are seldom-taught formally
or explicitly, there is consensus that they are an
important component of an ABE program.

There are a number of ways to use these

assessments. They could be used to define an indi-
vidual's need and growth. When a student mentions

-a problem, select two or three checklists or ques7
tionnaires which deal with the stated need. Decide

whether the item needs modification. Discuss the

pointson the checklist with the student. The

summary of this discussion will become the basis of
a diagnostic assessment.from which a growth or
ire...mediation program can be designed and implemented.
'The todified assessment could be used as a post

Iassessment. ,

IThese items are suitable as pre and post
assessments for a small group. The group would

'define the points on the checklist, at the same
!time noiing personal strengths and weaknesses, so

2 2

that the assessment could he a diagnostic and post
assessment tool for individual as well as group
progress.

This material might be used as lesson plans
for workshops dealing with various skills. Several

sections offer skeletal outlines for small group
workshops to help students define, assess and
improve their skills. Checklists, questionnattes,
informal evaluation or instructor observation can

be used during workshops.

7

The key to using this Kit is to regard it as
a resource from which items can be selected and
modified as necessary.

Interpersonal

Potential

Although these skills seldom are approached
directly in a classroom, the material included
here could provide the basis for workshops on
refleCtive, self evaluation of personal and inter-

personal skills. The learning and assessment
touch upon emo4on laden and sometimes private
aspects of a person; this demands resPect. How-

ever, many students express interest in personal

growth. When students express interest in assess-
ment of these skills, and it is established that
assessment is personal, not arbitrary, this
endeavor can provide very enriching experience.

At the outset, instructor and students can
'decide which areas of interpersonal skills are to

developed toward what goal, and by what means;
p...(12:1, in 'itidually, in a group, discussion, pro-

jecl,, etc, Once this planning has been accom-
plished, the instructor can choose appropriate

4.
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items.

Assessment

The following checklists and inventories
require discussion before a studeht can approach
them. The instructor can choose which most closely
fit students' expressed needs, and modify for
clarity and propriety.

Once the goals are set and checklists are
ready, the instructor can discuss and defihe the
items in either a series,of workshops or one to one
inteiviews.

Follow Up

The follow pp depends upon the expressed needs
and goals of the participants. Some students may
have set self awareness as a goal whereas others
may have expreEsed a desire to change in another
'particular arer. Assessments must be part of

ongoing development. It is hoped that these re-

sources will provide a.guide for instructors to
help students toward their goals.

') 4



1.0 rNTERPERSONAL SKILLS

Goal

1.1 To enable basic literacy
students to develop strategies
for interacting in a variety
of social situations and'for
effective problem solving .

individually and with others.

Skill

1.1.1 Examining personal
goals. '

4

1. Goal Setting Schedule

The purpcq of this schedule is to facilitate students'
e5essmen of personal satisfaction with progress
t.4.1azd indiliidual goals.

-

"What changes d.t you perally feel you want to make
on each item bdlow? For each.item, check the column
that mostmeailyrelloresents the ambunt of change you
feel you want to make on'that item. If you are
relatively satisfied with yourself in an area, you
should mark the "remain same answer. Notice that
you may choose to increase or decrease certain kinds
of behaviors and feelings.

26 3



Skill ."

1.1.1 'Cont'd

27

1. Cont'd
( -

Please-check the colunn for each item to indicate one ofthe
following answers:

Ivant to aecreasemarkedly'

r Want to decrease somewhat

Remain the same

I want to,ihcrease somewhat

I want to increase ,markedly

1) My comfort when a person challenges'
my opinions

'2) The ease with which I can take part
injother.types of groups

A
3) hy understanding of my faults and

limitations

4) The degree to which a group stimulates
my ndnd

5) My discouragement when my icipas are

not accepted

6) My interest in other people

7) My self consciousness

8) My ability to admit I am wrong

9) My ability to take part in planzing and
carrying out activities.

10) My ability to talk with new acquaintances

11) The number of congenial associations I
have with people outside this group

12) My tendenci to oppose.ideas different
from my own

13) My understanding of other people's
points of view

28
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Skill

1.1.1 Cont'd 1. Cont'd

2 9

I want to decrease markedly

I want to decrease eomewhat

Remain'the same I

I want to-increase somewhat

I want to increaee markedly

14) My self control

15) My ability to make decisions without
help from others .

16) My activities with other people

17) My ability to express myself

18) My sense of humor

My self confidence and composure on
vaeting necT56ie

20) My ability to listen to people, their
ideas and their feelings.

21) My ability to attend to and identify
my feelings, my subjective reactions

22) My ability to apcurately perceive
people, to judgepeople correctly
and effectively

23) My ability to understand myself, to
know who I am at a given time

24) My ability to express my own feelings

25) My ability to be sponteneous
and creative

26) My ability to respond to other)
people's feelings

27) My ability to xlelate to others, to
have complex, deep interpersonal'
relationships

5
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Skill

1.1.1 Cont'd 1. Cont'd

1

11
I want to decrease markedly'

I want to decrease somewhat

Remain the same

I want to increase somewhat

I want'to increase markedly

28) My ability to make personal decisions

29) My Ability to begin to change in the
directions I choose

30) .24y ability to communicate effectively
with other people .

31) My ability to*trust other people

32) My ability to overcome fears and doubts

33) My feelings of adequacy

34) My ability to make lasting commitments

35) In the spaces below, wriie the numbers
of the three most important goals:

A Other goals not mentioned above:
/-

(Developed by Gladys Xlassen, Counselling Services,
Douglas College.)

3 1
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Skill

1:1.1 Coned

33 6

2. Achieving Independence Checklist

The following Fhecklist cap serve as the basis of a series of
informal discussions with one student, or it may be used as a ,

skeletal lesson plan for a series of group discussionoworkshops.

1) Understand the impact of behaviqr on others -- hoW4daily
behavior affects others.

a. List w'ays in which personal behavior affectS pthere,
e.g., disturb work, sleep,, provide good,or bad examples.

b. List situations in which appropriate behavior is critical, vi

e,g., job interviews, work, school:

c. Recognize cues froM others that 4ehavioris ifiapproprittei, -

e.g., criticisms, rejection.'
. .

'I , ,

d. Identify ways to correct inappropriate behavior,
e.g., ask others for advice, 4mitate appiopriate role.
models (family members, teachers, close friends).

..

2) Understand self organization
organizing cines -own life in

to others in relation to the

a. Plan daily activities.

take.responsibility for
terits o0asks and commitmenti
time aIailable to fmlfill these.

"'

b. Identify areas oi responsibility In,peisonAl lifd.

c. Identify reosons for organizing one's responsibilities/
,activities.

d. Describe ways in which,personal =ionization relates
to greater independence, e:g., better ability to
deal with routine and unexpected responsibilities.

1 34
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Skill

1.1.1 Cont'a 2. Cont'd

3) Develop goal seeking behavior -- develop positive.
attitudes toward reaching personal goals and understand
one's own values toward developing future goals.

. Define-a-goal.

b.,List personal goals..

c. Identify characteristics of-realistic'goals.'

d. Identify appropriate people for assistance with
setting goals.

e. Identify potential barriers to goals.

4) Strive toward self actualization develop habits and
attitudes necessary for individual growth.

sa. Identify important characteristica for personal grbwth, -

e.g., good habits, positive attitudes, perseverance.

b. List elements necessary for a satisfactory personal
life.

c. Identify sources for continued educational/psychological
growth.

1

(This checklist is adapted from Life Centered Career
Education: A Competency Based Approach; ed. Donn g..Brolin;
published by The Csuncil for Exceptional Children;
1978; p. 173. From the Competency Rating Scale Manual
developed at the University of Missouri-Colutbia and
supported by Grant No. OEG-0-74-2789, Bureau of Education :

for the Handicapped. Reproduced with permission of the
author and publisher.)
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1.1.2 Examining occupational goals. 1. Selectin & Plannin .0Ccu ational Choice

The'iollowing checklist caA serve as the basis for ,an. informal
discussiqb between the instructor and one student or a
discussion group. Following the.discussion of these items,
the checklist can be used as an informal assessment of the
level of a studelits-eth-regar-Merectitig--alnd
planning for an occUpation.

1) Identify major occupational needs. The student should be
aware 5 her personal needs which can be met through*
employment.

a. Identify the criteria'She would use in selecting an
occupation, e.g.; salary, type of environment, type of

--responsibilities.

b. Relate her needs to a specific 'occupational environment,
'e.g., outdoors versus indoors, factory versus community.

c. Relate her.heeds to a specific job, e.g., directing
others, working alone, having specific responsibilities.

d. Identify personal/social needs met through work, e.g.,
acceptance, approval, friendship.

e. Identify status needs met through work, e.g., standard
of living*, respect.

37

2) Identify major occupational interests. The student should
be aware of his personal preferences regarding the diffekent
occupational groups.

a. Identify ong or more occupations he is interested in
pursuing.

b. Describe the characteristics of that occupation or
occupations that-enable him to pursue interests.

4. Describe ways that an occupation relates to future goals.

38
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Skill

1,1.2 Cont'd 1. Cont'd

39

3) Identify occupational aptitudes. The student should be
4 aware of her own strengths and weaknesses ad they relate

specifically to her future in the world of work.

a. Identify different aptitudes necessary in the performance
of various jobs, e.g., speed, accuracy, manual.dextaritY,
reading ability.

b. Identify personal aptitudes, e.g., a6eed, accuracy, fine
-motor coordination, eye-hand coordination.

c. Identify activities which can improve aptitudes necessary
for a personally preferred job.

d. Practice remedial activities.

4) Identify requirements of appropriate and available jobs.
The student should be able to understand and identify
prerequisite skills and training necessary.for available
jobs.

a. List the requiremehts for jol?s of interest.

b. Determine the extent to which personal qualifications
are commensurate with requirements of jobs of
interest.

c. Identify alternatives for occupations for which
personal qualifications are not commensurate with
identified/iequirements'.

4 0
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Skill

1.1.2 Cont'd 1. Cont'd

5) Make realistic occupationa e . The student should,
N be able to integrate his/ owledge of occupations, speciific

jobs, and his own asset4ii a systematic Manner to'select
auslappropriate occupation.

a. Identify one or more jcbs of interest.

b. Obtain specific written information about the above
jobs, e.g., qualifications, salary, age.

c. Obtain observational information about the above jobs
through participationj e;g4,'on site visits, work samples,
job tryouts.

d. Determine whether identified jobs are commensurate
. .

with interests, abilities and physical and psychological-
needs.

(This checklist is adapted from Life Centered Career
Education: A Cbmpetency Based Approach; od. Donn E.
Brolin; 1978; pp. 174-175. From the Competency Rating
Scale Manual developed at the University of Missouri-
Columbia and supported by Grant No. OEG-0-74-2789,
Sureau of Education for the Handicapped. Reproduced
by permission of the author and publisher:)
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1.1,2 Cont'd

43

These checklists
R2E212.:,1111_2.214LTLI

and Responsibility and Self Discipline Rating...Sale) can be used
in a one to one situation with an individual student, or the t

points on the checklists can be explained and discussed'in a
group with students individually filling in checklists.following
the discussion. Falcw up will vary according to individual
indications of need and desire to change id given areas.

2. Attitude Ratintlige

4.

Note: Related Knoyledge. Does the st4dent know...

1) employers seldam expresb dissatisfaction with the
skills of a new employee? Employers are more
concerned about the employee's attitudes, such as
his or her ability to get alon4 well with Supervisors
and other employees.

2) more frequently an employee loses his or her job
because of poor attitude, lack of motivation, or
oersodality problems?

3) some employers use a Rating Scale as part of.an
employee'e record to help determine an employee's
progress and to identify an employee's problem
areas?

® 1981 Curriculum Msociates Inc.

Adapted from the SRICatiCE Diapnostic Inventor V
of Essential Skills. Reproduced by permission of
the publisher. pp.256-S256

4 4
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_

1) Apply myself when giv'ira task.

2) Receptive to directions and
suggestions.,

3) Willing to help others.

4) Accept responsibility for my actions

15) Listen to what others say and appear
to understand what they say.

6) Cheerful and happy.

7) Believe things can work out.okay
even if they are not going as I
would like.

8) Accept criticism without poOting or
getting angry.

9Y Respect;and am ooncerned about the
rights and feelings,of others.

10) Concerned about being appropriately
dressed.

11) Fair in competitive situations.

12) Desire to improve my study and
work skills.

13) Express opinions and ideas in an
acceptable and constructive
manner.

14) Respect the value and need for
rules.

1

1-

45'
15) Trust others.

-
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Skill

1.1.2 Cont'd

4 "/

2. Cont'd

16) Initiative ani ambitious to achieve.

17). Honest and trustworthy.

18) Try to be pleasant with others even
When out of sorts and things aren't
going well.

Ir;

I* Cooperative attitude.

20) Willing to share knowledge and
materials in a group situation.

igrA9M1 Cutticulo: Associates Inc.

IDAdapted from the SAIDA/Kt Diagnostic Inventor
ot Sssentiel Skills. Reproduced by permission of
the publieher.

A
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1.1.2 Cont'd 3. Personality Rating Scale.

4 9 .

This scale ig useful to note personality
traits and behaviors that indicate whether
a student should be able to adjust and
suCceed in school or work situ4tions and
to identify those where changefwould
be useful.

) 1981 Curriculum Associates Inc.

Adapted from the BRIGANDS Diagnostic Inventory
of Essential Skills. Reproduced by permission of
the publisher. pp 257-S257
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Skill

1.1.2 Cont'd.

51

5

3. Cont'd

1) Show respect and concern for others.

2) Siiow respect and concern for the
property of others.

3) Willing to help others.

4) Get along with most people.

5) Have a good sense of humor.

6) Get along well with teachers and
other adults in an instructional or
directional role.

7) Make friends easily.

8) Identify and accept praise from
others appropriately.

9) Consider how others may react before
saying something.

10) Fair in competitive situations such
,as playing a sport.

11) Ho14 back from troublemaking
activities such as teasing,and
gossiping.

12) Accept and adjust to changes.

13) Control my temper.

14) Continue at a task even if
experiencing some frustration.

15) Recognize my weaknesses and attempt
to correct or adjust to them.

4
o E ,

A

r4

4.,
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1.1.2 Cont'd

53

3. Cont'd

161 Atp a good loser.

17) Can disagree without'being
unpleasant.

18) Accept criticism in an appropriate
manner.

19) Willing to try a new task or skill.

201 Demonstrate through reaction and
behavior that I feel good about
myself.

0 Mil Cutticulum Acme ttttt lei.

hdepted fro* the SelChteCL Catin,attLc tayeeTrY
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Skill

1.1.2 Cont'd 4. Responsibilty and Self Discipline,Rating Scale

Use his scale to note the responsibility and

se discipline traits that indicate whether
a student should be able to adjust ahd succeed
in school or work situations and to help
identify traits that may be changed to facilitate
success in dchool or at work.

4

q) 1981 Curriculum Associates Inc.

Adapted from the BRIGANCE Diagnostic km...9141rx
of Essentfal Skills. Reproduced by permission of
the publisher. pp. 258-S258
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1.1.2 Copt'd.
a

4. Cont'd

1) Dress appropriately for different
activitiest

2) Can be trusted w y and items
of value.,

3) Arrive at the right place atthe
right time.

4)'Finish work assignments on time.

,5) Exercise safety prgcautions.

6) See things which need to be done
and do them.

7) Work at a task until it is completec
.

or untja it is the appropriate time
to stop.

8) Have a good attendance record.

9) Try to avoid keeping others from
doing their work.

10) Accept responsibility for learning
enew skills in order to improve my
NJork.

11)( Keep my word.

12) Practice good health habits to have
good attendance -and do a better job.

13) Work without the help of others.

14) Check work for'accuracy and correct
it, if necessary.

15),Obtain and arrange materials needed
to perforiv a task.
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1.1.2 Cont'd

\

59

4. Cont'd

g44

16) Clean work area and return equipment
to the appropriate place.

17) Remain at a task even when
distractions are present.

18) Return to work immediately after
a temporary interruption.

19) Willing to perform a task that must
be done, even if it .is difficult
or unpleasant.

20) Adjust well to new methods, plans,
and schedules.

Curriculum Associates Snc.

Adapted from the SRICAMCR® 00egnOstic snvontory
EL tssentLEI Skill.

Reproduced by Wu/R.110R of
the publisher.
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1.1.2 Cont'd

61

5. Sample Job Interview'Questionnaire

The following questionnaire can be used s a mock job interview

-in order to increaseAltudents' awareness of questions asked.in
interviews, a checklist for-a student pc Paring for an interview

or a model for a simulated interview. 4_

Once the student has had the opportunity to thAnk about..answers

to these questions through filling out this questionnaire, he

may want further practice by answering these same questions in

a role playing 4tuation.

EXPLAIN THE FOLLOWING TO STUMM: When you go for a job
interview there may be many things the interviewer will want to

know about you. You can make a better impression in the
interview if you know some of the questions you may be asked
and you have thought about how you will answer them.

The following questions are frequently asked in job

interviews. Read each question and make notes as to how you.

would answer each question in an interview.

1) How did you hear or learn about the job?

2) Why do you think you would like to work for our company?

3) What do you think you would have to offer our company?

S. (4)

Why OC you think iou qu lify for the job?

5) What do you see as your tha.n strengths?

)'
6) What do you see as your main weakne'sses?

7) Why did you leave your last jdb?

8) What do you hope to be doing 5 years from now?

62 21
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1.1.2 Cont'd

63

5. Cont'd

9) What work experience have you had?

10) Would you accept temporary work?

11) Would you be willing to work weekends?
At nigh6 Overtime if needed?

12) .What was the highest grade you campleted in school?

13) How do you feel your grades were in school?

14) Haw was your school attendance?

1,S) How do you feel you got along with your teachers?

16) How do you feel you got along with other students?

17) What subjects did you enjoy in school?

18) Do you plan to continue your education? If yes, bow
and when?

19) What are yOur interests or hobbies?

20) How would you be traveling to work?

21) When would you be able to start work?

qD 1981 Curriculum Associates Inc.

41)Adapted from the BRIGANCE Diagnostic Inventory
of Essential Skills. Reproduced by permiesion of
the publisher. p. S269
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Skill

1.1.3 Examining leisure goals.-

6.5

1. Using Recreation and Leisure Time

The following checklist can be used as the basis of a series,
of informal discussions with an individual student or as the
outline for a series of group discussions on leisure activities..
Following the discussions this chedklist cobld be usea as an
informal assessment.

1) Participate actively in group activities. The student
should-be aware of and utilize recreational resources,
particularly involving group participation. .

a. Demonstrate competence in basic skills.

b. Identify reasons for participating in group activities.

c. Demonstrate knowledge of the rules of several activities.

d. Demonstrate good sportsmanship.

e. Demonstrate proper care of equipment.

2) Know activities and available community resources. The
student should be aware of basic public and private
recreational resources in.the community.

a. List activities available through both pyblic
and private community resources.

b. Identify activities appropriate to the different
seasons of the year.

c. List the physical and/or financial requirements of
common recreational activities.

d. Participate in recreational activities outside the home.

6 6
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1.1.3 Cont'd

cr. '

1. Cont'd

3) Understand recreational values. The student 'Maould
be aware of the goal of nonwork activities in-both
physical and mental health.

a. Differentiate between'leisure and work time.

b. List ways in which recreation affects both
physical and mental health, e.g., maintains
physical fitness, provides for emotional
relaxation.

c. List personal leisure time requirements, e.g., the
need for physical activity as a result of sedentary
employment.

d. Describe appropriate personal leisure activities.

4) Use recreational facilities in the ,zammunity. The
student should demonstrate the ability to make use
of cammonly available community recreational
facilities.

a. Utilize recreational facilities and equipment
in the community.

b. Arrange transportation to recreational facilities.

68
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1.1.3, Cont'd

69

1. Cont'd

5) Plan and choose activities wisely. The student should
be able to choose and plan leisure activities with
regard to personal needs, interests, and finances.

a. List enjoyable activities.

b. Differentiate betwuen activities according to
cost, time, and location.

c. Differentiate between activities done individually,
small or large groups.

Develop an individual plan of leisure actiVities.

6) Plan vacations. The student should be able to plan the
use of extended periods of leisure time.

a. Identify financial considerations involved in
planning a vacation.

b. List time considerations involved in planning
a vacation.

c. List possible vacation activities.

d. List resources available for help with making
vacation plans.

e. Describe a proposed vacation plan.

(This checklist is adapted from Life Centered Career
Education: A Competency HasedApproach; ed. Donn E. Brolint
published by The Council for Exceptional Children; 1978;
p. 171. From the Competency Rating Scale Manual developed
at the University of Missouri-Columbia and supported by
Grant No. OEG-0-74-2789, Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped. Reproduced by permission of the author and
publisher.)
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1.1.4 Improving role performance 1. Communication Questionnaire
as a parent/spouse/friend.

The following questionnaire may be used as a self assessment
tool for students to gain awareness of which roles cause

.comfort or discomfort in various situations. Discussion and
examples of each point would be helpful before the student
fills out the questionnaire.

The follow up to this questionnaire will vary from student
to student aCcording to the indications of change or growth
emerging from the questionnaire.

Look at each situation. Check off those persons with whom
you are able to function with comfort in the stated situation.

Situation

1) Refuse a request to borrow some-
thing you value (homework, car,
money)

2) Resist pressure to do what other
person wants you 'to do

3) Refuse a request for a date/
meuting

4) Resist a request for attention
when you are not interested

5) Ask a favor or special permission

6) Ask for a raise/money

7) Request a date/meeting

'7i
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1.1.4 Cont'd

7 3

1. Cont'd

8) Request expected Service that
isn't offered (store, hotel, Dr.)

9) Request the return of borrowed
items

10) Give d compliment

11) Apologize when you are incorrect

12) Admit emotions (fear, uneasiness,
happiness)

13) Express anger

14) Tell someone some good news
about self

15) Receive compliments

16) Express an opinion,that differs
froth the other person's opinion

17) Continue to converse with someone
who disagrees

18) Discuss openly with a person who
is criticizing your work/behavior

19) Discuss openly with a person your
criticism of her work or behavior

N.
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1.1.4 Cont'd

jP75

Cont'd

20) Tell a person that sopgthing
he does bothers you

21) Acknowledge the other person's
feelings"(fear, uneasiness,
happiness)

'22) Acknowledge the other rson's
anger

23) Admit confusio
clarificatio

d ask for

W
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(Des ned by Gladys K1 ssen,
selling Services,

Douglas College.)
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1.1.4 Cont'd

77

2. Self Confidence, Social Responsibility 4nd Interpersonal
Skills Checklist

Because.this checklist touches on some very private feelings,
students might feel moot doifortable discussing these aspects
of themselves on a one to one basis with the instructor.
However, it could also serve as the outline of a productive
series of workshops with a small group where trust and
openness prevail.

The fellow up to this would depend on which aspects
individuals noted as potential growth areas.

t2Y

A. ACQUIRING SELF CONFIDENCE

1) Express feelings of worth. The student should be
able to tell the areas in which he is adequate and in
which he is worthwhile.

a. List positive physical and psychological attributes.

b. Express-ways in which positive attributes make him
feel good.

c. List characteristics necessary to feel good about
oneself.

t)

d. Describe ways in which the action of others affects
one's feelings of worth.

29
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Skill

1.1.4 Cont'd

7 9

2. Cont'd

2) Tell how others see him. The student should be able to
identify the basic impressions he makes on others.

a. List potential reactions of others to oneself.

b. Construct a personal view of how ottiers see oneself.

c. Describe the relationship between own behaviors
and other's reactions.

d. Demonstrate awareness of individual difference
in others.

3) Accept praise. The student should be able to
recognize and accept praise from 'Others.

a. Identify statements of ,praise in everyday
activities.

b. List appropriate and inappropriate responses
to praide.

c. Respond to praise statements by others.

d. List the effects of praise on oneself.

8u 30



1.1.4- Coned 2. Coned

_J

4) Accept critidism. The student should be able to accept
criticism and/or rejection. It is especially important
that the student be able to continue in a situation in
the face of criticism or rejection.'

a. Identify critical and/or rejecting types
of statements.

b. List appropriate ways to respond to criticism
and/or rejection.

c. Respond appropriately to critical statements.

d. List the positive and negative effects of
criticism on self.

5) Develop confidence in self. The student should be able
to focus on the positive characteristics he possesses
in order to develop self confidence.

a. Identify positive chaxacteristics of oneself in
a variety of areas, e.g., school, work,

. recreation.

b. List appropriate ways to express confidence in
oneself.

c. Make positive statements about oneself.

d. Identify potential reactions of others to
expressions of self confidence.

82 31
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1.1.4. Cont'd

83

2. CCnt'd

B. ACHIEVING SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE BEHAVIOR

6) Know character traits needed for acceptance. The
student should be aware of individual characteristics
that promote and hinder acceptance.

a. Identify own acceptable character traits-

b. Identify acceptable character traits in oihers.

c. List character traits necessary for acceptance
in various situations.

d. List different character eraits that inhibit
acceptance.

7) Know proper behavior in public places. The student
should be aware of appropriate behavior for common
public settings.

a. Identify reasons for appropriate behavior in
public places.

b. Identify appropriate behavior when using
transportation facilities.

c. Identify appropriate behavior when using
eating facilities.

d. Identify appropriate behavior when using
recreational facilities.
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1.1.4 Cont'd

85

1

2. Cont'd

8) Develop respect for the rights and properties
others. The student should he aware of the rights of
private ownership and should know appropriate behavior
when dealing with the property of others.

a. Identify personal and property rights of
others, e.g., freedom from physical injury,
control of personal property.

b. Identify reasons for regpecting the rights
and propetty of others.

c. Demonstrate respect for other persons and
their property, e.g., talking in turn,
,appropriate care of borrowed items.

d. List appropriate situation3 and procedures
for borrowing the property of others.

9) Recognize personal roles. The student should be aware
of his roles in common situations, e.g., home, school,
work, recreation.

a. Identify current roles, e.g., adult, student,
worker.

b. Identify possible future roles, e.g., spouse,
parent, worker.

c. List roles of significant others, e.g., children,v
teachers, employers.

d.' Describe rights and obligations involved in personal
roles as they interact with the roles of others, e.g.,
teacher instructs and makes assignments while students
gain knowledgc and eampleie tasks.
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1.1.4 cont'd
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87 ..
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2. Corit'd

C. MAINTAINING GOOD INTEMERSONAL SKILLS

10) Know how to listen and respond. The student should
know when and how to listen to others,,as well as
appropriate xrispons...: to others in common verbal
situations;

a. Identify paoper lietening techniques, e.g., look
at the speaker, wait for the speaker to finish.

b. Demonstrate appropriate listening techniques.

c. Identify positive outcames of listening appropriately,'

gain informatioA, demonstration of respect
for others.

,d. identify negative aspects of listening inap ropriately,
e.g., others may ndt speak, or mal, nOt be can id when
speaking.

. ,

11) Know how to make and maintain friendships. The stu'dent
should be aware of the qualities she would like to have
in a friend, and recognize the rights and responsibilities
involved in friendships.

a. Identify necessary components of a friendehip.

b. List personal considerations in choosing a friend.

c. List the rights and responsibilities involved in
friemdships.

d. List activities that can be shaled with friends.

8 8
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1.1.4 Cont'd

89

2. C t'd

12) Know how to establish close relationships. The
student sho ld recognize the characteristics of

\ intimate fr endships, inbluding acceptance and
responsibil ties.

a. List cha acteristics of close relationships,
e.g., trtst, acceptability, openness.

b. List dif ent types of close relationships,
e.g., par nt-child, husband-wife, best
friends,.

c. Reoogniie and respond to intimate feelings
of others

d. Identify ersons with whom-he could establish
a close r lationship.

(This checklist-is dapted from Life Centered Career
' Education: A Com e enc Based Approach; ed, Donn E: Brolin;

published by The Cduncil for Exceptional Children; 1978;
pp. 172-173. From Ithe Competency Rating Scale Manual developed
at the University o Missouri-Columbia and supported by
Grant No. CIE2-:0-74- 789, Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped. Repro uced by permission of the author and
publisher.)
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1.1.5 Improving role performance
as a citizen.'

9i

1. Engaging in Civic Activities Checklist

The following checklist could derve as a basic outline for
a series of workshops on civics.

1) Generally understand local laws and government. The
student should have a basic understanding of local laws
and governmental structure.

a. List and describe basic categories of local
laws, e.g., person, property, traffic.

b. Identify consequences of violating laws.

c. List basic reasons for government and laws.

d. Describe the roles and duties of local officials.

2) Generally understand federal government. The student
should have a.basic understanding of the structure and
purpose of federal government.

a. Define the purpose of government.

b. Generally define democracy and representative
government.

92
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1, Cont'd

3) Understand citizenship rights and responsibilities.
The student should.be aware of basic civil rights and
responsibilities.

a. List basic civil rights, e.g., equal opportunity
in employment,,education, protection by the. law.

b. Identify various.community'services available
to citizens, e.g., police protection, public
health.

c. List major responsibilities of citizens, e.g.,
voting, paying taxes, observing laws.

4) Understand registration and voting procedures. The
student should be aware of basic regiitration and voting
procedures, as well as knowing the basic time deadlines
for these procedures as they relate to major elections.

a. Identify voting requirements and procedures.

b. Identify the importance of being an informed voter.

c. List the dates for basic elections and the
procedures for registration.

d. Identify sources which inform the voter about-
election issues.

94
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5) Undeistand rights and responsibilities when questioned
by the law. The student should be aware of her
respcnibility as well as sources of assistance.

a. List basic rights when being questioned by
-law enforcement officials.

b. Identify resources where one can acquire legal aid.

c. Identify obligations when being questioned by law
enforcement officials.

d. Describe the basic court syitem and its procedures.

6) Identify community self help organizations and community
resource agencies. The student should be &ble to identify
and use community self help and resource agencies.

a. Name and iocate phone riumber or address of gederal
Government resources; i.e., CEIC, Unemployment Insurance,
etc., in the community.

b. Name and locate phone number or address of Provincial
Government resources; i.e. Dept. of Human Resources,
Rentalsman, Legal Aid, etc. in the community.

c. Name and locate phone number or-address of community
self-help groups; i.e. Transition Houses, Alcoholic
Anonymous, Welfare Rights, Rape Relief, etc. in the
community.

d. The students should be able to demonstrate that they
know how to approach any of the above bodies for help by
role playing a particular situation with the instructor.

(This checklist is adapted from Life Centered Career Educations,
A Competency Based Approach; ed. Donn E. Brolin; published by
The Council for Exceptional Children; 1978; p. 170. Frmu the
Competency Rating Scale Manual developed at the University of
Missouri-Columbia and supperted by Grant No. 0EG-0-74-2789, Bureau
of Education for the Handicapped. Reproduced by permission of the
author and publisher.)
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41.1.6 Interpersonal skills

(general).

9 7

LA

4,6

1. General Life Skills SUrvey-
-

The °flowing questionnaire is a general life skills
surveY:- Upon completion it may be useful as a focal
point of discussion between student and instructor to
determine general areas of strength and weakness.

.

Rmid over each item and place a check (.0) mark in
one of the spaces at the right hand side of the page.
You have to read the words atthe top cf the page
to tell if your answ9r makes sense. Your instructor
can help you. sr3 ahead and feel free to describe
your own situations and to code them.

Go ahead now, and fill out the checklist. At the'
end of the checklist is one way to analyze your Alk
responses.'

.,

ce
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THE LIFE SKILLS CHECKDIST

Code - Situation
I have

the skill

I do
not have
the skill

,

.

F.

L.

L

C.

J.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

.

You are late for work. The
boss is mad and tells you
that you don't do a lot of
things right. You do not
want to lose your job. You
know what to do and you do

,

it.

/

You fight with your wife and
you know she is right. You,
know what to do and you do
it.

.

. -

You and a friend afe having
a beer. You know you should
go home. He coaxes you to
have "one more for.the road".
You know what to do and you
do it.

.

You visit strang t s with--'

out money or friends. You
waat help. ,You know what to
do and you do it.

You have just had a chance
for a good job. The boss
asks yog for references. You
know what to do and you do it.

.

.

,

.

.
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Code Situation

S. 6.

F. 7.

L. 8.

C. 9.

J., 10.

S. 11.

You helped a friend fix his
house. He compliments you and
saye nice things about you. You
are embarrassed. You know what
to do and you do it.

Your marriage is not working
out. You fight all the time
and feel it is best to separate
for awhile. You know what to
do and you do it..

.You want to meet new people but
you don't want to get into any
trouble. You know where to go,
what to do and you do it.

You are in a pub when a fight
breaks out at the next table.
You try to stop it. You are
arrested. You know what tc do
and you do it.

You want a job. Canada Manpower
tells you there are no jobs
available. You decide to find
that out for yourself. You
know what to do and you do it.

Your friend does pome little,
things that annoys you. It
annoys others too. You think
he would stop it if he knew it
'bothered people. You decide to
tell him about it. You know what
to say and you say it.

/ do
I have not have

the skill the skill
--r-
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1: COnt:d

Cbde Situation
I-haye

the skill

I do

not have
the skill

C. 14.

J. 15.

S. 16.

You are (or know) an unmarried
mother. You (or your friend.)

need help supporting the child.
'You know where to get help and
you ask for it.

You want to find something fun
to do but.everything you think
of seems to need money. You .

decidetthere must be some
interesting things to do with-
out money. You know what to do
and you do it.

You can't find your wallet. You
think someone stole it. You want
the police to start an
investigation. You know what
to do and you do it.

You feel your boss has treated
you unfairly. You want to talk
*to him about it I:rut don't want
ba lose your job. You know what
to do and yOu do it.

1

You liave been asked to make a
speech at a community clvb
meeting. You know how to plan a
speech and you give it.
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1. Cont'd

Code

,

.

Situation
I have

the skill

I do-
not have
tile skill

F.

L.

C.

.

J.

_
S.

17.

.

18.

19.

20.

21.

/4

-

You are having trouble making
ellds meet from one pay day to
the next. You always seem to
run out of money three days
before you get paid. You .1cnow

how to plan a budget and. you
stick to it.

.

You like to play poker once in
awhile but don't have the money
to play often: You can paan
when to play,4and how much to
spend and you stick to your
plan. .

...-

.

You want to make a motion at a
meeting. You know what to do and
you do it.

,

You don't like your job. You
want to quit but don't want to
spoil your chances for another
job. You know what to do and
you do it.

You think you (or a friend you'
know) may have a drinking
liroblem. You try to quit
drinking but always weaken. You
know where to gpi help and you
go there, -

.

s -

%

.

.

t%

'

.

.

,

;

.

_

/

r

.
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Code

f 22.

L. 23.

C. 24.

J. 25.

S. 26.

F. 27.

Situation

You have children to support.
You do not have a husband (wife)
to help §6u. No one understands
your problems. You know where
you go to find help from others
with the same problems and go
there. *

I have
the skill

do
not have
the skill

You know how to make friends and
you keep them.

You have been charged with an
offense pill didn't do. You need
legal help. You know what to
do and you do it.

You apply for a job. There are
many terms to fill in. You know
what to 6 and you do it.

You've lost a joN you owe honey;
yodr wife says you drink too
much, and your child is sick.
Problems kqep piling up. You
know what to do andyou do it.

You know how to shop wisely and
get the best valui for your
money. You stick to your plans
to shop wisely without buying
things you don't really need.

108
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Code
,

Situation

I hive

the skill

4 I do
not have
the skill

L. 28.

C. 29.

J. 30.

S. 31.

F. 32.

L. 33.

4'

Friends drop into your house
every evenihg Az a drink. You
would like to have same time.
with your family or to do.other
things. You know what to do
aneyou do ibt

Your neighbbr's house burned
down, you want to organtze
community project to help them.
You know what to do and you do

,

You hawe-a job you like but there
are other avloyees You can't
stand and,you have to work with
them, You know what to do and
you do it.

;

You wait for a bus in the bus
depot. A man make9 a pass at
you (another man). You knovi

what to do and you do it.

You and your husband (or wife)
have all the children you think,
you can support.. You don't want
any more babies. You know what
to do and you do,it.

You want to ntart ailobbg .

(painting, writing,i'sbiliOing a :

boat, gourmet coOking). You know"
how to get started ana you do it.

110
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Code Situation
I have

the skill

C. 34.

Z., 35.

S. 36.

F. 37.

L. 38.

C. 39.

You have to organize a party.
You need a liquor license. You
know where to get one and you
get. it.

You have to speak to a union
meeting. You know what to do
and you do it.

You have tried same dzugs and
find you want more. You might
get "hooked". You know where
to get help and you get it.

Your child is not doing well at
school and he is getting irito
trouble in the'community. YOu
wonder what is upsetting him.
You know how to find out and
you help him.

Your teenagers complain about
nothing to do and not enough
money to spend. You waut to
help them have fun that won't
cost money. You know what to
do.and you do it.

You would like to join a group to
take part in sports, the arts or
other recreational activities.
You know where to go to find out
about clubs, how to join them
and you do it.

I do
not have
the skill
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Code

J. 40.

a
Situation

I have
the skill

I de

not have
the skill

S. 41.

F. 42.

L. 43.

C. '44.

J. 45.

You have a new job. _You want to
look your best but haven't had
much, experience shopping for
clothes. You.haven't much money
buttwant to get clothes that are
in style. You know what to dd
and you do it.

You have a problem and you ask
for help. The person you ask for
help is blunter than yoki expected
him to be. You handle the
comments he makes.

You lix4 in a rented house that
needs fixing. Your landlord
keeps putting you off. You kDow
what to do and you do it.

You have too much time on your
hands. .You decide to do some-
thing about it. You know what to
do and you.do it.

You have nosey neighbors and are
sick of their'gossiping. You

know what to do and you do it.

You have a hobby you really like.
You'd like to get a job that was

as interesting. You decide to
to find out about different jobS.
You know what to do and you do it.
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Code Situation
I have

"the skill

I do

not have
the skill

$., 46.

F. 47.

L. 48.

C. 49.

J. 50.
a

Code
your
own

You know *hat you want to do with
your life. You have goals you
think you can reach. You know

"what to do and you'do it.

You know what you would like for .

your family. You know how to go
about getting it and you do it.

You know what you Want to do in
your leisure time. You can plan"

it.and do it.

You like the community you live
in and,want to help keep it a
good place for your family to
live in.. You know what to do
and you do it.

You know of a job you want. You
know how to apply and you do it.

Fill in your own situation.
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Now that you have done the list, look at the left hand
side of the page. You will see that each item has a
letter 'in front of it.

S means self;
F means family;
L means leisure;
J means job;
C means community.

Your instructor can tell you more about that. Ask her.

1) Count the nuMber of "S questions" for which you have
checked "I have the skill" and the nuMber for which
you have checked'"I do not have the skill". Put those

numbers in the Life Skills Tally.

2) Do the same with the questions marked F, L, J, and C.

S questions

Answered
I have

that skill

I do not have
that skill

F questions

L questions

4,7 questions

C questions
'

(From The Life Skills Coaching Manual, published by
.Saskatchewan Newstart Inc. for.Training Research and
Development Station, Box 1565, Prince Albert,
Saskatchewan, S6V 5T2; 1973; pp. 46-53.)
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Listening Skills

Planning

First, Uecide what purpose is to be Met; then,
select and modify items to suit the purpose. Group
workshops on listening skills enable students to
explore and practice their own listening skills,
discuss progress among themselves and with the
instructor, and allow the instructor to assess
individual students' skills within a group. Or,

select assessment items to respond to an individual
student.

Doing

The checklists are not suitable simply to hand
to a student. The lists require modification to .

suit particular needs, then explanation and discus-
sion. !Mme checklists are useful as:

- pre and post assessment tools with a practi-t
cal remediation program in between.

- a self awareness, growth exercise for an
indiviAual.

- part of a group discussion process.

Some items in this section can be used as is
ok can serve as models to assess specific listen-
ing skills such as remembering a sequence of ideas
(2.1.5) or following oral direction (2.1.4), etc.

Follow Up

The follow up will flow naturally from the
item and%its use. For instance the follow up for
pre and post assessment will depend on the
student's achievement level.

1 2 0



2.0 LIMNING SKILLS %

Goal \
\

2.1 TO help a ults become effective listeners

It
in a varie y of-'situations which they are'
likely to pcounter.

.

Skin.

2.1.1 Gener 1 Skill -- Identifying the
compn.ents in being an effective
listen r. Usless otherwise noted, the sanple items in this_section,

are copyright 1981, Curriculum Associates Incorporated.
AdaAted from the BRIGANCEE)Diagnostic Inventory of Essential

4

44

121

4

Skiass pp 344-354. Reproduced by permission of the
pUblisher.

Good listening skills obviously require good auditory
HO4ever, a student.with no hearing loss

may have listening problens due to other factors, such as --

a, a low level of vocabulary comprehension:

b. emotional conflict with which the student is preoccupied.

c. the inability to tune out extraneous noise"and to 'con-
centrate.

d. fatigue or lack of vitality due tb poor health.

e. poor auditory trawling in developing good listening skills.

f. lack of interest or motivation.

lack. of clear, accurate and complete infornation or direction
dle part of the speaker. ,

h. an unusual or hard to understand accent on the part of the
speaker.

g .

4

J

4-"'
122
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2.1.1 Cont'd

123

1. Characteristics of an effective listener.

This questionnaire might serve as the basis for a group
workshop dealing Withfeclifir-eutetitS-f.drlfaid-ritft"Each
point can be discussed or role played. Following the Workshop,
students with instructor, could use, the checklist individually
as anLassessment_tool,_

1. He listens carefully to understand what is meant, rather
Ehan preparing himself to contradict what is being said.

2. She realizes that she must look behind the simple meaning
of words that are being used. She must, obeerve the tone of the ,
voice, the facial expressions and the.overall behavior of the
speaker.

3. He is careful not to interpret too quickly. He tries to
put himself in the shoes of the speaker to try to obtain his
perspective. He tries to understand the speaker's feelings.

4. She attempts to put aside her own views and opiniOns and
to keep an open mind. This means that she must avoid listening
to herself respond to the speaker in her subconscious.

5. He remains patient because he knows that listening is faster
than speaking. He tries not to get'ahead of the sleeker. While
the average speaker says about 125 words a minute, he can listen
to about 400 words a minute. /t is easy to jump ahead of the
speaker and aftempt to guess what he is going to say. The
effective listener will give the speaker time to tell his story.

6. He does not prepare an answer while fle listens. He wants
to obtain the wlmle story before he decides what to Say in
return. Often the speaker waits until his last sentence to
make his most important point and the good lidtener must wait.

7. She shows interest in the speaker and what he is eaying.
This encourages the speaker, increases his confidence and helps
improve his performance.

124 52 ,
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8. She does not interrupt, except to obtain more information
or to get clarification. She does not try to trap the speaker.

9. She does not quibble about the language the speaker uses,
bUt attempts to understand what is meant.

10. She looks for areas of agreement with the speaker rather
than weak points.

1. If he is in a conference, he listens to all speakers hnd
tries to understand all points of view.

12. In discussion where there is some difficulty in understanding
what is being said, he attempts to summarize the speakers's
points before responding to them. NOt until his interPretation
of the points has been made acceptable to the other, does he
attempt to present his own views.

(Developed by Chris Zak, Instructor, Gladstone Secondary School,
Vancouv7LB:C.)

2. Objectives for .Listening

The instructorsmight use these points in informal assess-
ment discussion with an individual or a group.

In each situation where listening matters, you should:

1. Set a personally meaningful listening goal.

2. Explain how your listening iate for you.

of reference3, State two specific infl nces that
could have)on your listeni g in this sit tion.

4. Choose,three listening rocedures which will enable you to
accomplish your listening goal for this situation.

5. Explain how each chosen procedure will enable you to accom-
plish your stated goal.

126
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Skill

2.1.2 Demonstrating attentizgness.

-

1. Instructor observation is am effective assessment.

2. Listening Skills Rating Scale.

The following rating scale may be used with the instructor
or by the student as an assessment of listening ability. Defini-
tion of each item can be,discussed individually or in a group.

1. Push worries, fears and problems away
when listening.

2. Tune out noises and other distractions

.3. Show interest in what the speaker is
saying.

4. Try not to let feelings toward the
speaker, subject and occasion interfere
With listening.1

5. DO not try to talk and listen at the,
same time.

6. Put self in the speaker's position.

c. Maintain eye contact with speiker.,

8. Do not annoy or distract the speaker%

9. Focus attention on what the,speaker is
saying.

10 44
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2. Cont'd

10. Give the speaker time to say what
she has ta say.

11. Wait Until all the lacts are in
before, arguing or making judgments.

12. lmoid getting angry with what the
speaker is saying.

13. Listen to how things are said.

14.Listen for what is not sAid.,,

15. Dci not classify speaker and then fit
everything said into what makes sense
coming from that type person.

16. React to ideas, not the pereon's
personality or looks.

17. Can shift attention among speakers.

18. Identify su.lptleties in speakers's
ideas and feelings from gesture4," facial
expressions, posturec and se) forth.

19. Understand and respond to surival .

words used in emergency situations.

20. Try to understand different dialects,
accents and other unique speech patterns.
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2.1.3 Differentiating between statements and
questions.

2.1.4 Following instructions and direetions.

131

1. Through observation and informal assessment, the instructor
should be able to see that students are able to differentiate
between a statement and a question being asked of them.

1. Follows a Series of Oral Diiections withoUt Asking for
Repetition

The following exercises are given as
4
models for items to

determine whether students can follow oral direiltions.

A. Give each student a pencil and sheet of peper, and
say:

I'm going to tell you several things to do vdth
this pencil and paper. Listen carefully while I
am giving the directions for the differemt things
you are to do. Do NOT begin until I have given
the directions "and tell you to begin.

First, write your last name in the upper right
corner of the paper. Write your age in the center
of the paper. ln the lower left corner of the paper,
write the first letter of the alphabet. Write the
last letter of the alphabet in the lower right cor-
ner. Begin now and turn your paper over when you
have finished.

fr
B. Hide an object in the room and write at least five
directions for finding the object. Say:

I have hidden an object in the room that I want you
to find. I am going to give you several directions to
find the object. Listen carefully while I am giving
the directions. Do not begin to look for the object
until I have given the directions and tell you to begin.

132
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2.1r5-°Comprehending litetal references with
regard to main idea, details, sequence,
cause and effect, and irrelevant details.

133

1. Recognizes Main Idea

Ask students to identify main idea from a tape recorded
passagee

Or use the following type item, read aloud.

Listen to the following selection about the common cold:

While relief from the pain ana fever that go with a cold is
possible, immunity :tp this common ailment has yet,to become a
guarantee. So far there is no knewn drug.or "old wives'
remedy" that can keep a oolldfrom running its course through the
nose, throat and lungs. Since viruses are the only real factors
in catching a cold, avoiding chilling temperatures and dampness
will not stop a cold. The common cold remains an unsolved
medical mystery.

Which sentence best states the main idea?

1. Colds are Caused by viruses.
*2. There is no way to prevent or cure a cold.
3. Colds invade the nose, throat and lungs.
4. People in medicine like to solve mysteries.

2. Identifies Significant Details

The following kind of selection may be used to determine
whether the student can comprehend the significant details of
a spoken passage.

Listen to the following selection about middle names.

Most/people have a middle name tucked in between.their more
well known first and last name. Except in the few cases where
people drop their first name in favor of their middle name,
middle names are seldom revealed. Middle names serve minor pm--
poses. Some middle names are symbols of respect to relatives.
In Russia, for example, a middle name consists of the father's

134
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2. Cont'd

first name with a suffix added. In some areas, such as Scotland,
°the mother's maiden name becomes the middle name. Most middle
names are useful for identification purposes. In fact some
people possess an initial that does not stand for any particulaf
name in order to provide the necessary middle initial on official
documents or forms.

Which of the following statements is not mentioned in the
selection?

.)

1. Middle names are seldom revealed. '

*2. Middle names were not originated until the 17th century.
3. Some middle names are symbolsvof respect.
4. A few people use their middle names rathen.than _their

first names.

3. Remembers a Sequence of Ideas

16 following exercise may help the instructor determine
whether the student can remember a sequence of ideas.

Listen to the fdllowing selection about dealing with brake
failure:

In case of brake failure when driving, (pick action must follow.
The first step is to pump the brake pedals sometimes the brake
pressure will come back. If not, use the parking brake. Then
shift into a lower gear if the car has a manual transmission or
into a lower range if the car has an automatic transmission. The

drag of the engine will slow the car down. If the first three
steps fail, sideswipe an object, such as a guardrail'or a curb.
This is a last resort in order to prevent a more damaging head-on
collision with another car or object.

Which of the following stePs dames first?

1. Shifing into a lower gear or range.
2. Sideswiping an object to prevent a head-on collision.
*3. Using the parking brake.
4. Calling the police to report an accident.
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Skill

2.1.5 Cont'd

13s/

4. Recognizes Cause and Effect Relationships .

The following selection may be used to help in determining
'whether a student recognizes cause and effect rtlationships
while listening to a passage.

Listen to the following selection about skin pigment:

Every person's skin has calls called melanocytes. ..These celli
produce a dark pigment called melaaiin. The amount of melanin
in the skin determines skin color. Melanin is useful because it
soaks up the harmful rays of the sun. ,Whert a person steps in the
sun, the melanocytes increase production of melanin. Dark-skinned
people who already have a lot of melanin in their skin can stay
in the sun for a long time and will get a deep tan. People who
have light skin must build up amounts of melanin gradually by
'staying in the sun for short periods of time or they wifl suffer
/a sunburn rather than a tan.

Why do some people become sunburned?

1. They are redheads.
2. They don't stay in the sun4long enough.
3. They don't use suntan lotiOn.

*4. Their light skin does not have enough melanin to
protect it when first exposed to the sun's rays.

5. Recognizes Irrelevant Information

The following selection may be used by the instructor to
determine whether a student is able to listen for and recognize
irrelevant information.

Listen to the following selection about dreaming:

People who say they never or rarely dream simply do not remember
their dreams very well. In the 1950's, investigators at the
University of Chicago discovered that everyone dreams every night.
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Skill

2.1.5 Cont'd

2.1.6 Miking inferences,and drawing
conclusions.

13

5. COnt'd

These sleep researchers observed that from time to time during
sleep, people's eyes would move rapidly back and forth under
Closed eyelids. When awakened during such rapid eye movements,
each person said that he or she had been dreaming. The longest
recorded period of time that a person has gone without sleep is _1
18 days amd 17 hours. Further research showed that
usually dream four or five times during the night. Each dremi
occurs about every 90 minutes. As the night Continues, each
dream becomes longer.

Which of the following statements does not belong in the
selection?

1. Everrone dreams every night.
*2. A Ferson went without sleep for 18 days and 17 hours.
3. People dream four or five times during 'the night.
4. People's eyes move rapidly back and forth when they

are dreaming.

1. Recognizes Speaker's Implication

This type item can be used to determine whether a student
can recognize the speaker's implication in a spoken passage.

Listen to the following selection about the vastness of outer
space:

Earth is only one memher of a Flanetary system that includes
nine planets, their moons and a ruling sun. This system is oriy
a tiny speck in the Milky Way galaxy. The Milky Way, which Con-
tains 100 billion stars, is only a minute part of the entire
universe. Throughout the universe there are countless billions
of other galaxies. The _hurnber of stars within a galaxy may vary
from a few hundred- naP.ion,to a trillion. Most of these stars
will have their own planetary system. The vastness of the
universe makes it difficult to gather information about faraway
paanets, but the sheer size of the universe makes it very probable
that the Earth is not unique.
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Skill

T.T. 6 -do-nt ' d

14i

1. Cont'd

What is the speaker implying in this selection:

1. The Milky Way contains 100 billion stari.-
2. Every planet in other galaxies has a civilization.
*3. Life most probably exists on some other planets.
4. All stars have planetary systems.

2. Draws Conclusions

Items of this kind can be used by instiUctors to determine
whether a student drawd conclusions from a spoken passage.

Listen to the following selection about choosing a careers

Choosing a career will probably be one of the most important
decisions of your life. One of the first steps in choosing a
career is getting to know yourself better. Many books have been
published to help guide you through these steps. Once you have.
examined your personality traits and interests, see how they fit
into particular careers. YoU can talk to your guidance counselor
or visit your library for information about all career areas.
You may also wish to talk to people who work in various careers
or visit different places of employment. After you have narrowed
downsyour cateer choices, examine:each in detail. Look at the
salary the Career offers,-training requirements, what it will
cost for education or vocational training, and how the future
will affect the need for that job. Gather all this information,
compare it, study it, and then try to decide wtich career is
really for you.
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Skill
2. Cont'd

Which sentence be3t states the conclusion to this selection?

1. A person should choose a career that pays well.
2. Career guidebooks are best sellers.
3. A person can prepare for a career through ecuational

, or vocational training.
*4: Making a career deasion requires time, energy and a

deep concern for an occupation that will satisfy
personal needs.

2.1.7 Listening critically and evaluatively 1. Distinguishes Eact from Fancy and Proven Statement
from Opinion ,

4.

The follo4ng selection may be used to determine whether a
student can diAinguish between fact and opinion .in a spoken
passage.

Listen to the following selection about advertisements:

Advertisks aim to convince people to buy products. The public
is gxowing tired of constant exposure to advertisements. However,
there is no way for goods to be sold at reasonable prices except
through advertising. As demands for the product grow, more
products will be made. Since the cost of producing an item de-,
creases as the nuqber of items'produced increases,% tI1e selling
price goerdown. Many people argue that advertisih pushes
people to buy products they don't need or want. The truth is that
researchers carefully study people's needs and wants before
products are designed and advertised.

Another fact that the public forgets is that affordable enter-
tainment would not be possible without advertising. The com-
plete costs of television and radio and two-thirds of the cost
of newspaper and magazine production are paid by advertising.

Does the speaker base his argument that advertising is
misunderstood by the public on facts or opinions? explain.
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Skill

14'6

Reco'gnizeS. Mood

Selections like this are useful to determine whether a
student recognizes the mood conveyed in a spoken pasgatge.

Listen to the fllowing selection about the elderly:

After years of working hard and paying taxes, many aged
Canadians look forward to a comfortable retirement. This dream

has been shattered by inflation. Rising prices have forced the

elderly to lower their standard of living. Unable to afford the

high cost of food and heat, many of the eXderly have lowered their
heat to below normal levels and cut down on the quantity and
quality of their food. Due to these cutbacks, the health of many

eldetly people has been endangered.

The government delivers services to help the _elderly; but these
services are insufficiently funded and poorly organized. The
elderly feel that they have been left alone to handle an unfair
consequence of growing old.

How does the speaker want you to feel toward the elderly?

1. angry
2. bored
3. bitter

*4. sympathetic

3. Predicts Outcome-

The following selection can be used to determine whe.1,er a

student is able to predict the outcome of a spoken pastfge.

Listen to the following selection about rock music:

In 1955, Bill Haley and the Comets cut a record called 'Rock
Around the Clock" and gave birth to rock'n'roll. Youth quickly

caught on to this new, spirited sound that was adapted from black

rhythm and blues. Rock's appeal grew even more with the appear-

ariEe of the dynamic Elvis Presley in 1956.
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2.1.8 Taking notes from speech or lecture

147

3._ Cont_'d

From 1958 to 1962, the naturalness of rock'n'roll was replaced
by the sentimentality of pop music. TO make money, the music
business promoted pretty people singing sugar-sweet lyrics.
Fortunately, in 1962, rock-was revived. Beginning with the
Beatles,_rock music dealt,with the thoughts, feelings and con-

..

cerns of young people. During the late sixties, a time of war
and racial problems, the anger of youth was expressed in pro-
test songs and loud,, metallic sound.

In the seventies, rack almost died. Music became.silly, repetizt
tious and showy. Disco was the prime emmple of-thii trend.

The New Wave of the eighties gets back to rock's original
earthiness. Though the musip of punk rockers is harsh, it is
real. That is what rock music is all About -- being real.

What will probably happen in the near future?
1.- Punk rockers will imitate the style of

Bill Haley ahd the Comets.
2. Rock will die out.

*3. Rock will sUrvive but with many changes.
4. Rock will be accepted by more and more older

people.

1. Listeuing for Notetaking

Instructor observation

Cross reference to Skill 14.1.9.2
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Speaking Skills

Planning

Because required peaking skills vary from
situation to situation, assessment willlbe informal
and based on Observation. IliaiVidual needs and
goals and the speaking'context (i.e. situation,
communication purp6se, audience, etc.) need to be
defined clearly before the assessment begins.

Doing

The skills listed in this sectia can be used
either as an informal assessment checklist in dis-
cussion between student and instructor or as an
outline for instructor designed, experience based
workshops where students can develop> practice and
assess their speaking sk14ls. Speaking skills are
assessed most realistically during actual or simu-
lated situations.

Follow Up

)rhe follow up will vary according to indivi-
dual goals and situations.
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3.0 SPEAKING

Goal

1 3.1 To assist adults to speak effectively
and with ease in a variety of
situations which they are likely
to encounter.

Skill

3.1.1 Recalling and reproducing
words with little or no
hesitation.

3.1.2 Using appropriate
pronunciation (where
physical factors do

' not interfere).

3.1.3 Enunciating clearly.

3.1.4 Using appropriAte
modulation,

3.1.5 Using appropriate stress
and intonation.

3.1.6 Demonstrating use of
vocabulary appropriate
to the individualradult
and to the type ot
social exchange.

3.1.7 Using complete sentences
where required.

3.1.14 Organizihg thoughts and
ideas in terms of: purpose,
instructions, logical
sequence, clear language,
conciseness.

151

Problems relating to speaking skills other than speech Are frequently

related o factors such as...

- fear of Saying the wrong thing, speaking incorrectly,
or being criticized and laughed at

- deterioration of speech causing stress

- limited vocabulary

- lack of opportunity to practice and develop speaking skills.

The skills listed can be assessed best in a holistic way. The most

valid assurance that a student has developed and is using effective
speaking skills is that he or she demonstrates the skills in actual
situations. Where this cannot be done, simulated situations could
be constructed to practice or assess the skills.

Followin axe a nuMber of skills and suggested tasks for assessment:

1.'Requ sts information, listens and demonstrates comprehension
of information given, such as...

a) asking for an explanation of an idea presented in class
and demonstrating comprehension by accurately answering
related follow up questions.

b) asking the librarian how to locate material on a certain
subject and demonstrating camprehension by finding the
material.

c) asking for help filling out an application or some other form
and demonstrating comprehension by accurately completing the
form.

d) asking for instructions on how to operate a small machine or
appliance and demonstrating comprehension by operating the
machine properly.
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Skill

3.1.15 Giving direction or
instructions.

3.1.16 Expressing an opinion
using supporting :acts
or logical reasons.-_-

^A

2. Gives directions to get fr m one location to another on campus or
in the immediate area, suc

a) giving directions on how to get to the school office.

b) giving directions on how to find a certain classroom or
locker on the school campus.

0 giving directions.on where and when to catch the'next bus.

d) giving directions on how to get to the cafeteria.

3. Gives directions to get fram one location ta another in the
community, such as...

a) grving directions on how to travel from the school to his
or her home.'

b) giving directions on how to travel from his or.her. home to
the city hall or the courthouse.

c) giving directions on how to travel from the school to his
or her place of work.

d) giving directions on how to travel from his or her home to

the dowmtowm area.

c 4. Gives directions to perform a task or job, such as...

a) doing a headstand or some other stunt.

b) explaining an operation that he or she performs at work.

c) preparing a simple dish of food, such as a salad or dessert.

d) using a vacuum cleaner or another appliance or tool.
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111,
Skill

3.1.1 to 3.1.7

3.1.14 to 3.1.16 Cont'd

15'5

5. Reports information in a logical and sequential manner, such as...

a) announcing information about a meeting or a sports event
that will soon take place.

b) sharing information about a news report heard on radio-or on
television or read in a newspaper or a maganine.

c) retelling the events of an unusual situation in which he or
she ws involved.

d) retelling the plot of a book, television show, or movie he
or she enjoyed.

6. Describes objects, persons, events, or experiences-in an interest-
ing and datailed manner; such as...

a) describing himself or herself or another person he or she
knows or,would like to know.

b) describing a place that he or she has visited or would
like to visit.

c) describing an unusual object, such as a fish, bird, or
animal that he or she has seen or read about.

d) describing a sports event that he or she participated in or
observed.

7. Camplains to a ore manager about a product or a service that
has been purchase and proven to be unsatisfactory, such asr..

a) complaining abo t a garment that was advertised aswashable
and shrinkage f e but which has shrunk so much after washing
that it no lon r fits.

b) complaining out a carton of milk dated May fifth that was
found to have a slightly sour taste when purchased on May first.

c) complaining about a key, recently duplicated, that would not
unlock tRe door.

d) complaining about a car battery with a three year warranty
that no longer has enough Power to start the car easily
and that has had to be recharged twice.
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Skill

3.1.1 to 3.1.7

3.1.14 to 34.16 Cont'd

8. Evaluates his or her or another's performance of a task, or a
job, such as...

a) evaluating a performance in a role.

b) evaluating a speaker's presentation of a lecture.

c) evaluating his or her work performance in a class situation
or in a job.

d) evaluating his or her athletic performance in a recent sports
event.

9. Explains and defends his
such as...

a) giving reasons for or
certain brand.

or her opinions, choices, or decisions,

against purchasing a product of a

b) giving reasons for or against voting for a particular
candidate in an election.

c) giving reasons for'or against raising the driving age.

d) giving reasons for or against changing the cafeteria's menu.

0 1981 Curriculum Associates Inc.
ID

Adapted from the BRIGANCE Diagnostic Inventory.

of Essential Skills. Reproduced by permission of

the publisher. pp. 339-340.
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S.1,411 -

3.1.8 Using standard and
non-standard dialect
appropriately.

3.1.9 Using appropriate
grammar.

3.1.10 Demonstrating awareness
of facial expression.

3.1.11 Demonstrating appropriate
use of body language.

3.1.12 Using effective gestures.

3.1.13 rintaining eye contact.

1. Thxough observations and informal discussions with students
the instructor can determine whether the student identifies
dialects and when it is appropriate to use them.

1. Through observations and discussions with students an
instructor can determine if the student uses grammar
appropriate to classroom situations including the
following:

, - subject verb agreement.

- pronoun antecent agreement.

- simple and progressive forms of verb tenses.

- form and placement of adjectives and adverbs.

- the use of articles and prepositions according to
idiomatic conventions.

- using varied structures.

Identifying and using body language or nonverbal communication
is an important aspect of communication skills. Identifying and
using nonverbal communication is best assessed through observation
and discussion.

The following checklist is offered as a focus for assessing
students' skill levels.

A. FACIAL EXPRESSION

1) Main way to communicate emotion.
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Skill

3. jel0 -to 3.1.13 Coned

4.

161

2) Primary usei-of facial expression

a. Suggest personality characteristics

1. structural features
2. typical expressions
3. characteristic reaction patterns.

b. Express emotion and interpersonal attitudes

1. modified by cultural rules.

c. Interaction signals:

3) Basic facial expressions are the same for all hunans.

B. GESTURE AND BODY MOVEMENT

1) Inferences based on general ease and naturalness with
,which people move and use their bodies: .

a. Being "sure of oneself" suggested by slower and
more controlled movements.

b. Being "unsure of oneself" suggested by jerky,
less controlled movements.

2) Specific body movements have accepted meaning in our culture.

a. Hand waving - greeting:. closure.

b. Shrug of shoulders - "I dont' know".

c. Hands on hips - anger or superiority.

d. Arms,crossed in front of chest - finmnest of ste.;021
or being closed.

e. Legs crossed toward a person - involvement with that person.

f. Legs crossed away from a person - exclusion from that'person.

g. Leaning forward - involvement.

h. Leaning backward - noninvolvement.

i. Shaking of head - disagreement.

j. Nodding of head - agreement.
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Skill

3.1.10 to 3.1.13 Cont'd C. EYE CONTACT

1) Main meanings communicated ,

a. Show liking.

b. Establish dominance.

c. Show threat.

2) Eye contact is used

a. To encourage feedback.

b. To show communication channel is open.

c. To show need for involvement.

d. To reduce distance between people.

e. To produce anxiety.

3) Eye contact is avoided

a. To hide feelings.

b. To increase distance if personal space invaded.

c. To avoid social conLact.

4) Eye contact as regulabar of communication

a. Gazing at end of other's message for reinforcement.

b. Gazing during parts of omm measage to emphasize.

c. Gazing while speaking to be persuasive.

d. Gazing while asking questions about others
to encourage response.

(Adapted from Developing Skills for Human Interaction;
1978; Heun & Heun; Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co.;

.pp. 17-20. Reproduced by permission of the publisher.)
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VIEWING
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Potential

Visual and graphic material varies greatly
according to location. Local bus schedules, TV

guides and posters are the best materials to,use
to measure a student's ability to handle this kind #

of reading.

A spiral of skills ranging from simple (4.1.3)
to a complex cognitive strategy (4.1.5) are

covered. The choice of ittms depends on the
student's location, preseint level of sophistication,

and need for a skill. When the student has mas-

tered local materials the instructor might intro-
duce another piece (i.e. a bus schedule from a dif-
ferent area) with the same content but different
format to see whether the skill is generalized.

Doing

The primary assessment of skill in reading
and interpreting visual material is through

informal discussion. The instructor can question
a student on content of a local bus schedule or
discuss levels of information in a poster to see

if the student recognizes innuendoes. The in-

structor can note areas where the student needs
to improvet-the skill or, as appropriate, Use the

following items in assessment.

Follow Up

Once a checklist of a student's strengths
and weaknesses hasbeen established, gather local
materials fbr the student to practice that skill.
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4.0 VIEWING

Goal

4.1 To assist adults in gaining information from,
.and responding critically to, material
presented visually.

Skill

4.1.1 Establishing a purpose for viewing

in terms of information required.

4.1.2 Demonstrating attentiveness through
physical orientation and visual
tracking.

1. Through a discussion with a student, the instructor can
determine whether that student knows key items to look for
according to the visual presentation and information being
sought.

1. Instructor observation.

4.1.3 Interpreting graphic material in terms Local schedules, posters and graphs illustrating
of main ideas and important details. information may be used for a Valid assessment of performance

in daily life.

16 ,

1. Reads Television Schedule

Use questions about local material:
What time is (program name) on?
What is'the movie on Channel (number) at (time)?
iat channel(s) shows local news?

How long is (program name)?
What time and channel(s) shows (program type)?
What channel(s) air (content area)?

2. Identifies and Interprets Graphs

See 24.0. As well as using the'graphs for information,

analyze the composition.

A
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Skill

4.1.3 Cont'd

k

O.

3. Identifying and Interpreting Warning and Safety Signs

Student word calling skills sometimes exceed Wordmomprehen-
sion skills. It may be necessary in these cases to decide
whether students unaerstand by asking them to give definitions
of some words, use some words in phrases or sentencei, or mime
some wordi. Include questions such as;

What does this sign mean?.
Where might it be seen?
What action sheuld be taken when it is seen?

A list of sign words and phrases follows. Realistic
assessment items can be made on cards, using print like that
often seen on local signs, or from photographs of signs.

Do not touch
No hmnting
No smoking
Corrosive
Flammle
Danqe
PQison
Private
Emergency Exit
Walk
Fire Extinguisher
Keep off
Restricted area
Beward of dog
Please use handrail
Do not handle
Watch your step

Do not feed
No fishiny
No trespassing
Acid
Caution
Go
ExPlosives
Don't walk
Wait
Fire alarm
Hands off
Quiet Zone
No admittance
Handle with care
Do not enter
Wait on curb

No swimming
No soliciting
Wear safety glasses
AMbulance
Fragile
Exit
Police
Prohibited
Employees only
Warning
High voltage
Keep out
Wet paint
Do not disturb
Private keep out
Emergency fire escape

qD l981 Curriculum Associates Inc.

ID
Adapted from the DRIGARCE Diagnostic Inventory

of Essential Skills. Reproduced by permission of

the publisher.
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4. InterpretinQ,Warninq Labels
4.1.3 Cont'd

Use labels from items available to students locally
muchlas possible. Ask questions like:

What does this label mean?
What should be done according.to this label?
What does inhaled mean?

X POISON7)

47cm,:17rp,

DANGER: Extremely
tantimeon. Do not 00
0041 boat or 0001114,00
C0110011Z 1.0:00
Ott 1001 Oo not
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SK(* aloof. nor
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(ff00 NOT IOU 0420
. 715111

0,14-

11140.1441MMU)
411-
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kin and oyes.

fin AL:07.__L Jam-

(14:(0,21%,411.4Z.111.11)Ti

to
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of food.
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ie). WY OM
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te

MI.1.4.14..

® 1981 Curriculum Associates Inc.
Adapted from the BRIGANCE Diagnostic Inventory
of Essential Skills. Reproduced by permission of
the publisher. p. 253
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Skill

4.1.3 Cont'd

p.

173

5. Interpreting Medicine Labe)

The following item may be used to determine whether
students can interpret medicine labels. Use procedures like
those for items 4 and 5.

GM. 41141C1111,104
SAW Si auxin

2 WARNING
If pain and cough
persist more than
t; days, consult a
physician.

Mr .11.0MOW.' Fr..., I
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© 1981 Curriculum Associates Inc.
Adapted from the BRIGAN.DE ® Diagnostic Inventory
of Essential Skills. Reproduced by permission of
the publisher, p S244.
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Skill

4.1.4 Using witnessing skills.

4.1.5 Viewing critically and evaluatively.

175

1. Through observations and questioning, the instructor can
determine the degree and quality of a student'S witnessing
skills. The.student should indicate attentionto critical
detail and ability to describe clearly and sequentially the
situation witnessed.

1. Use a local political poster or paipphlet, advertisement
or opinion argument item as a basis to 'question's student to
ascertain whother she can determine the following:

- Objective vs. subjective presentation.

- Reality vs. fantasy.

- Errors, distortions or omissions.

- Rcievant vs. irrelevant information.

- Logic of presentation. .

- Credibility of presentation based on --

driteria of past reliability of source.

- Reputation of source it subject area.

- Source's awareness of current issues.

- Source's political outlook
.

- Particular social vlewpoints of source.'
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Reading

Planning

In using this Kit to prepare a reading assess-
ment, you will need Io:

, - Identify the reading skills you wish to
assess.

- Locate froM this Kit the items directed to

te--t

these skills (about 25 for

c
hour's work).

(A= If advisable, ewr e selection so that
it-has more local sui ability. Type the rewritten

- items. (IBM 12 pitch, Courier, to match this.)
,

- Photocopy the pages which have items you
wish to use.

- Cut and paste the items you need and the
selections on which they are based. Add any
rewritten items or items you have chosen or
devtloped from other sources.

- Copy the paste up as y-ur test master. Make
enough copies for immediate use.

Doing

A1thogh the average student will be able to
do about 2 items in an li?ux, time is not a major
criterion.

Work throu a sample Selection and item with
the students to make sure the multiple choice
format is understood.

Remind students to read all instructions
carefully.

Follow Up

Murk the' tests assoon as possible and discuss
results hulividually. 'Use the test as a teaching
tool tO show the student where reading problems still
exist. Ask students to explain any wrong choices
of answers. Often, interpretations of items can
vary giving you a better picture of how a student ,

is reading.
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7.0 READING -- Context Clues

Goal

7.1 To enable students to identify words
through context clues with or without
supportiVe phonic skills.

Skill

7.1.1 Using language skills to
identify unknown words.

?\i

I.

READ EACH SENTENCE CAREFULLY, THEN CHOOSE THE BEST ANSWER.

1. He was booked on six counts of murder. Here count means

a) the total number.
b) a ndblaman of European origin.
c) a charge, an allegation.
d) the score.

2. Turning on a,light can have numerous effects; one is giving
off light. Here effects means

A

a) the quality of being operative.
b) visible results.
c) basic meanings.
d) thstinclive impressions.
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Skill

-7.1.1 Cont'd

TM CARIBOU ARE CROSSING

The caribou are crossing. Someone has just came to town
amd said,that from the air you can't see the ground.for the aniftials.-
Twenty or thirty thousand of them. It's fifty below. Quickly the
town begins tx. smpty as a long snake of smoking vehicles moves out
the highway. When they arrive-at the appointed place, the animals
ane still behind a ridge. 'Cars and trucks park in a long line at
thqe Shoulder ofsfhe road, engines and heaters running; togethr
they send a mile-long.hackle of ice-fog into the flawless winter

skY.

The waiting begins and could last for days until something
(=Ws to the milling animals. Almays there are a few men who won't

wait. They leave.their automobiles, sling their rifles and make

far the ridge crest. After a while, there are shots. Then the

intervals to clean the kill. Those still waiting,grow excited,

impatient°, expectant. .

The first to kill and clean his caribou drapes thR carcass
around his sholders and begins climbing the ridge toward-the road,
the long antlers bouncing as he walks. The rack is higher than the
hunter's head, and those waiting see this before they see the man
beneath the animal against the horizon at the top of the ridge.

Doors open and several race across the road. Shots. The

man carrying the caribou drops the carcass, flattens himself behind
it, and fires back at the line df cars.

3. In the'first sentence of paragraph three, the author uses,the word

drapes. Which of the follawing words could be used as a synonym

for "drapes" in this sentence?

a) Curtains
b) Arranges
c) Pants
d) Tosses
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Skill

7.1.1 Cont.NI

(Item 5. assesses
Skill 9.1.1)

(Item 6. assesses
Skill 9.1.6)

(Item 7. assesses
Skill 9.2.2)

(Item 8. assesses
Skill 9.2.3)

(Item 9. assesses

Skill 9.2.4 and
Skill 9.2.6)

184

4. The ord rack as used in paragraph three means-
a) a metal frame that rests on top of a car
b) a place to hang your coat
c) amethod of torture

.

d) the antlers of a`meMber of the deer family
e) a large roast of lamb or mutton

5! "Carcass" as used injl±is passage means

a) blanket
b) dead body o an animal
c) rifle
d) hackle

6. The man carrying the caribou most likely returns fire

a) to help his friends
b) to see how well he can shoot
c) for same fun
d) in order to protect himself

7. The men shot at ihe hunter who had killed the caribou because

a) They were jealous of his success.
b) They thought he was a caribou.
c) They hated anyone who would shoot a caribou.
d) The hunter was an unpopular person in the towm.

8. What do you think will happen to the caribou?

a) They will all be killed.
b) They will stampede and kill all the hunters.
c) Most of the herd will continue their migration.
d) They will die of starvation.

8. In the last paragraph the mood of the hunter who shot the
caribou changes suddenly. Check the pair of moods which best
indicate that change.

a) humorous to angry
b) sadness to hopefulness
c) Sxcitement to relaxation
d) pride to fear
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(Item 10. assesses
Skill 9.2.7) 10. Which words best describe how thb waiting bmnters felt about the

one who was first to shoot?

a) friendly, cautious .

b) angry, envious
c) furious, annoyed
d) pleased, excited

(Item 11. assesses
Skill 9.2.8) 11. This story could have taken place

a) ten years ago on Vancouver Island
b) before the Europeans arrived in Alaska

(Item 12. assesses
Skill 9.3.2)

(Item 13. assesses
Skill 9.1.1)

(Item 14. assesses
Skill 9.1.5)
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c) 100 years ago in Northern British ColuMbia
d) within the last twenty years in the North West Territories
e) 1925 in the Okanagan

12. This passage is

a) definitely fact
b) definitely fiction
c) Possibly fact or fiction

13. In paragraph two, the author writes of the "milling animals".
In this sentence milling means

a) turning a mill-wheel
b) angry and impatient
c) moving round and round in a confused mass
d) heavy

14. According to the article:

a) All the hunters behave alike.
b) Some hunters won't wait for the others.
c) Same hunters kill more than others.

17 83



7.1.2 Using context clUes wftii
other word identification
skills to identify an
unknown word.

.4.1A

1. The girls walked into the amphitheatre and were amazed. It
was so big, sweeping around them like a vast cantainer, and the
stage seemed so far away. An amphitheatre most likely is

a)

b)

c)

d)

a type of restaurant
a huge circular playhouse
an old country mansion
a large office building

2. The three countries, which usually had poor relations, became
quick allies when attacked by their larger neighbour. They
combined theii armed forces and put then under the comMand of
a joint-council. Allies most likely are countries

a)-spying on one another
b) in pattnership
c) at war with one another
d) isolated politically from one another

1 8
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8.0 READING -- Dictionary

Goal

8.1 To enable students to identify
And pronounce unknown words by
using the dictionary.

Skill

8.1.1 To understand the use
of a pronunciation key
in the dictionary.

13u

USE THE PRONUNCIATION KEY AND CHOOSE THE WORD WHICH RHyMES.

1. /f11/ rhymes whh

. a) sign
brfun
c) train
d) pan

2. Aim/ rhymes with

a) sky,
b) him
c) time

d) steam

'PRONUNCIATION KEY

A
a

rat

pay

care
A
o

pot

go

for

father oi oil

pet ciO took

e be 66 boot

1

v -
i

pit

pie

yob abuse

ou out

I fierce, mere u

A
u turn

th this

th thin

hw which

zh. vision

0 about, silent, pencil,
lemon, circus

ar butter
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9.0 READING -- Comprehension (Literal)

Goal

9.1 To enable students to recognize
facts as:presented in written
material.

Skill
0,

9.1.1 Recalling word meanings.

9.1.2 Finding the main idea.

192

See 7.1.1 - THE CARIBOU ARE CROSSING.

Itams 5. & 13.

PRAYERS FOR LIVES ANSWERED

Associated Press, TUCSON, Ariz. - David Auiauchon and Guy Hayton
were down to theii last match And praying for their lives when they
were rescued after spending four days trapiped in,their car -- at the
bottom of an abandoned 20 metre mine shaft.

"I don't think either one of us thought we were.ever going.to
get outE.,, there," said Hayton. "We both thought we were going to die."

On Saturday, a University of Arizona student on-a geology field
trip spotted smoke coming from the nearly vertical shaft and heard
shouts. Aubuchon, 22, and Hayton,-25, who had burned the car's hoses
to attract attention, were pulled to safety by rescue workers two
hours later.

Hayton had a broken leg and Aubuchon had two broken ribs.
Both were hospitalized. .

Their 1965 Chevrolet station wagon was also pulled from the
shaft. ,

The shaft was believed to have been mined aethe turn of the
century and is one of many in the area.

Hayton said he and Apbuchon were driving across the desert
Tuesday night when he saw a.dip in front of them "and.the next thing
I know we're crashing."

"We had been drinkin4 quite a bit of beer," HaTton said.

The ca. nosedived into the shaft and was buried up to its
front widdshield in,dirt. Th9 inen_shared a gallon of water they had

.in theypar because of a leaky radiator and burned pieces of 'rubber
hose, hoping the brack smoke would draw attention to them.

(From the Vancouver Province, Oct. 21/80.

Reproduced by permission of the publisher.)
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4

Skill

9,1.2 dipt'd

(Item 2. asse4ses
Skill 9.1.3)

a) they were'pulled to safety

1.,The main idea in this article is found

a) in the last paragraph
h) in the third'paragraph
c) ih the sixth paragraph
d) in the first paragraph

* 2. Aubuchon and Hayton were down to their last match when

bp) they each broke a bone
c) the stat:Ion wagon was pulled from the shaft
d) the car nosedived into the shaft

(Item 3. assesses 3. They had a gallon of water in the car because
Skill 9.1.3)

p,
(Item 4. assesses
Skill 9.1.4)

(Item 5. assesses
Skill 13.1.1)

194

a) the radiator had been leaking
b) they shared the water
c) they had been drinking beer
d) they were thirsty

4. Arrange these sentencei in the order in which they happened

Place the number one in front of the sentence which
tells what happened first. Place the nuMber two in front of the
sentence which tells what happened second, etc.

a) They were pulled to safety by rescue workers.

b) Their car nosedived into the shaft and was buried up
to its front windshield in dirt.

c) David Aubuchon and Guy Hayton were drinking qUite a
bit of beer.

d) Both were5hospital iied.

e) They burned the car's hoses to attract attention.

5. They burned the cars hoses a`attract ateAntion. *tn the woid
attention, the suffix is:

, pt
4 b) on

c) tion
d) ten 195



(Item 6. asfe,..eses

Skill 13.1.1)
6. In the word attention, the root is

a) ten
b), attend .

c) attack
d) at

(Item 7e assesses 7. They were pulled to safety by rescue workers. In the word safety,
Skil1 '13.1.1) the suffixis

a) safe
b) ety
c) y
d) ty

(Item 173 assesses
Skill 13.1.1)

(Item 9. assesses
Skill 13.1.2)

j.

(Item 10. assesses
Skill 13.1.2)

(Item 11. assesses
Skill 13.1.2)

8. In the word safety, the root is

a) sdfe
b) ty
c) saved 1/4

d) y

9. The. car was et the bottaa of an abandoned mine shaft.
Abandoned melFg-7.

a) old
b) closed for repairs
c) not used anymore
d) new

10. In the above sentence, shaft means

a) a duinel which allows one to enter a mine
b) black coal
c) an arrow
d) an elevator to the mine pit

The shaf:t was used at the turn of the century.

Centsy. nreaps

a) 100 months
b) £00 years

d) 10 years

4- "
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(Item 12. assesses 12. A ttuaent,spOtted smo6,coming flrom the nearly vmrtical shaft.

Skill'13.1,3) A word 4,hich means the opposite of vertical is

-%4,, , . ..
' a) up and 'down

r
. b) diagonal

c) square

t MO d) horizontal

(Item 13. assesses. 13: Choose.an underlined vord from the story which umans went head
Skill 13..1.3) first'. .

,
.

, .

. a) rescued

(Item 14. al:messes
Skill 13.1.3)

(Iiem 15. assesses
Skill 13.1.4)

9.1.3 Supporting letails.

198
-

b) nobedived
c) dip
d) abandoned

14. From paragrap two choose a hamonym fb two :

a) to
b) thought
c) of
d) dip C.

15. Using the story copy two compound words from the last
paragraph.

See 9:1.2 - PRAYERS FOR LIVES ANSWERED.
Itabs 2 &,3
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Skill

9.1.3 Coned

(Item 3. assesses
Skill 9.1.5)

(Item 4:- ass-esses

Skill 9.2.5)

l;)

;PHE HOME REPAIRER'S TOOL KI'D

The saw is one of.the basic toollin any home repairer's tool
kit. Thexe are many different types of saws, each designpd to do
certain jobs better than others. 'When joining two piece of lumber,
you wouldn't automatioally'use a 10d commsp nail: You. w ld use the
nail best suited for the job. So it is wilth saws; you.use the right
saw for the right job. And wheri you do, you find that the job is,
?asier to do; the results will be better and the work will be done
in less time.

1. According to the-article the saw is

a) a little neaded specialty tool
b) less often used because of electric tools
c) one of the home repairer's basic tools
d) a high priced tool

2. According to the article

a) any type of saW will do any type ofjob.
b) there are certain jobs no saw can do.
c) one type of saw will do any type of job.
d) Specific saws work best doing specific jobs.
1>

3. According to the article

a) one saw is used for all tasks.
o) every task must have a diffierent saw.
c) each saw is designed for certain tasks.

J.k

'%
4. The purpose of this,passage is tot ,

a) give useful information.

. b) set up an argument.
c) tell you how to,4do something.
d) describe an event.

4.
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(Item 5.assesses
Skill 9.2.5).

(Item 6. assesses
Skill 9.2.5)

Skill

9.1.4 Identifying sequence.

2tJ2

5. Why does the author talk about neils in this passage?

a) to make a comparison
b) to list things a carpenter needs
c) to discuss nails in detail
d) to show that a. 10d nail is not always usable!

6. It appears that tfie artele's author believes that most people

a) are well-adquainted with saws
b) know there are many types of saws
c) think there.is Only one type of saw
d) don't like to use a saw

oft

See 9.1.2 - PRAYERS FOR LIVES ANSWERED.
Item 4.

READ THE THREE SENTENCES. THEN MARK AN X NEXT TO THE ANSWER THAT
ARRANGES THE SENTENCES IN THE PROPER ORDER.

1. A. The night is now so quiet.
B. The noise Was loud at the beginning.
C. After a while we could hear onlyVoices.

a) B,A,C
b) B,C,A
c) C,B,A

2. A. He used to run a mile in six minutes.
Elt,. Now he runs a mile in seven and half minutes.

C. Then he bioke his leg.

a) A,C,B
b) A,B,C
c) C,B,A
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Skill

9.1.4 (1.5ont'd 3. READ THE PASSAGE. THEN READ THE.SENTENCES LISTED BELOW IT AND'MgRk
AN X NEXT TO THE ANSWER THAT ARRANGES THE EVENTS IN THEIR CORRECT
'TIME ORDER.

It was Mr. Carr's first vacation in ten years, and/he had
really enjoyed it. Now after six weeks on the river, his eyes
were clear, apd he felt fine. That was an hour ago. Now his fat,
fifty-year-old body was still shaking from the beating it had
' taken when the boat had twirled beneath him and hurled him into
the rapids. Somehow, he had fought.his way to the surface. He 4

was spinning helplesSly in the water when Johnny got to him.

9.1.5 Seeing likenesses and
differences.

9.1.6 Recoghizing cause and
effect.

204

A. Mr. Carr was hurled into the rapids.
B. He enjoyed his vacation.

C. He fought his way to the surface.
D. He was saved by Johnny.
E. .He shook from a beating.

a) A,B,D,E,C
b) D,E,B,CiA
c). B,A,C,D,E

See 9.1.3 - HOME REPAIRER'S TOOL KIT.
ir Item 3.

See 7.1.1 - THE CARIBOU ARE CROSSING.
Item 14.

See 7.1.1 - THE CARIBOU ARE CROSSING.
Item 6.

205
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Skill

9.1.7 Following directions. AFTER Yell HAVE READ THE FOLLOWING, ANSWER THE QUESTIONS

You have just been hired as.an information clerk in a:'n office.
Your job is to take mail orders for various research reports your
office has produced and send cut the reports. Below,is a-sample
order form used by the-company.

Now.

REPORT ORDER #2

NaMe:

Company:

Address:

'Account #
I.

(Code
Reports Ordered:

Quantity Report Name Prise
71a.

READ THE INSTEUGTIONS GIVEN YOU BY THE OFFICE MANAGER, THEN ANSWER
THE QUESTIONS WHICH FOLLOW.

Instructions to Information Clerk:
1) When you receive an order for reports, write the name, company

address and account number on the Report Order Form #2.

2) If the customez did not include the company account number, enter
the first 4 letters of the company name and the first 2 digits of
the address in the code section. The computer can,then locate
the account number.

3) List carefully the title of the reports ordered on the order form.

4) When you go to pick up the reports from the igOcage room you must
subtract the number you are taking from the last number on the.
sheet of paper on top of each set of reports.
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Ski11111, *0

9.1.7 Cont'd Instructions to Information Clerk - Cont'd

5) Please Note: If there are feiier th n 50 reports left', write a memo
to the office manager givipg the name of the report and the number
of reports left. '

If you are removing a large number of one report and it will leave
fewer than 25 reports, check with the storage room supervisor
before removing them., '

(Item 3. assesses
Skill 9.2.2)

4

Sktll

9.1.8 Using references.

208

4
. NOW ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:

100. The Scott Company, of-832 Smith Street, did not include its account
number with its order.: What code should be entered on the order
form?

a) Scort 83.

b) 832 Sm.
c) Scott C.
d) SC 0832.

2: Today the Williams Lake School District ordered 65 copies of a
report on Gender and Mathematics. There are 80 copies on the shelf.
What should you do next?

a) Subtract 65 from 80, mark it on the paper
and mail the reports.

b) Remove the 65 reports, but send a memo to
the office manager.

c) Check with the storage room supervisor before
filling the order.'

Only send 3 ,xeports ahd sepd a memo to the office

of

manager.

3 According to these instructions, the company needs an employee0
who is

, a) friendly
b) good looking
c) accuxate
d) ambitious

See - LEARNING SKILLS 13.1.7, 16.1.1
SPELLING 12.1.8
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11,
Skill

9.1.9 Locatihg information.

95

21u

(1)

USE THE FOLLOWING CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS TO ANSWER THE QUESTIONS
ON THE NEXT PAGE. READ THE QUESTIONS FIRST.

The Classified Advertisement

21 HELP WANTED GENERAL

ADVERTISEMENTS IN THIS
CLASSIFICATION MUST

COMPLY WITH THE
BRITISH COLUMBIA
HUMAN RIGHTS ACT

WANTED_ INMEDIATELX: _A
kindly. understanding person le
act as a comPamon housekeeper
tO an elderly lady. A basic aPore
Nation of, and an ability to deal
with. loofly persons IS elsential,
Room and board in a Private
home plus remunetation. Please
call 3644090.

(2) ASSISTANT TO SUPERVISOR
required 110r SIM. I 1976. Hews
9:30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m, qualified
to ccrLis requiremen15.11Ply In
swami to the sufervisOr, S.C.
Government Employees Day Care
Centre.433 Kingston St.. Victoria.
B.C.
ATTRACTIVE tfASHION CON.
Hiatus young Person wantoo to
lake pictures and pi sell flowers in
Cabarets. NO exPerienie, Own car
needed. Inteerity a must. Full and
Part time petitions available.

Ove average earnings. Lat Ill's
Flovers and Photos, 4294295.

pt..* rimi'Der 917.
(4) JANITORIAL HELP WANTED.

Light duly help from 4 to 6 hears.
Heavy duty help frCom 410 II hOurs.
All evening wof,k. Good Pay and
wOrking conditions. Remy 10 Vic.
torie Press Box 1907.

(5) RENOVATION CONTRACTOR
famines apistent. APplicationa
welcomed from both Sexes. Extte.
Hence not necessary. 368.7441

. after S.

(3)

(6) REST HOME IN BRENTWOOD
area. Requires weekend nd
Cook. Must hart own transporta.
lion. Salary 13.25 Dar hour.
2534393.

22 OFFICE HELP

ADVERTISEMENTS IN THIS
CLASSIFICATION MUST

COMPLY WITH THE
BRITISH COLUMBIA

. HUMAN RIGHTS ACT

(7) C.AW OFFICE REQUIRES CON.
voyancing seCretery with a mom.
mumpf 3 years experience tO take
a senior Position. Salary cornmeal.
aural* with experience and ability

-Please replyin wrilsne 10 Mitt J.D.-
Penn. Stark and Bryant. P.O. Sox (20)
3147, Victoris, B C.

(9) LOCAL OFFICE EQUIPMENT
firm requires experienced clerk
typist for general office work, tale,
Phone recePtiOnist and counter
sales. Excellent working condi. 1211
lions. Permanent position. Plane
Mrs. D. Schmidt 4214146 or
3614469 for Interview.

(9) OICTATYPIST
Busy insurance office. PreviOus
Aut0Plan exPerience 01111erroo.
Not essential If good dictatypist 122)
with 2 tO 3 years ollIce expepence.
4 to 5 hours per day Salary $4.50
Per hour. Duke Personnel. 147$
00ve115. 4244485.

LOCAL OFFICE EQUIPMENT
I if III relluires Write leChniClan.
Duties include servicing typownl.
era and photoCcoolers with some
trainine on electronicscalculators.
AISOly in own handwriting to Vic.
torte Press Box 5916.

(11) Senior litogatoOn secretary reauirOd
by medlumeited law form. Must

Istratne to work on own. Salary-
, good. but commensurate with ex.

Defiance. Reply Wilkinson. Pea
Cock and Company. 201.1636
Pandosy Street. Kelowna. B.c..or
telephone 7514934.

(12)PERSON FRIDAY REQUIRED
for beauty supply company. At
least 5 years expersence.good with
figures and invokes. Pleaaant per.
10nality. Interested in long time
eMPIOyment. 361.6618. 44 p.m.

(13) EXPERIENCED SECRETARY
required August 1st to train for
Small estate department. Former
legal experience an asset. Send
resume 10 1304 2811. Victoria.

(14) ALCAN WILDING PRODUCTS
require person for invOicing and
related clerical dutis. Typing owns
min 50 wpm. Phone for IntervIew.
420.3901.

(161 DENTAL ASSISTANT, ORTHO.
dOntic office. xperienced or car .
tilled, typing,' aPplyIn writing.
Vas. A. Malkin. 7022629 Vistas.

(16) SECRET ARY WITH LEGAL EX.
Parlance and ShortIsane for senicir
Pointers, small taw firm. good sat
ary. 34441910.

(17) EXPER I ENCE0 TELLER RE.
quired. Apply Mrs. C. WWII:ant,
Toronto.OomInion Bank 2915
McKenzie and Borden. 4394986.

(18) DENTAL ASSISTANT REQUIR.
ed for recently established General
proaxN3ise.A001y Vittoria Press.

(19)

78 BICYCLES

(23) NEW moroBECRNE Io.spEED
with cOmpaniere Carrier, holds
tent and sleeping Dags IN touring.
5314039. Intone anytime.

(24) GIRL'S TWOWHEEL BIKE..000
Condition. $25. 368.0616 after 5.

(25) LADIES' 10.3PEEO. -LITTLE
used with lights $70. 781.0214

_after 6.
(26) ADULTS TRICYCLE LIKE NEW,

with iignt front and raw brakes.
11225. 4294106.

(27) THREE STANOARD DIKO.
Lady's, boy's, girt% aa new. Best
oilers. 42641194.

(213) PEUGEOT $75. APOLLO 670.
tverson $so. 31211 Old Weil
Saanich.

(29) COBRA 5O.SPEEO BICYCLE 1145
36114664.

(30) APOLLO 10SPEEO. ASKING
$70. 7E14179.

(31) FOUR 30SPEEDS. ALL IN
good condition, Various prices.
7674175. 0

(3212 GIRLS BICYCLES. VERY
toad condition. 426.1870

(33) PEUGEOT )NSPEED. 21", IN
good Condition. $95. 4294306.

(34) MEN'S 104PEE0 BIKE, $15.
Phone 3624189. 8022 Carroll St.

(35) MEN'S RALZIGH 5SPEECI Bl
ape. Good cbneillon. 429.1291.

201 APARTMENTS TO RENT

(36) WHY RENT?'
Less than 12.000 down will get
yOu a onebecnoom, fully furnish.
ad apartment with mountains and
wale/Hews. sauna, sworIpOol and
CO01 room. Prices start, from
433.000. Cella
7514272 JIM BOYER 7514165
351.531A2RRY THOMPSON

6564/42
DOMINION TRUST

PHI L BROWN (37)
47)) GOVERNMENT STREET.

Between Bay and Hillard*
The Leading Bike shoo

SKATE BOARO SPECIAI,
119.95

MASTER CHARGE
TRADES WELCOMF

CHARGER aw00en Mans Sat. 111130 500
Friday 'III 9

A EIIKE
for every sIte . . anb

v.Iy badget at
ESQUIMAU:7 PAT BAY BICYCLE
605 Esquimall Rd. 3664904 (39)
3960 Pal Bay Ave. 5174307

MOTORIZED BIKE
200 MPG MOPED

From $3511-insurence from $42, (40)
Pedal oeride It-Sensible-lentos.
tic. Ft*, literatule. I.M.i. 1633
Canelman. VICtorie. VOW 1158.
45340511.
BUY, SELL. TRAOE. REPAIR

Deal On LA with Qualified mech.
snit. Sava 50% on labV, Expert
buckled wheel New. ufed Pikes,
all sites. lowest prices. 00en 8.41
Sun. 124.361.5104. Bruno Indus.
tirles. 3601 Govt.

ENJOY CAREFREf LIVING
In I nicely furnished studio artart
/111/11 In a Clean, quiet block betide
IleaCon Hilt Park end stern frOm
the Ocean front. Weekly maid ser.
vice, linen, free laundry, Cable,
and eleCHICIty all included for
only $220. 3614361 Or 368.1907.
COMPACT FURNISHED BACH.
Wor apartment, ideal fOr working
tenant Or pensioner. No children,
no pets. Sociality dermslt required.
Contact manater, 11 a.m. to 3
P.m 1829 Flagard. 3 block Irnm
the Bay. .

SUBLET JULY, AUGUST, SEP.
tember, 3 bildrO0m, swimming
pool, sauna. fantastic Ocean view.
high rise, $300 per month. Rafe,.
elites. 7514459.
LARGE 2 BEDROOM FURN1SH
Et Condominium with Pn bath
rOoms, Oveilookine SeaCOn Hill
Park. Sauna ono whirlpool.
361.1487.

(42) BACHELOR APARTMENTS with
kitchen. Weekly maid $$$$$ ce.
Rates Ifom 155 Per week. 160
George Rd. East. 7514121:

(43) SMALL FURNISHED SELF.
COnllined baCrielOr suite los One
NOW. Own ntrance. All includ.
ed. $150. Available Immediately.
3684192.

(44) JUBILEE-.13t9TRM-T-.---4410ELY--.------- --
furnished bachelor suite, mailable
for clean. mature wanking lady.
Not suitable !Of children or ports,
42941123 or 4294321 aller 7.

134 CARS FOR SALE

(45) 1974 CADILLAC
46,000 mllosa. Ont.:avow Or, like
new, Complete Calill'IaCIIOUlOped,
$6,930, Telephone'36801211, ex.
tension 236 Of see at No, 30,111

(46)
AW.

ANS 250437,
blue, 4.Cloor NUN automatic,
Power stewing, one Ownef, tkinu
me mileage 6.450, 1111110, Interior'
immaculate. $3,200. 751.0017.

(421 MOVING TO EUROPE. Mures
sell 1973 Choy Malibu 4.passeneet
Station wagon, excellenl,condition,
Color, blue. VI. Power steering,
atOwer brakel. $3,495. 426401$.

(48)1970 TORINO. RIB CONDITION.
ine, power Mowing. pOwer Wakes,
automatic tfansmission. 42,000
miiei. G000 COKIXIOn. 4214116.

(49) 1973 CELICA. EXCELLENT
cOndIllon. 26,000 miles, Michelin
rentals, U.S. Mags, $3,400 and
offers. 537.1031,

151 SPORT. IMPORT CARS

(50) 1971 CORVETTE STINGRAY ,
350.L.T.1 engine, angle plug heads.
sEdiebrock Twain, manIttold.Hol.
lay Carburetor, CyClOneheaalets.
Stereo tale deck, excellent condi.
Won, 8.000 miles ph hew englne.
For infOlina110h Cell 781.0034 or
7514612 between 5 and 8 P.m,
1972 DATSUN 2402, OMANI)
new silver grey paint lob. Peke
Ws, fjent and back On guarantee

supension Overhaul.

39,000 miler. Cat view at 3200
Kaltasln Road, Sooke, 751.8816.

Black interibr. Am.FM Radio.

IMMACULATE ,AGIS WITH
Only 3,00 mlies tie lute abOUI

nott:nlyon.
etklenotteouilt !toy, aC: Its, C9%t I

what yo are ts0tIne, AIM corn.

ment Mild, $108 Per month OAC
Of 114:395, 4264491,
1970 124 FIAT SPYOER CON.
vartible, AM.PM radio, Steel Pelt.
HI Michelin rarlaelt. 5 Weed, 4.
wheel 00vter disc brakes, Ex. COn.
CL*Itlon. $2,200. Phone 364.1812.

66 MERCEDES ENZ 230SL
hardtop COnvertible, excellent con
dition. Will consider tame Nadel,
Serious o $$$$$ only Please. 751.
1944 after 3,

(51)

/52)

(53)

(59

JULY 1. UNIVERSITY AREA.
Pipsant wells1Urnbiled 14Hdroom mg)
+Ailment. Private entrance. '""
Wes included. RealOnable Quiet*
business lady. Refer , 429.
11156.

must' SELL, 1951 CORVETTE
II0eIsler. Wry goo:41 tondllion. For
More information phone 3114941
after 6 or 36849211 lays, Ask fOr
dune.
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Skill

9.1.9 Coned

,.

IL

,

N

I

. 9.1.10 Classifying.

9.1.11 Ca6gorizing

212

J

,

1. Which ad would you Inswer if you wanted to buy a skateboard
for your daughter?

a) No. 21
b) No. 20
c) No. 19
d) No. 47 ,

2. Which ad would you answer if you wanted to sell your child's
bike?

a) No. 21
b) No. 22
c) No. 27
d) No. 30

3. Which ad would you answer if you'had only $3,000 to spend on
a,sports car?

,

al No. 53
b) No. 50
c) No. 46
d) No. 49

4. Which ad would you,answer if you were looking for a part-time job?

a) No. 2
4 b) No. 4

c) No. 8
d) No. 12

k

5. Which ad would you point out to a friend if she could spend no
more than $200 per month on rent?

a) No. 36
b) No. 37
c) No. 42
d) No. 43

<C..
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9.2 READING -- Comprehension (Inferential)

Goal

9.2 Tb enable students to understand what
is not explicitlystated.

Skill

9.2.1 Inferring meaning when word
identification skills may
be weak.

See - READING -- Context Clues 7.1.2

9.2.2 Drawing conclusions. See 7.1.1 - THE CARIBOU ARE CROSSING
. Item 7

9.2.3 Predicting outcomes.

Caparison and contrast.

9.2.5 Identifying author's
purpose.

See 9.1.7 - INSTRUCTIONS TO INFORMATION CLERK
Item 3

See 7.1.1 - THE CARIBOU ARE CROSSING
Item 8

See 7.1.1 - THE CARIBOU ARE CRO$SING
Item 9

See 9.1.3 - THE HOME REPAIRER'S TOOL KIT
Item 4, 5 & 6

9.2.6 Identifying mood, huTor,
pathos, attitude, tone. See 7.1.1 - THE CARIBOU ARE CROSSING

Item 9

9.2.7 Understanding
relationships.

See 7.1.1 - THE CARIBOU ARE CROSSING
Item 10

9.2.8 Making an inference. See 7.1.1 - THE CARIBOU ARE CROSSING
Item 11

211
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9.3 REAOING -- Comprehension (Critical)

Goal

9.3 To enable students to make
judgements about what they
read according to their
knowledge and values.

Skill

9.3.1 Recognizing bias,
fact, opinion,
propaganda, point
of view.

9.3.2 Differentiating
between reality
and fantasy.

'2 1

0.

4

Some communica 'ions are strictly fact; these are unbiased. Some-

are fact but f om a special point of view, 'usually for some advantage;
these are bia d.

DIRECTIONS: OR EACH OF THE FOLLOW3ONG ITEMS, DECIDE WHETHER
THE SOURCE OF INFORMATION IS BIASED. CIRdLE a) FOR
BIASED AND b) FOR UNBIASED.

1. Advertisement on T.V. for travel to Jamaica.

a) Aiased.
1)1 Unbi.sed. S!)

2. Newspaper sports seCtion for scores of games.

a) Biased.
b)Unbiased.

3. Insecticide companies comments on pollution.

a) Biased.
b) Unbiased.

See 7.1.1 - THE CARIBOU ARE CROSSING
Item 12

2 1 7
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9.4. READING -- Com rehension (R preciativel

Goal

9.4 To help students recognize the
emotional and aesthetic responses
to reading.

Skill

9..1 Responding to'author's
use of language.

-9.4.2 Responding to author's
use of conteat.

9.4.3 Responding to author's
tide of characters.

9.4.4 Responding to author's
use of incidents.

218

a.

DIRECTIONS: Have the student choose a novel or biography. Direct
him/her to complete the reading within ten days. The instructor and
student will then hold a book conference and the student will respond
to questions sgch as those suggested'. Choose from the categories
which are suitable to the type of book read'.

I. Comprehension Skills

A. Central Thought.

1) What kind'of story/article is this?

2) Can you give the-main idea in one sentence?

3) Does the time or setting make a difference to the story?

4) Does this book/article remind you of any other book/article?

5) What is the main emotion suggested by this story?

6) How does the title of the book/article relate to the t
book/article?

7) Was the conclusion predictable? Why?

8) In which incident did you see the climax of the story?

1
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9.4.1
9.4.2
9.4.3 Cont'd
9.4.4

220

B. Inferences and Critical Reading.

1) Is there a lesson to be leaned from this book/article?

2) Do you think you can believe what this book/article says?
Why? Why not?

3) What problem does this article suggest?

4) Does the article suggest solutions?

5) Can you suggest any solutions?

, 6) What was the problem of in this book?

7) When you read this book/article did you get any ideas
which were not actually put into words?

C. Value Judgements.

1) What is your opinion about in the story/article?

2) Is this something everyone should read? Why? Why not?

3) Do you believe everything you read? Why? Why not?

4) Can you trust what this author says? Why? Why not?

5) Could you get into an argument over this book/article?

6) Did anything in this book/article make you change your
mind about something?

7) Would you like to discusS your change of mind?

8) Is it right for someone to print only part of a story?

D. Author Purpose.

1) If you could talk to the author what would you say?

2) What ii the author trying to tell the reader about life?

3) What do you know about this author?

4) Do you think this book is influenced by the author's
own "life.

5) Do you think this article is influenced by the author's
own experience?

A

221100



Mcin.

9.4.1
9.4.2
9.4.3 Cont'd
9.4.4

222

E.(Plot Sequence.

;1) If this story were a play what,main events
up each act?

2) If such and such happened.before'so and so
, any difference to the story?

3) After what happened next?

4) Whet were the highlights of the story as they happened? .

--

II. Personality Adjustment and Reading Selections

N.B. Because of the extreme sensitivity of flame of the
adults in our classes, questions in this section
should be used very selectively.

t;

would Fake

,.does it make

A. Insight into Persorl Interest in the Story.

1) Why did you choose this book?

1 2) Did you'eveehave an experience idle this?

3) If,you could change anything About this story, what would
you change? Why? 4

4) Did you enjoy the story? Why? ,Why not?

'5) Can you identify 'with any of the characters? Wbo?. Why?

6) Were there any characters you disliked? Who? Why?,

B. Awareness of Peer Group Reaction.

1) Do.you think there are some people in the classroom who
would like the kind of books you like? Why do you think
this is so?

2) What might be an appropriate Way to Aere this book?

C. Insight into Possible Personality BehaviorChange.

1) Did you have a problem like the person in the story? ,

2) Did you get some help with your problem from reading it?
loa

3) Does this story make you feel like doipg something? What? ,

223 .101



Skill

9.4.1

010.3 Cont'd
1.9L04.4

44,

224

D. Survival Skills.
)

1) If situation happened to you, which community
agency could you contact,for help?

2) How can the telephone book help you situation?

3Y Which departMent or person in government would!you,write
'to regarding the situation?

4) How could have in'therstory/article tried t
influence governMent?

5) If you wanted to improve a skill such as
described in thesstory/article; how woull you go about

.finding a class?

III. Mechanical Skills

A. Word Definitions.
.

,

...

I) Can you.tell me what this word means? %
, .

. u
2) Can you give me.another'word that means the same thing?

3) Can you give me a synonym; antonym, homönym?..
4 :

. . .

4) Show me houryou woUld find in the dictionary.

k

B. Study Skills.

1) "'Now me the index', tabIe of 6ontentsitetc..

2) Find the paye where .is described.

3) How can you find things'in the index, etc.?

4) Can you find the general topid of'this story in anothei.,.
book?

, C. Ability to Analyze Unknown Words.

1) What do you do abouthard words?

2) Can you give me the root word?

3) Can you show where the word can be broken intp syllables?
4

.
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9.4.1

9.4.3 COnt'd

ry. Ability to Hold Audience Attention

A. Oral Reading of Selection.

1) Read a selection from your book/arti,cle to me.

2) What led.up to that section?

3) What iollowed that section?.

B. 'Re-tell your Story Briefly.

es

(Developed by Gail Smythe, Kwantlen College.).

227
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9.5 ING - -.Comprehension (Reflective)

Goal

9,5 ,TO enable students to Understand

) that even when a writer's chosen
language creates a reality, apparently
different from that oethe reader,
the information may be appliCable
and can be absorbed fisefully into

the student's own life.

Skill

9.5.1 Using new skills learned
by reading.

9.5.2 Changing direction in one's
life.

Ow.

9.5.3 Approaching a problem in
a new way.

9.5.4 Pursuing a new idea.

9.5.5 Going beyond what is read
to arrive at a new
conclusion.

9.5.6 Discarding that which is
not useful.

226

fi

These skills are results of reading which 'can be formally tested
only in very drtificial ways. Often they will be noticed only

after a student has completed the program. At this point, check
by asking th student such questions as:

ve you read lately?

- How have you used reading in a way important to you?

229
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READ

Skill

Cross Ref.
SUll Item Answer

7.1.1
,,,

1

2

3

4

c

b

b

d

9.1.1 5 b
..t

9.1.6 6 d

9,..2.2 7 b

9.2.3 8 c

9.2.4 & .6 9 d

9.2.7 10 b

9.2.8 11 d

9.3.2 12 c

9.1.1 13 c

9.1.5 14 b

7.1.2 1 b

2 b

8.1.1 1 c

2 c

9.1.2 1 d

9.1.3 2 a

9.1.3 3

9.1.4
.

4 1,4,3,2,5

13.1.1 5 c

13.1.1 6 b

13.1.1 7 d

13.1.1 8 a.

13.1.2 9 c

23U

)

ANSWER KEY
Cross Ref.

Skill Skill Item Answer

13.1.2 10 a
...-

13.1.2 11 b

13.1.3 12 d

13.1.3 13 b

13.1.3 14 a

13.1.4 15 nosedived
windshield

9.1.3 1

2

9.1.5 3

9.2.5 4

9.2.5 5 a

9.2.5 6

9.1.4 1

2 a

3

9.1.7 1 a

2

9.2.2 3

9.1.9 1

2

3 a

4

5

9.3.1 1 a

2

3 a
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Writing

,Preparing

Become familiar with the general purposes of
the Assessment Kit (p.v ), and the sectiontin the
Background which relates to the Writing section.

Review your specific purposes for giving an.
assessment to this studelyt or group at this time.

1>

It will probably be for placenkent,
progress checkihg or program evaluation. Wbat
informationdo you hope to get from the exercise?
What decisions do you hope to make on the basis of
the results?

Decide which skills you want to assess and
find the corresponding items. If you do not find
what you want, modify an existing item or use the
item as a model for a new item of your own. You
may wish to consider particularly local adaptations
for ethnic or community background,n ESL background,
or any other special circumstances.

Puttogether a master set of the test items
and duplicate enough clear copies. Prepare an
answer key, rating scales (see Follow Up belowjor
observation checklist.

Decide on any special conditions (e.g., dic-
tionary abailable/not to be used), arrange for a
quiet comfortable atmosphere, free of distractions,
and allocate time.

Let students know in advance what the purpose
of the assessment is, what they will be expected to
do, and how the results will be,used.

'1 3t

Doing'

Note that some items will be more s itable for
individual than group administration.

If not done already, ensure student4s know what
is going on and why.

Give the student or group the assighbent, along
with the appropriate writing materials.

Ensure that the student or group is doing the
assignment.

Be clear about any timq, limits and how students
will know how much time is left.

Follow Up

Remind yourself about your purposes..

Examine and evaluate the responses. See special
note about rating scales, below.

Interpret the results in light of your purposes
and the decisions that you may be able to make now.
Take into account all relevant information about
student performance, capacity, goals and needs.

Discuss the results of the assessment with the
student.

Rating Scales

Several rating scales are included in 414fi.: sec-
tion of the Kit. These are offered as examples of
how direct assessment of writing ability may be made
more objective and reliable than a single letter grade
or percentage score. Instructors may also wish to
share and discuss the scales with students.

234
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The rating, scale for compositions given after

items 10.1.4 is holistic. The student response is

read.for an overall or holistic impression and a
rating assigned.on a scale of 1 to 6. In this
-reading, factors such as grammar, usage, spelling
and handwriting may affect the total impression, but
the reader should try.not to dwell on these
specifics..

The same piece of writing, or a different
one, cqUld be rated for specific traits, using
ont of the'other rating' scales from this section.

The scales for sentence structure, spelling, vo--
cabulary and handwriting are examples of analytic

scales. The aim of a reader using one of these,*
scales will be to rate the response on one specific
aspect of writing skill at A time.

Do not nark all stUdent writing on all scales.
This could be,confusing to student and instructor

alike. Ratings should be recorded and interpreted
separately. Adding rating scores from different
scales would not be valid or useful.

The scales themselves were adapted and con-
siderably modified from those used in the BC
Assessment. For selected items which were field
tasted (See pp.263-265.) a competence level has been

indicated at the end of the scale description.
Mese levels were assigned according to the
project keview panel. Items with no competence
level indicated were those for which insufficient
field test data have been obtained.
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16.0 WRITING -, Composition

Goal

10.1 To improve writing skills by
developing,and applying knowledge
of the structure of the'language,
the conventions of written
expression, levels of vocabulary
and the varieties of siyle and
degrees of formality suitable
for different writing tasks.

Skill

10.1.1 Write a list of items,
arranged in a limited
number of categories.

236

IFF

1. Make a list of 10 items you might need fb buy on your next visit
to the supermarket. Group them in columns in any reasonable wdy
(e.g. meats, fruits and vegetables, dairyproducts, cereals) or
breakfast, lunch and dinner items).

2. You arrive hame to discover that sameone has broken into your
place a tolen some of your most valuable possessions. The
police later ask you for a list of the stolen items. List 10 of
them in order with the most expensive at the top and the least
expensive at the bottom. Give a dollar value for each item.

3. You are going on a camping trip. List in order of importance the
10 most important things you have to take with you. , List the most
important at the top.

4. Make a list of 10 important phone numbers to have near your phone.
List them in three coluMns. Make up the numbers if you don't
know them.

Friends and Relative's Emergencies Other Numbers

Name # Service Name # '

237
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Skill

10.1.1 Cont'd Rating Scale

1) Up io 5 legible items, but not clearly ',II a,list or category form..

2) up to 5 legible items in a list, but with some items out of
required ordere

3) 6 to 10 legible items in a list, but not in any order.

4) 6 to 9 legible,items in a list, perfpct order or minor ordering
error. 5

5) 10 iegible items in a list, in perfect order.

NOTE: po penalty for extra items over 10.

COMPETENCE: 4

10.1.2 Write a set of simple, 4 S
clear instructions, in
a logical sequence, to

_ _guide_another_person. .

through a stated task. 1. When you make or do something, you often follow a certain
procedure, or sequence. There are ,definite steps to follow,

for instance, in baking bread, painting a house or repairing

r

a car. --N

ASSIGNMENT

First, choose something that you know how`to do. Write
it as a titleatl'the top of your answer page ("How to ....").

Then, describe from the beginning the steps to follow
in order to make it or do it. Make the directions as
simple and clear as possible. Try not to leave out
anything important. You may write in point form.

2-39
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LOW t1HIGH

Because you have to work, you can'..t be at the party,
but you agree to lend.your kecord player: Since
you don't know who will be using it and they may not know how
it works, you decide to write a set of careful instructions.
Your directions should specify all operating instructions,
including the speeds at which different records are played:
45 r.p.m. for 7"records, 33 r.p.m. for 12" records.

ASSIGNMENT
../194'44-*+

Write a set of instructions for using the record
player shown-in:the-diagram: Make-;things -as-clear-

as you can and try not to leave anything out. You
may write in point form. You do not have to write
in complete s ntences.

F(B.C. A(ssessment of Written Expression, 1978
General Report, p. 138.)

241
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Skill

10.1.2 Cont d

10.1.3 Write and address a
letter in appropriate
style and form to
achieve a stated
purpose.

Rating Scale

Criteria - 1) Topic. clear and specifics

2) Directions clear but may be incomplete.

3) All key stepb included.

4) Grammar and spelling free of errors which might
confuse meaning.

Scale - Give 1 point for each criterion satisfied.

COMPETENCE: Not assessed.

1. (Letter of inquiry/request.)

You are planning to-move to Resolute Creek, B.Ci, to accept a job
there. Write to the Information Officer at the Chamber of Commerce,
P.O. Box 169 in Resolute Creek, B.C. (The postal code is V6T 3R3.)
Aak for the information you wouldjike to have. Be as clear as
possible about what you want. When* you have finlihed and signed
the letter, address the 'envelope' provided.

2. (Letter of complaint.)

B.C. Telephone Company has just cut off your telephone service.
They explain that they're taking this action because you heven't
paid your last two bills. You know that you did pay them. You
kept records of the cheques and the dates you mailed them. Write
to the Manager of the Customer ervice Department at the offices
of B.C. Telephone Company. T eir P.O. Box number is 6767 in
Vancouver B.C. and the posta code V6B 4L6. In your letter,
explain that you have paid ie bills and ask them to reconnect
your phone without charge. J Address the envelope provided.

243
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Skill

10.1.3 Cont'd 3. (Letter of invitation.)

You have heard that Eric Nicol, a well-known humorous writer
for the Province newspaper, will be visiting your community
or nearby town on May 15. Your class (or community 4roup)
asks yoU to invite him to talk to the group at a lunch
meeting. Write the letter to invite him. His address is
Editorial Office, The Prcaince, 2250 Granville St., Vancouver,
B.C. The postal code is V6H 3G2. Address the envelope
provided.

4
4. (Letter of job application.)

You have just seen an ad in your local paper for a job.
It is exactly what you are looking for. Write a letter,
applying for the job. Mention what the job is, where you
read about it, and why you are qualified;to apply. Do this
in letter form, but don't use a resume this time. Address
the envelope to P.O. Box 12, Parksville, B.C., V9S 3T3.

5. (Letter of job application.)

Here are three ads from the Help Wanted section of a newspaper.
Read all these ads. Then choose ONE job that you would like to
have if xou ha0 to apply for one of them. Write a letter
applying for the job that you chose. Write the letter as if
you were actually trying to get the job. Address the envelope
supplied.

(Instructor to supply local job ads including those likely
to interest class members.)
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Skill

10.12 Cont'd

10.1.4 Write a short composition
of two or more paragraphs
in order to:

a) describe a person,
object or scene;

b) retell an event;

c) state and support
an opinion.

24 b

Rating Scale

There are separate criteria and rating scales for the CONTENT of
the letter, and the FORMAT of the letter and envelope.

A. CONTENT OF LETTER

Criteria - 1) Purpose (i.e. application for a,job is stated
or clearly implied).

2) The job is specified.

3) The applicant's qualifications are mentioned.

4) The tone is appropriate.

Scale - Give 1 pointsfor each crittrion satisfied.

COMPETENCE LEVEL: 4

B. FORMAT OF LETTER & ENVELOPE

Criteria - 1) Letter contains writer's address and date.

20'Letter features an opening (salutation) and a
closing (Yours ....Yr

3) Envelope address is sufficient for delivery
to destination.

Nir

4) Overall appearance and presentation satisfactory
(e.g. margins,Ilayout, tidiness).

Scale - Give 1 point for each criterion satisfied.

COMPETENCE LEVEL: 4

READ THE FOLLOWING ASSIGNMENTS CAREFULLY. CHOOSE ONE YOU WOULD LiKE

TO DO. THINK ABOUT WHAT YOU ARE GOING TO WRITE. PLAN YOUR WORK.
WRITE TWO OR MORE PARAGRAPHS. GIVE YOUR INSTRUCTOR A COPY OF THE
WORK WHEN YOU ARE SATISFIED WITH IT.

1. You are writing to a relative or friend in another province or
country, to describe the community where you live now. Your

reader has not yet visited it, so your description should give
a good idea what it is like to live in your community.

247
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Skill

10.1.4 Cont'd 2. Tell the story of an accident which happened to you or
Which you saw happen to someone else. Explain the events and
why they occurred. If you can, say how the accident might

'have been avoided.

3. A weekly'magazine recently asked its readers to write to the
editor about this question:

What makes ycu angry? Many peoPle are
angry about inflation and the cost of
living, or about the crime rate, or the
ntimber of strikes. Do you feel like
complaining about something? Complain
to us. Complain about any'thing. We'll
publish some of your complaints and send
others to people who could solve the
probiems.

(From The Canadian Magazine,
Jan. 4, 1975.
Reproduced by permissio:: of
the publisher.)

-

Thousands of Canadians wrote in to the magazine. Write
your response.

4. Some people think that a woman's place is in the home. Others
do not. Write to the editor of your local newspaper. State
your opinion clearly and explain why you think that way.

5. Some people think that handicapped people should be educate0
in special classes, separate from other people. Others do not.
Write to the principal of your local school or college. State
your opinion clearly and explain why you think that way.

249
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Skill

10.1.4 Coned

)t)

Composition: Holistic Ratin 7/ Scale

Description of rating scale points:

1) Incomprehensible or does not address topic.

2) Comprehension difficult.
Fails to stay on topic.
Excessive problems with grammar.

3) Reasonably clear,'but lacks fluency.
Stays on topic.
Superficial approach.
May lack organization or development.
Weak sentence structure (may contain numerous fragments and/or
Some grammar problems. run-ons).

4) Clear and fluent.
Limited number of ideas.
Main idea(s) given some support.
Organized in pakagraphs.
Sentences have structure, may lack variety.
Some grammar problems.
$ome problems of unity and coherence.

5) Substantial content- -

Good use of detail.
Above'aVerage vocabulary.
Organized into good paragraphs.
Has sentence variety.
Written with clarity:
May have minor grammatical lapses. -

6).Content substantial 'and shows evidence of critical thinking.
Main idea effectively presented, developed and concluded.
Good paragraph structure and organization.
Few grammatical flaws.

COMPETENCE LEVEL: 4

251
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Skil

Cont'd

252

11W

Mechanics of Sentence Structure Rating Scale

Basis of the scale: Frequency and severity of errors.
Length of composition must be considered.

NOTE: This scale not concerned with style.

Major errors: Run-on sentences, fragments; ineffective

subordination, subject-verb disagreement, end
punctuation.

Minor errors: Adjectives, adverbs, pronoun reference,
internal punctuation.

Scale points: 1) Comprehension difficult because of proliferation
of errors. No sense of sentence control, e.g.
may be one long run:On sentence.

2) Requires significant effort by reader. Several ,

types of major errors repeated frequently, along
with several minor errors. Little sentence contxol.

3) Structure does not hamper comprehension despite:
several types of major errors or one major error
repeated. May contain frequent run-ons and
subordination problems.

4) Few major errors or several minor errors.
Comprehension not affected.

5) No major errors. Few minor errors.
Comprehension not affected.

Spelling Rating Scale

NOTE: Count each error once only.

1) Extreme spelling difficulty.

2) Many errors.

3) A few errors.

4) No errors.
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Skill

10.1.4 Cont'd Vocabulary Rating Scale

Basis of scale: Appropriateness, variety and specificity.
NOT COMPLEXITY OR SPELLING.

1) Limited vocabulary. Basic words used in a conversational manner.

Errors in word use.

ft

254

2) Some word variety and specificity. Somewhat conversational.

Reliance on general words.

3) Uses specialized words (e.g. "shuffled" rather than Alwalked").
Varied word choice. Not repetitive.

4) Superior vocabulary used with precision. Appropriate to

subject matter.

Handwriting/Printing Rating Scale

Basis of scale: Legibility only.

1) Virtually illegible. Many words require two or three re-readings.

2) 'Readily legible. Spacing adequate.
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10.1.767 Demonstrate knowledge
of the inost common

terms used in the
-"study of-written

language..

A

J

256

1. Associated Press.
STATESVILLE, N.C. - Her husband was slumped over deadiin the

seat next to her, the plane was wobbling out of control, and Judy
Newton didn't know how to fly.

First, she screamed. "My whole life flashed in front of me."-

She considered crashing the plane into a mountain so 4she and
-her hustiand could die together, then remembered their 'ts../O sons,

aged eight and 22. That's when she radioed for help and a flight
instructor took-to the air to guide her to a safe landing.

Newton, 40, and her 41-year-old husband, Charles, were flying
from Moiganton to Mocksville - about 130 kilometres - on Sunday
after,visiting friends.

- . "We were talking," she recalled. "He was telling me why we
were flying lower on the may back... He said, 'I feel faint,'
then collapsed. I just started screaming." As the plane lurched,
she grabbed the controls and also began wrestling with her
emotions. She had once started flying lessons but had given up.

She tried to revive him, apparent victim of a heart attlick.
She 'shook him, unbuttoned his collar and opened a window for fresh
air. Meanwhile, the plane lopt altitude and went off course.
She grabbed the microphone and radiped for help.

(From the Vancouver Province, Feb. 25/81.
Reproduced by permission of the publisher:)

From the newspaper story, find ONE example of each of the following
terms. Write the example in the space next to the item.

SAMPLE: Person's name Judy

1) Capital letter

2) Small letter

3) Word

4) Complete sentence

5) Contraction

6) Phrase

7) Clause
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Skill

10.1.5 Cont'd

25S-

2. What...are the names of the following punctuation marks?
Choope your answers from the list shown. Write the answer
next to the punctuation mark.

1) ? Capital

2)
Colon

3) =Itmation Mark

4
Period

) ;

Possessive
5) Question Mark

6)
Quotation Mark
Semi-colcm

3. Read the newspaper article (A) below. Some words have been
underlined. These words are all the same part2:2Lszecit.
Decide what part of speech each of the words must be and write
it in-the answer space. Choose from the words in the box.
The first one (A), is an eNample of what to do. Read it, then
do the rest of the items.

CHOOSE ANSWERS
FROM THIS BOX

Adjectives

Adverbs

Nouns

Pronouns

Verbs
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Skill

10.1.3 Cont'd

26u

3. Cont'd

ARTICLE A

Pot Stays an Offence

OTTAWA (CP) - Solicitor-General Robert Kaplan says that
possession of cannabis drugs such as hashish and marijuana will
remain an offence under amendments to drug laws to be brought
before Parliament.

"But the law will be modernized to bring it more into line
with current values and concerns," Kaplan told the CommonS
justice committee Tuesday.

(nmm the Vancouver Province, May 20/81.
Reproduced by permission of the publisher.)

ANSWER: All the words underlined are 1tart.4-1.4

ARTICLE B .

Newfoundland Claims Titanic as 'Resource'

Canadian Press. ST. JOHN'S, Nfld. - Premier Brian Peckford
has added the Titanic to Newfoundland's claims that a4eady
include offshore oil and gas.

He thinks the rsmains of the Titanic, which sank when it hit
an iceberg April 14, 1912 with the loss of nearly 1,600 lives,
and now lies on the Grand Banks, could be a tourist attraction
if plans to raise the ship ever succeed.

The matter was mentioned in the legislature's question period
Tuesday by Steve Neary (L-LaPoile).

"Is the Newloundland government going to lay claim to this
valuable tourist resource?" Neary asked.

Peckford quickly replied the government is researching the
matter.

(From the Vancouver Province, May 20/81.
Reproduced by permission of the publisher.)

ANSWER: All the words underlined are

120
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Skill

10.1.5 )Cont'd 3. Coned' ,

ARTICLE C,

Food Costs Could Rise 14% in '81.

United Press Canada. OTTAWA - Food prices rose at a slower
rate in April than they did for the previous eight months but
Agriculture Canada analysts predict that food costs could
increase by up to 14 percent this year.

In its monthly survey of 12 Canadian cities, the department
said Tuesday the averagecost of feeding a family of four was
$80.39 weekly last month - up only 56 cents from March dile to
lower prices for sugar, fresh vegetables, poultry and pork.

The total increase amounted to a negligible 0.15 percent
last mmnth, the lowest monthly risd since September, 1980, when
prices for food actually declined by 0.01 percent.

In the last 11 months, when the department revised its
food price monitoring system, food costs had increased by 11.34
percent - slightly less than the official inflation rate of
12.6 percent.

"But we're still looking for prices to increase by 12 to'
14 percent for 1981," said Zuhair Hassan, an Agriculture Canada
food analyst. "We will probably see a more rapid increase later."

(From the Vancouver Prot/ince, May 20/81.
Reproduced by permission of the publisher.)

ANSWER: All the words underlined are
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Skill

10.1.5 Cont'd
41.

264

3. Cont'd

ARTICLE D

Robbers Decided*to Return His $6.

Province Staff Reporter.

Sometimes it pays to be just a common working guy.

Ask Keith.,Amstutz.

He's a security guard at Granville Market in Vancouver.

Earl:, Monday morning,'at 4:10 a.m. to be precise, he heaid
a cash register ringing.

"I went to check it out and found two kid6", about 16 or 17."

"One had a knife, the other had a tire iron."

They told him io lie down - or they'd kill him.

"So I lay down," he said. "They tied my hands v4th
shoelaces, and tied a cloth around my face."

They also lifted his wallet. It held $6.

That's when Keith's 1, . turned.

'!0ne of them said, 'Hey, six bucks! He's just a working
guy. Give it back, man."

And they did.

And later Keith worked the bonds loose and called the police.

They're still looking for suspects.

And Keith, 26, the common working guy, is taking a couple
of days off. 0

(From the Vancouver Province, May 12/81.
Reproduced by permission of the publisher.)

ANSWER: All the words underlined are
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Skill

10.1.5 Cont'd

1.

7 (16

,

4. From the newspaper story below, find two examplesof each of
tilt following parts of speech. Write the two examples in the
spaces beside each part of speech. The first one is done for
you.

Free bus Shelters Tempt City

Seaboard Advertising has, once a4ain, proposed to build bus
shelters in Victoria at no cost to the city and this time some
of the aldermen are tempted to accept the offer.

Whether or not the city will go for it will be decided at
next week's council meeting.

The company proposes to build bus shelters of metal and glass.
One end of the shelter would be reserved for advertising. Ten
percent of the advertising space would be for public announcements.

Seaboard would pay for the construction and maintenance of
the shelters.

"I can see nothing wrong with it," Ald. Frank Carson told
a pUblic works committee meeting Thursday.

"I like it because it saves money," said city engineer
John Sansam.

Ald. Robin Blencoe said he didn't like the idea because of
the "visual pollution."

The city had done a good job banning billboards and roof
signs when it introduced its tough sign bylaw yearn ago and he
wouldn't want to see that bylaw "watered down," Blencoe said.

But Ald. John Cooper said there was another side to the story.
As long as there weren't enough bus shelters, he said, it was
difficult to get people out of their cars into buses.

"They don't want to'be standing on street corners and get
blown away and soaked," Cooper said.

Seaboard's proposal, he added, was quite sensitive and
wouldn't turn the streets into an "advertising chaos."
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10.1.5 Cont'd

0,

2 Go

4. Cont'd

In a lettet to council, Seaboard said nine B.C. municipalities,
including Esquimalt, had entered into agreements with the company
for bus shel,ters.

The city had twice before rejected similar proposals by
Seaboard.

(From Victoria Times-Colonist, Feb. 20/81.
Reproduced by Termission of the publisher.)

Parts of Speech

Sample: Noun

Adjective

Verb

Adverb

Pronoun

Examples from the News Story

money
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Skill

10.1.6 Identify and correct
common errors of usage,
capitalization,
punctuation and word
choice in a given piece
of writing.

.1. Usage

A friend of yours has written part of a letter to a relative who
is always concerned about good writing. Your friend asks you to
find and correct the words in the letter which are wrong.

CORRECT each of the following items where necessary. You may
cross out, add, or change words. Some.items may not need to
be changed. The example shows you what to do.

on
EXAMPLE: Everybody in the class wanted to godpethe field trip.

1) Terry and me are in the same class.

2) A list of instructions for the field trip were given to us.

3) One instruction says each member of the class must carry

their own lunch.

4) Just between you and I, the instructor is very strict.

5) We don't never have days when there is no work to do.

6) We all enjoy the work anyway.

7) Mary is better at organizing trips than Wendy, but she

doesn't explain things as good.

8) Only one of them can go on the trip. Tomorrow we'll find

out who it will be.

271
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10.1.6 Cont'd

272

2. Capitals
,

You are sending written directions to a friend who is driving from
Alberta to visit you next month. Another friend typed the letter

-for you, but she left out all the capital letters.

Read each sentence carefully. Write capital letters over the
letters that should have them. The 7first one has been done for you.AS
1) as you know, we're still living with john sanders.

2) i'll tell you the best way to iohn's house.

3) on saturday and sunday the roads are usually quiet, except

in summer.

4) you follow highway 1 going west until you get to the exit

for clearbrook.

5) you turn right there, past the esso gas station and clearbrook.

high school.

6), keep goinglintil you get to the local hospital, then take a left.

7) now you'll be on bevan road and you can see the fraser river

on the right and mount baker on the left.

8) at the end of bevan road, turn right and you'll be on

robertson avenue. we. five at 1165 robertson.

9) if you haven't arrived by thanksgiving, we'll come looking

for you.
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Skill

10.1.6 . Coned 3. Punctuation

You get a job as an assistant in an insurance office. Your boss
gives you this accident report to correct. You see right away
that there are a lot of punctuation errors. Put in all the
punctuation that is needed. An example is.done foroyou.

EXAMPLE: Five accidents, none of them fatal, were

reported to this office last week.

1) This is the report of an accident which happened in

Whiskey Creek Vancouver Island British Columbia on

Saturday May 31 1981

2) The accident involved a car a bicycle and a young

woman

3) The young woman dressed in a track suit was running

by the aide of the road

4) A cyclist also on side of the road was riding

straight towaxds er

5) The cyclist wasn t looking a her --ebe houte&1ook
------,,...

where you're going -\

\
6) The cyclist suddenly \poked up saw her and went

right in front of 'ie car a 1981 Datsun

7) After the accident both the car driver and the cyclist

said they had no time to stop

8) The woman runndt said are you going to blame me

275
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10.1.6 Cont'd 4. Word Choice

276

4 I

You are the secrepary of a volunteer group in yourlocal community.
You have to send"out a report of the last meeting. Someone else
wrote this rough account of what happened at the meeting. As you
see, 'they weren't sure of quite a few words.

CIRCLE the right choice in each pair of words. The first has
beqan done for you.

The meeting mas held for dec ding whether to increase the fees.

Most
Almost all the members attended. There was a difference of

&mong 0(0

opinion between three groups of members: The first group said
".alright

that the present fees were all right and should not change. The

fewer
second group said the fees were less than the club needed every

of already
year and should have gone up all ready. The third group said that

rise
the club.neeaed more members to raise more money. Then they could

effect . amount
have more affect in the community. The number of members was the .

bigger
same now as in 1975. The third idea had the biggest support. The

very hard
club decided td$ try good and hard to get more members. If each

another double
member signed up an other one, they could twice the,income of

inside of
the club in a year. This action would be better than just

,number themselVes
paying a larger &mount of money theirselves.
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ANSWERS TO ITEMS FOR SKILL 10.1.6

Note: These are basically tests of proofreadirg, not composition.
A satisfactory response is to find the error and make the appropriate cr-77rection.

Answer Key

Item 1: 1) )xe/ I

2) 7,e' was

3) 94 his/her 7) g)4 well

4)//: me

5) n7(r ever

6) (correct)

8) (correct)

Item 2: 2) I'll tell 'you the best way to John's house.

2 7 b

3) On Saturday and Sunday the roads are usually quiet, except in the summer.

4) You follow Highway I going west until you get to the exit for Clearbrook.

5) You turn right there, past the Esso gas station and Clearbrook High School.

6) Keep going until you get to the local hospital, then take a left.

7) Now you'll be on Bevan Road and you can see the Fraser River on the right and

Mount Baker on the left.

8) At the end of Bevan Rnad, turn right and you'll be on Robertson Avenue. We live at

1165 Robertson.

9) If you haven't arrived by Thanksgiving, we'll came looking for you.
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rfem 3: 1) This is the report of an accident which happened in Whiskey Creek, Vancouver Island,

\ A
British Columbia, on Saturday, May 31, 1981.

2) The accident involved a car, a bicycle, and a young waman.

3) The young woman, dressed in a track suit, was running by the side .of the road.

4) A cyclist, also on the side of the road, was riding straight at her.

5) The cyclist wasn't looking at her. Sherouted, "Look where you're going!"

6) The cyclist suddenly looked up, saw her, and went right in front of the car, .a 1981 Datsun;

7) After the accident, boll the car driver and the cyclist said they had no time to stop.

8) The woman runner said, "Are you going to blame me?"

Item 4: Almost, among, all right, less, have, already, raise, effect, number,

biggest, very hard, another, double, in, amount, themselves.

2 o U
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11.0 HANDWRITING

Goal

11.1 To enable students to write
with ease and legibility.

11.1.1 Write or'print (as
specified basic
personal information
in appropriate spaces
of common forms such
as job applications,
change of address
card's, etc.

28s

1. Fill-in-the-blankd form.

Each student should have a copy of a common form, preferably
in the original, featuring blank spaces or lines which need
to be completed.

Most basic personal data will be.knowm from memory, but
students should be allowed reference to any materials (e.g.
social insurance card, telephone book) they nrIght need in an
actual situation.

284
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1. Cont'd

SAMPLE FORMS (Actual Size)
. .

Change of Address Card - for the Post,Office to hold
or redirect mail.

Request for
144Ime 1 o of WO

o Twgwowy reakeellw 6.1 Vs4I

o 11141 el Wall

Important
10 0 sl 010.0 bi pews.

1, Fr m113.4012 Puled w Hamm Marmot
mal molItetOwl I elt Is H14.806114.

2. po wick elml w NV km Marmo
owMal pull NMI boot AVIvW7.

Demande de
o tiom2V1111 M cowl*/
o M0441No lommmk d 110
o reMak Is motto

Important
Dos Molts At 21 1114401111/ MmoVIVA
I. Pao 00100 pol IrsIs owls ImrtI

AN *JAM 1II I* NoM141tIM itv ~Pr
1*1 0140.

L Pm/ Wm* awls No mr1Ne oohs IMAM MOM
wow slos2 me vote owl*/ NV Wow.

Pim*, WM thmoty h wkmN .45.
las(14wm Tom poi Kum Vrrs kd Oaf AM ',WI),

WID4 1. "I V WWII*

Old Address
P.0 S., w AOC MA, NA A4 V.

Ancienno adresse
Cam mmtal 1.1 H 16 RA ft* Pam., u tv

CHT Pow,

New address
PO, 114.1, 11.R. so Am MA, 1M. 412.

Postal 0002 P4111

11111 ti
Nouvelle &drew 7.2

Cam 2141all:P1111111.A.1101111tVM 22111110/

how. Vow
PmAa4 CAM

Moomm
mole Mad

211wilv A Cow.",

P.m Do

Symmr

hmow1sIAIy Mt Mammy A homleter Moolomml pmI
HCHH1111. W Pdl.4 .4 I., Ihsti4l1Mns Wawa.
AVI s it ts MOW* WI CHOWIW

J1 1Y A 0 J1 V
V A

To A
CVO

PHU* Mom rmo cwoIs 14 yew nom
pmmI ***m Carts am molIMM II 1M
PHI OtIk Is. INS NISH

V1111 miaow Csomsim.leII St veto?
asv.sus *muss poetic A coals IIA, M Immo
114 me% woI M. -Wes II dlopM1O01.

For Depertmsntal Use Only A rum. du ministers esulement
ON
Amme

1.1 Owl
so tam*/

A At Immo
WHIM* HMItfl
Mitomm E. coomI$

11.11WIWO

Wry
AMs VoottIed
sulaII eNolt

eank

Morning,
Moms* **1114
IalOoloo dv tmm10

ev Mow
3)414126 ti.rn
r. : 1" ,'"..77::===:":=4... r:0===.1= Totigii

/
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Skill

11.1.1 Cont'd

,

287

,

,.

1. Cont'd - SAMPLE FORMS (Actual Size)
..

Chan e of Addregis Card - to.advise friends, relatives,
credit cara offices, etc.

Change of Address Annonce de changement
Announcement d'adresse

Plisse chenge VeuHlez chenger Ji tit 1 Y A I
my mulling address mon adruse pos-
effect ive tale a compter du 1.11111. _
Name (block letters) Nom.(en majuscules)

I.

I

C4dAddrem . tAitcienne adresse '
Street No., Apt, No., P.O. Box or No de rue, no d'aPp., n° de C.P. ou
R.R. No. s do P.R.

,

City Ville Province.

Ponal CODE postal
, .. 1_ 1 I II 1 1

NawAddress Nouvellaadresse._
Street No:, Apt. No., P.O. Box or No de rue, n° d'app.,.n. de C.P. ou
P.R. No. ds 12.R.. .

City Ville Province

New Nouveau

Code Postal I I I * I I
Point code

Ares Region INu.11bsr i Numaro
1 1 1 6._71 1 _..i. 1,___LA

Telephone Talaphoni ,

Reference / Subscription No. N- vs. compte / ci7abrnement

,
Signetum

......--.

,.

33-086-037 (8.80) -'1

/

Oats

I

t
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Ski1174'

Cont'd

28

1. Cont'd - SAMPLE FORMS (Actual Size)

% .

Change of Address Card - flio side.

'

adayelp ,,C asnt Roasntaedsa + itir" c'

On
' Postal

Service

Service
die
pastes

Affix postage When addres-
sed.for delivery outside
.Canada and U.S A.

IMPORTANT

To expedite delivery of your
mail and to help the Post
Office maintain efficient ser-
vice. please take note of the
.change of &sterols given on
the reverse of th s card.
Postnsaster

Aftranchlr la tarts sI
destlnde I un endrolt I J. th.
Haus du Canada et des E. .

IMPORTANT .
Afin do Num la byre:son du
courtier et Weider les Postes I
assurer un bon service. veuillyz
prondre note du changement
d'adresse indieui au verso.

Le Metro de posie

To I Print complete address
%including Powal COOE I

As'

A inscrlre en majuseules,l'adreue
%complite coropris Is COOE postai/

Job Application Form'- See next page.

NOTE:

I.

Local, relevant forms should be used whenever possible.
An additional source for Canadian form samples'is
T.F. Elrick and L. Wyle, Forms in Tour Life,
GIobeiModern Curriculum Press, Toronto, 1976.

2u
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Sears
SIMPSONS-MARS UMiTED

APPLICATION FOR EMPLOYMENT

PLEASE 'PRINT

'Name .
(.004nry

Aodiess
talualaort Maw)

*.

(Find WM) (Second Nag*

(CAY) (Provloes)

WU ) (Postal Code)

,
Telephcine: Home Businesi" .

Social Insurance Number . i ..
. . .

Are igi; legally entitled to 'work in Canada?. D Yes.

piucation: Grade completed or degreb received Year

RECORD OF EMPLOYMENT
(Start with your most reCent position)

Firm Name and LocsjlOn From To Position Held Salary at Leavin'g

t. I

Reason for Lea ving

I.

,,
1Applying for 'what position Tana Part Time

. .
If Part Th'ne are you available during Weekdays Evenings . .. , Saturdays % - :

1

, , ,

$ CONS,ENT ..
, .

Nuthoriie you toCbtain such Iscival/credlt ahd investigative/perscpal job related information regardinp me.as
permitted by law and I agree to provide such additional Information cOnoerning my employment experience as mhy
be required.

. ,

, - , -. ,

4
INTERVIEWER'S COMMENTS

a .

(From Simpsons-Sears Ltd.
.

Reproduced by permitsion f the publisher.),
A :91

1 , '

(Applicant's Signature)
.



Cont'd 2. Computer base'form.

An increasing number of forms now use a layout similar to that
shown on the next page. It places different demands on the
student in terms of accuracy, legibility and consistent 4se

of capitals.

Again, use loca) forms of this type.if availabka.

Criteria,

1) Following'the directions on the form, including putting
the right information in the right spaces.

2) If speCifiea on the form, letttrs to be written in a

certain way. Forms commonly specify block capitals,
printing or (for signature) normal'handwriting,
Students should know the difference.

3) Legibility .(a YES/NO decisi8n only).

All three criteria must be met
satisfactorily for the stUdent
to be 'assessed as competent in
this skill.

14,

29:2 ft
136
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IH

DIRECTIONS: Complete thls form.
Print all the Information IN CAPITAL LETTERS . 44.

()LAST' NAME

STUDENT INFORMATION- DATA BASE FORM .

(Please Print, Using Capital Letters)

FIRST NAME

111.111111[,11111111
OSTREET NO, @STREET NAME AND APT. NO. (if any) (or P.O. Box)IIHi
()CITY

MID,
INIT.

r--111 .1 I 1ri[mii
MIMI MUNI 11111111111111111111111111111

()PHONE EDUC. @NAME OF ItIsTRucToR (LAST)

ONAME OF. EMERGENCY .CONTACT PERSON

LL

® PROVINCE °POSTAL. CODE

[I

OBIRTH
YEAR MONTH DAY

°Signature

9 SOCIAL INSURANCE NO.

MIN

@ IN AN EMERGENCY , PHONE

IIF II
ODATE

YEAR . MONTH DAY
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Skill

11.1.2 Write one mord or tWo word
. .

labas on simple diagrams,
as might be used in
vocational or adult
education courses.

296

1. Map of home/scho81 area (see next page).
Student writes in names of streets and buildings.

2. Outline of human body (see second page following).
Student labels parts from a given list.

3. Diagram of car (see third page following).
Student labels parts from a given list.

Criteria

Terms should be in correct places, clearly legible.
correctly spelled (copied).

Sapple Scale

1) Few or no blanks completed to satisfaction.

2) Half blanks completed to criterion.

3) More than half completed, one or two spelling
errors or minor legibility problem.

4) All criteria satiSfied for all blanks.

4
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1. Use this map to show where your home or school is.

a) Label your home or school.

b) Write in the name of the stredt(s) it is on.

c) Write in the names of at least 2 other streets.

Show where at least 2 other important buildings are located.
d)

411 OR Draw your own pap and do items a) to d) on it.

(Map by Lucy Colby,
Malaspina College, NInaimo)

296
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. 2. Label the diagram of parts of the bodi, below. Use the words in the
list. Make your ,labels neat and easy to read.t One is done for you.

- (A) Brain (D)'Liver (G) Arteries

(B) Lungs' '(E) Stomach (H) Ears

(C) Heart (F) Veins

. 29j

I.

0



'3. (a) Label the diagram of the car parts below. Use the words in the list.

Make your labels neat and easy to read. One is done for you.

(B)

(G)

(A) EatterY

( Windshield Wiper

(C ) Steering Wbeel

(D) Brake

(E) Gearbox

(F) Engine

(G) Radiator

srae AMC
1A))4WEL (0)'

e,

(E)

(F)



3. (b)

,

,

-
J

I

Label the diagram of the car below, with the words given in the list.
i

Make sure your labels are neat and easy to read. One is done for you'.

(A) Clutch

(B) Diffe.rential-

(C) Engine .

(D) Frame

(E) Propeller Shaft

(F) Rear Axle

(G) Transmission

(D)

1

.

04144 ki E

(G)

..
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Skill

11.1.3 Copy accurately from a
printed passage into a 1. Copy exactly this list of simple rules for an interview, which
legible handwritten your friend has just shown you (neither of you can afford a xerox
script of any coiy!). PUnctuation and.spelling.are important.
conskatent style.

DON'T

1) Belate for your interView.
2) Come unprepared.
3) Chew gum.
4) Smoke.

/ 5) Lounge in your chair.
6) Be discourteous.
7) Criticize yourself.
8) Talk too much or too little.
9) Oversell yourself.

A 10) gake hasty decisions.

2. You are trying to think of some good advice to send to a friend
who is in trouble and depressed. You read a letter in a Dear
Abby newspaper column with a number.of resolutions. These
are the ones you decide to copy. Copy them exactly to send td
your friend. Punctuation and spelling are important.

GOOD RESOLUTIONS

Just for today I will adjust myself to
what is. I will face reality. I will try
to change 'hose thipgs that I can change and
accept those things I cannot change.

Just for today I will be unafraid: I

will-gather the tourag6 to do what'is right
and take the responsibility for my own
actions. I will expect nothing from the
world, but I will realize that as I give to
the world, the world will give to me.
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Skill

11.1.3 Contld

304

3. Copy exact14.the recipe,below. Punctuation, sPe14ng.and

4

numbers are important.

SPECIAL SAIAD DRESSING

1 c. yogurt
11/2 c. mayonnaise

21/2 tbsp. lemcn juice

2 tbsp. finely choppeesi.,grated onion
12 tsp. salt

14 tsp. sugar

Combine yogurt,a onnaise, beating
.briskly with wir ,'":whisk. Add lemon. .

juice, onion, salt, sugar. %ptir well.
Store in covered glassicontainer in
refrigerator.

Yield: 4 cups

(From Real Life Reading Skills, B.J. Levin,
Scholaptic Book Campany, New York, 1977, p.23..
Reproduced by permission of ,the Publisherp)

S.

Ms.
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Skill

11.1.3 Cont'd

11.1.4 Write in ahy consistent,
legible' style to express
ideas or information. '

36u

\

Criteria

.
Accuracy of copying, word for word with exact punctuation.

2) Legibility.

, Note: Any style is acceptable, letters may/may not be
joined, looped, printed or cursive.

Writing is directly assessed by observation and rating of students'

-compositions.

See.WRITING 10.1.4 and associated rating scale.

307
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12.0 SfAELLING

Goal

12.1 ,To enable adults to develop and'
use strategies which will allow
independence in spelling.

Skill

12.1.1 Spell words important
for the completion of
common forms.

0.1

" 0 9

MininfMum Essentials List

Name.
Address
Citizenship
Country of birth
Schools or colleges attended
Occupation or job wanted
Employer's name and address
Name and address of a reference
Nanes of other family members
pame.of an emergency contact person
Days of week
Months of year
Numbers up to one hundred
Names of regular cheque payees

Note: Most students should be able to spell these from
memory. Some adults with special learning problems
may need to refer to a personal data card of some
qtyle carried in a diary or wallet,
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Skill
4

12.1.2 Spell selected high
frequency words from
the context of the
student's vocational
or personal interest

, area.

- 311

EXAMPLES OF SPECIAL INTEREST WORDS

Agricuftural Terms
acreage fungicide
alluvial
brooder
citrus.
creamery
fallow
fertiliz
fleece
fodder
forage
forestry
fowl

fuxrow
ginning
grafting
granary
grazing
greenhouse
harrow
hedge
horticulture

,huckster
incubator

Automoioile Termst.z)

accelerator
--a antifreeze

assembly
.axle
bearing
bore

A bushing
cam

, camber
carburetor
casing
choke
clutch

insecticide
irrigation
legume
maize
mmadow
motor plow
oechard
pasture
plowshare
poultry
prairie
reaper

connecting rod
coups
cowl
crankcase
crankpin
crankshaft
cylinder
cylinder block
clinder head
defroster
differentiil
distributor
exhaust

compression ratio flywheel

rotation
scythe

seepage
separator
sheaves'
silage
spading

stUbble
. stumpy

thresher
tractor
truck farm
vehicle

gasket
gearshift
generator
governor
horsepower
housing
ignition
limousine
magneto
manifold
muffler
packing
piston
piston ring

propeller shaft
radiator
safety glass
sedan
shim
speedometer
stroke
supercharger
thermostat
throttle
toe-in
transmission
tread
worm

(From Spelling for 4du1ts, Charles W. Ryan,
Wiley Publishing Co., New York, 1973, p. 208.
Reproduced by permission of the publisher.)
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Skill

12.1.3 Spell words most
frequently used
in writing.

3 13

The following 200 words were thosewritten most frequently
in sample of 6,540 compositions by Canadian adults and grade
1 - 6 children in 1975 and 1972.

The first 100 (which adcount for 59 percent of total word .
count) in order of frequency:

the but came people
and there saw into

I had if just

a me as over
to have because see

Was with going now
in are what or
it all time school

he got will their

my go very play
we like do an

of day down by

is were them came

you out about big

they up back did

on his our no

that' at can man

went him two am

when her after good

for be house too

so get dog once

'one would little ran

then home from name

she not could know

said some mother took

31



Skill

12.1.3 Cont'd

315

The second 100 (together with the first 100 account for
69 percent of total word count).

how more take place
who
started

nice
friends '

water
only

yes,
really

put long pat__
olcii

_may
think morning last

night asked five left
has friend make oh
your father things it's
off looked I'm thing
us summer girl another
around first much through
next
other
well

made
never
here

years
,

bed,

lot

find
say
black

away didn't look run
fun
three

want ,

right
'four

lived
gave
family

cat hofse many before
where don't fish help
Mom car new ever
told heard thought walking
boy called always soon
Dad why bear even
again door tree should
found something wanted best

(From Teaching Spelling, \les Thomas,
Gage Publishing Ltd., Toronto, 2nd Ed., 1979, pp. 22-,23.
Reproduced by permission of the publisher.)
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Skill

12.1.4 Spell words most
frequently
misspelled in
writing.

3 1

The following 200 words were those'most often misspelled in a
sample-of-34540-compositions-across-Cenada-in-1975-and-1972. The,

essays represented adult writing. (540 letters to.the editor of a
national pagazine) as well as samples from grades 2, 4 and 0.
The list is in alphabetical order, and the 25 most frtquently
misspelled words are shown thUs *.

about
accident
actually '

afraid
again *
all
almost
always
and
animals
another
are,
around
away
awhile
back
bear
beautiful
because *
been
before
began
behind
believe
better

bird
birthday
brought
built
buys
bye
came
can't
catch
caught
certainly
chases
children
cli;mbed

come
coming
could .

couldn't
cousins
decided
didn't *
different
doctor
dogs
doesn't

dollars
don't

.

engine
equipment
especially
ever
every .

everybody
everyday
everything
exciting
family
fell

few
field
finally
finished
.fired

first
flowers
for
found

. funny
friend *
girls

going
government
happened
happily
having
heard *
here
him
his
hole
home
horses
hospial

1;o:se

Indians
into *
its

it's *
just

knew
know
let's *

like
lived
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12.1.4 Cont'd

319

looked
met
middle
might
minute
months
mountains
myself

necessary
neighbour
next
no .

nothing
now
o'clock
off *
once
one
opportunity
others
our 4
out
outside
parents

parliament
people
picked .

pictures
piece
place
pollution
practicing
pretty
probably
quiet --,

quite
really
repeive
responsible
right
said *
saw
scared
school
screamed
second
shoot
shot
situation

t

slept'

so

society
same
something, *

sometiftes-

spotted
started
stepp d
stopped

.strange
summer
surely
suririse,
swimMing .

take
thari

that's *
the
their..*

-1,them,

then.

there *
'there's '
they.*

. .

they're
things
thought
threw
thrOw .

tor;

too

tried
tarhed,

two

until
upon *
very
wanted
wasn't
went *'

we're
were *

. weren't 1

what's
when *

yhere *
virthouir

1

4t)Uldn't

yritingt

(From Teaching Shelling, Ves Thomas,
Gage Publishing Ltd., Toronto, .2nd Ed., 1979, pp. 54-55.
Reproduced by permission of the publisher.).

34:ul
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321

-Write-commom
abbrevcations and
symbols, including
dates.

0.
4

1. Write the abbreviations for these words. The first is done for -
you.

Monday

Wednesday

Friday

February

OctOber

British Columbia

Alberta

Ontario.

Mister

Doctor

Mon. number

kilogram

kilometre

litre

centimetre

gram

millilitr

Strpet

Company

et cetera

2. Wtite the following in nudbers and symbols.

EXAMPLE: Forty-three cents 43' .

1) Nineteen dollars

2) Forty per gent

3) One half

4) Three quarters

5) Half past four in the afternoon

6) Ten o'clock in the morning

7) Sixteen degrees Celsius

8) (In metric form) June 16, 1934

322
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Skill

12.1.6 Demonstrate knowledge
of terms used in the
study of spelling.

+16

READ THIS NEWS ARTICLE, THEN PNSWER THE QUESTIONS.

Bert Cooper used to call himself the
unsinkable man. Now, at age 70 and with
both his legs gone, the Nova Scotia resident

323

is fighting against a different kind of
current -- the refusal of a local hosgtal
to let him use its pool.

Cooper, a former professional swimmer,
has complained to the Nova Scotia Human
Rights Commission alleging he has been
discriminated against because of his
handicap.

I

Pool officials said they dollot have
the facilities to accommodate Cooper in
and around the pool, adding they would be
:worried he might drown.

Last week, police were called to
remove him from the pool after he refused
to leave. "You see, I have to swim to
live, according to doctors," said Cooper,
who lost his legs because,of gangrene.

(From The Vancouver Province,
December 7, 198a
Reproduced by permission of the publisher.)
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Skill

12.1.6 Cont'd

32.o

1. Write thmee examples of a consonant letter.

2. Write three examples of a vowel letter.

3. In the following words, what are the separaterkaablts

_
of each wbrd? Show the syllables by drawing lines between
_

them.

Example: sep/ar/ate

a) unsinkable

b) discriminated

c) 3ccommodate

4. Write an example of a singular noun.

5. Write an example of a plural noun4

6. Write an example of a verb in the present form.

7. Find a word which includes a suffix. Write the word

here Now the suffix.

8. Find a word which includes a prefix. Write the word

here ? Now 67ol.) the prefix.
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12.1.7 lUentifY and correct
spelling errprs in a
sample of prose written
by another person:

1. Rdad the following letter carefully. There are several spelling
Aistakes in the letter. (g1;17e)any word which contains an error.
Write the correct spelling on one of-the numbered lines below.

The Manager,
Air Canada, March 29, 1982
Vancouver International Airport,
Richmond, B.C.

Dear Sir or Madam:
1

Last week I travelled from Toronto to Penticton via

Vancouver on your flights number 851 and 326. When I arived

in Penticton my bagage was not at the Baggage Arrival Counter.

As soon as the loss was evedent, I reported the matter to the

office of your airline.

The clerk who interveiwed me was not very helpful., I

gave a discription of the piece of baggage, but he did not

apear to be interested and did not even note the details. I

shall therefore describe the bag again. The bag is brown

vinyl and approximately 80 cm long by 50 am high x 25 am

wide. The wieght with contents is abo4t 10 kg. The baggage

ticket on it has the numbers 345271.

I now understand that I should have completed a claim

loss form when I reported the missing bag. However, I was

not offered a form by the p.yrk and did not do so.

The loss of this bag has cuased me considerable

inconvenience. Please take steps to recover this bag for

me-as soon as posible.

123 Centre St.
Penticton, B.C.
V3N 1TO

Yours truely,

326
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Skill

12.1.7 Cont'd 1. Cont'd

1) 6)

2) 7)

3) 8)

9).4)

5) 10)

32J

2. READ THE FOLLOWING SELECTION AND UNDERLINE THE CORRECT CHOICES
IN EACH PAIR OF WORDS IN BRACKETS. THE FIRST ONE IS DONE FOR YOU.

Everyone should (know no) how to (meet meat) tmergencies.

First aid is the immediate and temporary care given to the victim

of an accident or sudden illness until he or she can be (scene,

seen) by a doctor. A peiaon who (knows nose) how to prevent

infection, recognize and treat shock, give mouth-to-mouth

resuscitation and adminster other forms of first aid can prevent

a more serious illness or injury. Do (knot not) (weight wait)

for a doctor. You may actually save a life.

(Here, hear) are a few basic t that can be

easily learned and applied:

MINOR WOUNDS. (Won One) main concern is to prevent

infection. First wash your own hands with soap and water. Then

*cleanse the wound with soap and water and apply a (peace piece)

of sterile dressing. A dressing should be placed over the

(whole hole) wound and should extend well beyond the wound edges.
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Skill

-12.1.7 --Contid

3

331,

2. -Cont'd

SHOCK. Shock is an overall condition that,results when

(to too) little blood circUlates (threw through) the body

',following serious injury.. Signs of shock are weakness, (pal

'pele) skin that is moist and cOoler than it should be; frequent

nausea or vomiting and shallow breathing.

To treat shock: Keep patient lying down and elevate the

lower part of the body. Give (sum some) water if the patient

is conscious. Be calm.

POISONING. Speed is the essential (principal.principle)

in treating poisonings. Act before the blody has had time to

absorb the poison. Call a doctor. Begin mouth-to-mouth

resuscitation if the victim is having trouble breathing. Dilute

the poison with water or milk. Induce vomiting unless the poison

is a strong acid or alkali or a petroleum prOduct such as

gasoline. If-the person is already unconscious, keep him

warm and get medical help immediately.

MOUTH-TO-MOUTH RESUSCITATION should be stiirted when

breathing movements stop or when lips, tongue and fingernails

become (blue blew). If in doubt, begin; delay could cost the

person's life.

What you have-Tread-red) is an,introdtCtiOn-b5-first aid:-

It is good to know the (write right) thing to do .in an emergency.

An accident victim may (prophet profit) from your knowledge.
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Skill

12.1.8 Locate a word in a
dictionary,an order
to check its spelling.

(See 16.1.1.1)

berformance Checklist.

This is a direct, individual assessment of the skill. Dictate
to the student a total of abott 10 words to check in the
dictionary. 'These should be words the student does not know
confidently how to spell.

The words may be: a) Words recently misspelled in
individual writing;

b) Words the student may need to spelk
in the context of job, other courses
:4or personal life;

c) Words fram the common error list
in Item 12.1.4;

d) Words which4nclude sounds that may
be spelled in more than one way
(e.g. ch/f/g/s/sh/y) or with silent
letters such as kn, gn, wr, pr.

For each-of-the ten test words, the student should have written
down a possible spelling which can be checked in the dictionary
and corrected if necesdary. The instructor should also make sure
the student knows the meanin4 of each of the test words before
consulting the dictionary.
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Skill

12-.17S '

330

The dictionary should be the one-the student normally uses.

Now, as the student uses the dictionary, observe his/her search

strategy 'using a checklist such as the% following:

-- Uses a possible spelling of a word as a

starting point.

-- Shows facility in use of alphabetical order.

-- Uses initial consonant and initial vowel sound
as a guide.

-- Uses prefix as a guide to location.

Checks possible alternative
(qxample: ph af, n askn,

Cbea-S-10-6661b1-6-diterigit1Ve

(example: e, ee, ea or e-e).

consonant spellings
c 2Es).

-s-PeTrgs

r- Deals with derived or inflected words which may

not appear as dictionary entry (example: cheerfully

under cheerful).

-- Uses definitions to check that located word is the

correct one for the context.

-- Uses dictionary to check for homonyms.

-- Copies accurately the correct spelling.

OR -- Uses consistent, effective strategies other than
those listed to achieve the same aim -- standard
spelling accuracy.
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Skill

12.1.9 Demonstrate a consistent
and systematic method-
of learning to spell a
new word.

331

This is the most important, summative skill to assess in a
spelling improvement program. Although the assessment can
_be done only one to one, it yields highly valid information
about-spelling Proficiency.

Procedure

1) -Take-five of the words from the list used in 12.1.8,
or from another sample oE the student's own writing.
Try to include some longer words with prefixes/suffixes,
and some words with double consonants or tricky vowel
sounds.- These are the test words to be learned.

2) Ask the student to start now to learn these words in
preparation-for i spelling test the toil-Owing-day.'

3) The student may use any method that works for hin4her.
4

0

4) The student has to do two tasks:
a) Aim to get 100% on the test next day.

b) Explain how the wOrds will be learned.

5) Note: Some allowance may need to be made for students
with special learning problems, or who have
difficulty verbalizing about how they study.

336
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Skill

12.1.9 Cont'd

333

Performance Check1ist4 Learning Spelling

- Shows a consistent method of learning to spell words.

- Shows a systematic method of learning spelling.

4).

- Uses a system of word analysis to learn to spell parts of

a word.

'- uses syllabication

- uses prefix/root/suffix approach

- uses some phonics approach

- uses rules of spelling (e.g. doubling, i.e. rhyme).

- Uses a consistent memory strategy.

- Writes the word alone or in a sentence.

- Says the word in isolation or in aeentence.

- Listens to the word when read by another person

or a tape.

- Traces the letters with a pen/pencil/finger.

- Closes eyes to visualize the word.

- Any other effective, systematic method of study.

Score on post test next day,13 correct, out of0

3,10
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SPELLING ANSWE KEY

12.1.5.1 12.1.6

Wed. no. or #

Fri. kg (no period)

Feb. km (no period)

Oct. L (capital)

B.C. cm (no period)

Alta. mL (small m, capital L)

Ont. St.

Mr. Co.

Dr. etc.

\
\\12.1.5.2

1) $19 o $19.00

\'2) 40%

4)

1

2

3

4

or 1/2

or 3/4

5) 4.30 p.m. or 4:30 p.m. or 1630 or 1630 hrs.

6) 10 a.m. or 10:00 a.m. or 1000 or 1000 hrs.

7) 16* C (no period)

8) 1934 - 06 - 1L,

341

3.(a) un/sink/able
(b) dis/crim/in/4/ed
(c) ac/com/mo/daEe

(Other item6 - answers will vary)

12.1.7.1

arrived
baggage
evident
interviewed
description
appear
weight
caused
possible
truly

12.1.7.2

know
meet
seen
knows
not
wait
Here
One
piece
whole
too

through
pale
some

principle
blue
read
right
profit

4.

t;..,
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Learning Skills -- VocabularY Development

Follow the same procedure for this section
as for reading.

In marking the items for skill 13.1.5, use your

own discretion. Any definition using the-root
meaning is acceptable.

In skill 13.1.6, no answer has been suggested
for the slang equivalent of drunk es this will
vary with student age, background, etc.
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13.0 LEARNING SKILLS -- VocahularirDevelopthent

Goal

13.1 To enable students to develop
skills of acquisition and
analysis of meaning, and to
use those skills to extend
their everyday listening,
speaking, reading and writing
vocab4aries.

Skill

13.1.1 Recognizing structure
of words
- inflectional endings
- roots and affixes.

13.1.2 Using contextual clues.

13.,1.3 Developing knowledge of
synonyms, antonyms,
homonyms.

13.1.4 Understanding compound
words.

See 9.1.2 - PRAYERS FOR LIVES ANSWERED
Items 5, 6, 7 &-8

See 9.1.2 - PRAYERS FOR LIVES ANSWERED
Items 9, 10 & 11

4 See 9.1.2 - P Eik-S-AR LIVES ANSWERED
Items 12, 13 & 14

See 9.1.2 - PRAYERS FOR LIVES ANSWERED
Item 15
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Skill

13.1.5 Recognizing origins of
.words (etymology as
meaning clues).

If you know a number of widely used root words from Greek, you
can decode the meaning's of dozens of words.

logy - study of
graph - to write or draw
phone - sound ,

tele - far off
geo. - earth
bio - life

Using the above roots and their meanings, write a definition for
each of the following:

1. telephone

2. geography

3. biology

13.1.6 Appreciating semantics
and shades of meanings. 1. Words may be formal, informal, or slang. Fill in the blanks

with suitable words.

13.1.7 Referencing - dictionary
- thesaurus.

343

Informal SlangIFormal

example spouse wife old lady

officer of the law

expirA

inebriated

cop

kick the bucket

drunk

car wheels

palcompanion

1. Use the-dictionary and thesaurus with students to see if
they are familiar with the use of the books.

See 16.1.1.1.
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LEARNING SKILLS -- Vocabulary Development

ANSWER KEY

Item 13.1.5

1. (a thing which carries) sound from fax off

2. writing or drawing of the earth

3. study of life

Item 13.1.6

of!icer of the law policeman cop

expire die kick the bucket

inebriated drunk

automobile car wheels

companion friend pal
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Learning Skille -- Studying and Remembering

Potential

Studying and Remembering skills are often
taught simuAtaneoUsly with other skills. However,

a'series of individual or group sessions might
prove beneficial.

Planning

First, the particular skill area and the
number of students involved should be defined
clearly. Then, select from and modify the
following material, or use a checklist, as a model
to assist students develop more efficient study

skills.

Follow Up

Organize appropriate practice in areas

defined by the assessment. At agreed upon inter-

vals, reassess skill development to document pro-
gress.



14.0 LEARNING SKILLS -- Studying & Remembering

GoaI

14.1 To help adults become more aware of their own
comprehension and remembering abilities, and
to develop some effective strategies,for using
these abilities in social and academic situations.

Skill

14.1,1 Setting up assignments (Names, title,
page number, date.)

14.1.2 Demonstrating neatness.

14.1.3 Writing legibly.

14.1.4 Using logical sequence

14.1.5 Organizing subjects within books
or binders.

**-

14.1.6 Tlsing time limits.

3 50

a.

1. The instructor can observe whether the student is setting
up assignments appropriately and make suggestions for
improvement where indicated.

1. The instructor can observe whether a student demonstrates
neatness and make suggestions for improVement where needed.

1. Cross reference to 11.1.4.

1. Cross reference to 9.1.4

1. Observe for the following.

Students shoull display through practice the follOwing skills:

- categorize work for filing.

- use a system, such as color coded dividers, to separate

work in different subject areas.

- file appropriatelK1

- title and date all work.

- indicate this type of organization is used in other

endeavors.

2. In order to assist students in planning and scheduling their
activities use the following checklist. Instructor-student con-
versation is likely to accomplish the most. This checklist

may be "shortened.
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Skil

14.1.6 Cont'd

aINOVIg

35 4

2. Cont'd
Almost always -- 1
Sometimes -- 2
Almost never -- 3

1. Do I schedule my study ame?

2. Do I keep up to date in my assignments?

3. Do deadlines make me nervous?

4. Do I know when my dead-time is each day?

5. pp i I my dead time each day for studying?

6. Do I set realistic task goals?

7. Do I set priorities for study time?

8. Do I reward myself with leisure activities when
I have accomplished certain tasks?

9. Do I look ior more effective methods of study
rather than more study time?

10. Have I discovered when I work best?

11. My daily or weekly schedule includes time set
aside for recreation and relaxation.

12. I eat at approximately the same hours every day.

13. I allow a slowing down period between studying
and bedtime.

14 In managing my time, I am often'influenced by
my friends.

15. I am dissatisfied with the results of my studying
in relation to the time I spend on it.

16. I get enough sleep.

17. I study each day in the same place and at the
same time.

18. I get my work done on time.

1 2 3
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2. Cont'd
Skill

19. I have given considerable thought to the
sort of study pace that works beSt for me,
and this pace turns out all ript.

20. I know how long I can study a particular course
without becoming tired or bored, and I schedule
my study time with this in mind.

21. I take a study break every hour or so, but
my breaks do not become too long.

22. When I set up a schedule,II arrange a number
of hours a week as flexible time, so that I
can handle emergency demands.

23. I schedule myself not only day by day, but
week by week for at least a one month period.

.14.1.6 Cont'd

14.1.7 Demonstrating familiarity with
specialized vocabularies in
relevant general knowledge areas.

14.1.8 Varying reading rate and thoroughness
to suit type and level of difficulty
of material, and reading purpose,
using: - previewing

- scanning
- skimming
- re-reading.

14.1.9 Summarizing content area materials:
- in oral form by stating:

- main ideas
- details

-.in written form by:
- underlining
- notetaking
- diagramming
- outlining
- writing paragraphs.

35 .1

1. Instructor Obser ation.

N

1. Cross reference to 9.3.1

1 2 3

1 Underlining

This skill is dependent on the student's ability to analyze
the content of the material she reads. Correct underlining
reveals the central.ideas and supporting examples.in the passage
and conveys the same meaning as the whole passage. It, there-
fore, enables the student to review study material quickly and
easily without re-reading a/1 of it.

The following passage has been underlined. The student's
task is to read the passag,- and then mark the cokrect choice.
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Skill

14.1.9 Cont'd

356

/ 1. Cont'd
GOVERNMENT CAN'T BLOCK SEAL PROTEST

OTTAWA (CPI -- The federal government haslaiLms to stop

the Greenpeace \F ndation from trying to interfere with the
.

hopded seal hunt,off the cost of newfpundland next month, says

an aide to Fisheries Minister Romeo Leblanc.

Greenpeace wants to stop the harvest of 15,000 hooded seals
4.

on the ice fields north of Newfoundland by Norwegian and

Canadian hunters.

"We have no control or method of preventing them from

going," Charles Friend said Wednesday, "But they wi11 suffer
s

the odnsequences if they break the law."

Next month's hunt comes about a week after the more

familiar harp seal hunt begins. Greenpeace g9ied international

attention for its opposition to the slaig er of harp seal pups.

(From the Vancouver Province, Feb. 26, 1981.
Reproduced by permission of the publisher.)

The underlining in this passage is:

1. Too much.

2. Incomplete.

3. A misrepresentation of the story.

4. Correct.

3 57
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S 11 1. Cone

14.1.9 Coned After practice in underlining, students\might use this

35.z.

sort of checklist.

1. I skim through a section of a tex
underline or take notes.

k before I

2. I can underline a text for main ideaswhile reading.

3. I have a set of symbols for marking my textbook to
indicate sequence, distinguish between main points and
supporting data, etc.

4. I use underlining both to help fobus my attention
when reading and for faster review.

2. Note taking

If it is appropiiate, have the student listen to a pre-
recorded talk and take notes. The following checklist is a
model for assessment.

1. Pi read my notes over right after the(lecrure
an6 fill them in and underline as needed?

2. Do I leave a column to put in recall clues for
my study purposes?

3. Do I leave a place on each page to write a
summary?
And do I write the summary?

4. Do I have a complete set of notes for the course?

5. Do I review the notes o4en?

6. Am I meticulous about writipg in the clate and
course number and numbering the pages and keeping
the notes together in a centra] place?

7. Are my notes as neat as possible, usinglnk,
and one side of the page only?

359
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Skill

14.1.9 Cont'd

14.1.10 Using appropriate Study formulae such

as SQ3R, PQRST, SQRQCQ.

14.1.11 Making criticisms and evIkluations.

2. Cont'd

/8. Do I listen carefully throughout the whole
lecture?

9. Do I keep my own thoughts separate from those
being presented?

10. Do I make special note of new specialized
vocabulary to learn?

3.0utlinin%

The instructor can organize a precis activity, reiembering
that there are numerous formats for outlini;:g, as a way of

assessing the student'ls outlining skills.

4.Summary

The instructor can assess the standard of a written'
summary of content area materials.

Depending upon which formula the student has been practicing
with, the student should be able to:

- explain what each of the letters in the formula stands fac.

CC% - demonstrate the use of the formula by orally applying it to

a teacher selected,short reading passage.

The instructor can assess informally by discussing with
students whether they can criticize and evaluate written material

according to the following criteria:

- fact vs. opinion,

- factual errors, distortions, or omissions,

- relevant vs. irrelevant information,

- logic of presentation,
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Skill

14.1.11 Cont'd

14.1.2 Remembering.

- credibility of source based on:

- past reliability,

- reputation of source in subject area,

- warce's awareness of current issues,

- source's political outlook,

- particular social viewpoints of source.

Students could answer the following questionnaire to assess
their own remembering skills.

Do I believe I have the ability to remember?

Do I specifically intend to remember?

Do I rehearse (practice) recalling?

Do I use tricks or mnemonic devices to help jny memory?

Do I organize the material to be remambered?

Do I visualize to aid memory?

Do I test myself to reinforce memory?

Do I try to understand before I try to rerAmber?

Do I realize that material is learned and remembered better in
repeated short time periods instead of one long period?

Do I overlearn difficult material? Overlearning is defined as
"practice well beyond the point of mastery."

Do I understand the difference between recognition and
reproduction memory?

Do I plan for retrieval as weJ.i as storage?

(Developed by Sandra Carpenter, Study Skills Centre,
Kwantlen College.)
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Learning Skills -- ProbaELSolving

Potential

Dealing with problems systematically is a skill
most often taught indirectly. Explicit work through

a systematic, step by step approach to solving prob-
lems may be done either in a one-to-one dialogue or
in a group where brainstorming, group discussion
and role playing would add a practical dimension.

Is

Planning

Use the following materials for workshops in

the problem solving procedure:

First, define the problem and ask questions
to gather all possible relevantlinformation. Then,

generate and test alternate solutions. Then, choose
the most appropriate solution according tp logical

criteria. Then, test whether there are any incon-
sistencies or shortfalls in the chosen solutions.
And, finally, implement the decision.

Practising these steps by working through
problems brought by students is the first step in
assessment of thin skill area.

Follow Up

Once the student has worked through a series
of problems in this manner, an assessment checklist
could be used as a guideline for-Working through a

problem.
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15.0 ,LEARNING SKILLS -- Problem Solving

Goal

15.1 To help adults acquire and apply effective
problem solving techniques in a variety of
academic and social situations.

Skill

15.1.1 Understanding the format of
questions (e.g., who, what, when,
where, why, how).

15.1.2 Restating problem's as questions.

15.1.3 Outlining relevant factors

15.1.4 Determining missing information.

15.1.5 Determining methods and skills
required

- computation,
- diagramming,
- interpersonal skills,.

15.1.6 Participating in meetings.

15.1.7 Writing agendas.

15.1.8 Comparing items or ideas on
the basis of similarities
and differences.

15.1.9 Comparing items or ideas on the
bads of their fundamental aspects.

15.1.10 Classifying items or ideas.

15.1.11 Applying critical skills in
listening, viewing and reading
to make judgments of
- fact vs. opinion,
- reality vs. fantasy,
communiCator's point of view,

- credibility of information
source.

An assessment of a student's ability to use effective'problem
solving strategies can be realistically undertaken.only within
the context of the student's life. Observation and informal dis-
cussions can be used. Since problem solving Shbilld be regaraea
as an organic unit, each of the skills in this section does not
have a corresponding assessment item. Instead, checklists

,dealing with the whole unit of problem solving are included.

These checklists can be used to guide a student through a
problem solving or,decision making situation or they can be used
as a basis of informal discussions and observations through which
the instructor.assesses the student's skills.

Role play in groups can be an effective, when appropriate,
method to demonstrate and assess problem solving behavior.

A good unit of decision making strategies is in Emphasis
Decisions; Jane Riemer Epperley, Unit Editor, Forrer, Cooper,
Inge, Frabandt; Extended Learning Institute, Northern Virginia
Community College; Olympus Publishing Co.; Salt Lake City, Utah;
1977; pp. 6, 12-14, 16, 18, 21, 35751, 54-63.

DECISION-MAKING STRATEGY

1. Clarify the Decision Situation

2. Set Criteria

3. Identify and Explore Alternatives

4. Evaluate Alternatives and Decide

5. Plan to Implement the Decision
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Skill

15.1.12 Generating and considering alter-
native solutions.

15.1.13 Choosing most appropriate solution
according to.logical,'defined
criteria.

15.1.14 Using checks of internal consis-
tency to determine contradictions
it. solutions.

15.1.15 Using ;'eality checking to recognize

contradictions in solutions (i.e.,
Is the solution congruent with what
one knows to be real and logical?)

15.1.16 Frtablishing plans for implementing
a solution.

15.1.17 Evaluating application of a solution.

The instructor is cautioned not to assume that decision
making is an easy, mechanical process. It is, rather, highly
personal and often subjective, and the process always should
be flexible. The experience of a systematic approach, however,
provides a studenc with a realistic and set pattern of behavior
which she can draw upon and apply in later circumstances as her
particular needs demand.

The deciding strategy described in steps below is fairly
simple and.yet widely useful for career planning and other
decisions. The strategy allows adjustments to meet contingen-
cies as they arise, and at its conclusion the strategy requires
a plan to implement the decision.

While the focus of tliis unit is on making career choices, the
steps in this process can be used in other situations with equal
effectiveness.

The Steps

1. Clarify the Decision Situation

A decision situation exists when a person has to make a
choice from a set of alternatives. This statement suggests that
alternative courses of action are possible and that one of them
will ba the best for the individual faced with the choice. It

also suggests a time frame in which choice points can be identified
in a certain otder of importance. For example, in career planning
a -son obviously has a choice of particular jobs. A person would
also have several alternatives in making plans for education and
special training. These involve differen -49.caskons and decisions
made at different times.

be:

Stimulus questions for clarifying the dnc.sion situation might

a. What decision(s) must be made now and which can be delayed?
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b. What information, or assistance from people or organi-
zations do I need to help me make this decision?

What in general terms will be the alternatives? For

e2;ample, in making a choice of a training program, the
alternatives must be within the total set of possible
training programs.

2. Set Criteria

This step focuses on the identification and examination of
the constraints which will put broad or specific conditions on

the decision. Criteria can be stated in terms like: "The choice

must be..."; "The choice should be..."; "I would like to.::".

Criteria are used in two ways. First, if taken singly, and
without reference to any other criteria, they can stimulate the
identification of a broad set of alternatives. Second, they can
be used to evaluate alternatives as constraints on the choice; that
is, one criterion can be applied to the alternative generatc.d by

another. This le ds to the identification of a sub-set of alterna-
tives'which meet oth criteria.

Stimulus qu stions for setting criteria in the context of a

job choice might be:

a. Would I move to another city or region?

b.. What general levels of seary or wages would be acceptable?

The answers to these questions, and other like them, will aid
in seeking alternatives, as well as evaluating them when a decision

must be made.

3. Identif, and Explore Alternatives

The criteria can provide the sttmulus to generate alternatives.
The intention is to produce a universe of possible choices. This

is 4ore best by choosing a single criterion and using it as a

stimulus. For example, in a decision related to choosing a school
or college in which to take a course, the universe of alternatives
would be all institutions which offer the ,type of training.

178
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Exploration of the alternatives identified provides the
student with as much information on each alternative as possible.
In the exploration, further facts would be gathered and recorded
for each alternative.

4. Evaluate Alternatives and Decide

In this step the criteria are applied,to each of the alterna-
tives to identify those alternatives that best meet the criteria
as a whole. The evaluation may produce several alternatives, or a
single one, which will be the best choice (or choices) for the
individual. In the evaluation, certain criteria may have to be
given priority because of the advantages of some alternatives over
others.

5. Plan to Implement the Decision

The final step the strategy is to make plans to implement
the decision. The suggested technique here is to identify all the
required tasks, to order them in time and, finally, to carry them
out.

(From Creating A Career: Instructor's Manual; published by
Saskatchewan Newstart Inc. for Training Research and Development
Station, Box 1565, Prince Albert, Saskatchewan, 56V 5T2; 1974,

A,

pp. 138-142.)

The following outline ma7 be used in a one-to-one situation
or as an outline fo5 informal assessment of a student's decision
making skills.
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'DECISION MAKING STRATEGY

1. CLARIFY T DECISION SITUATION
Does choice exist?

Is this e time.to maitz it?

2. SET CRITERIA
Zdentify choices.
Accept constraints.

3. IDENTIFY & EXPLdRE ALTERNATIVES
What are the choices?
Are they valid for.me?

4. EVALUATE ALTERNATIVES
AND DECIDE ,

Using the alterqatives
and criteria established

in the above steps.

5. IMPLEMENTING
THE DECISION

GOALS

n.

(Developed by Gladys Klassen, Counselling Services, Douglas
College.)
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Learning Skills -- Inquiring and Referencing

Fotent'ial

Assessnents in this area are most appropriate
when'dttidents indicate a clf'ciency. The instruc-

tor can organize practice ses
cular skill, modify one of the
the student's development of the s
each skill are c-,rying levels of sop
Their development is personal and indiv
therefore, assessment is extremely diffic

ons using the parti-
ecklists to assess

11. Within
'stication.

ual,
t.

Doing

The instructor can organize situations in
which the student practices the sk41.1 and then
observe the student using the skil. Use a check-

list to see to what degree the student uses the

skill.

Follow Up

If it is needed, then practice sessions can
be organized and followed by reassessment.
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16.0 LEARNING-SEJLLS -- Inquiring & Referencing.

Goal

16.1 To assist adults in developing systematic
procedures for determining the most use-
ful location of, and means of access to,
information for specific purioses and in
making effective use of a. variety of
references in the situations they may
encounter.

n

Skill

16.171 Using printed materials

37 3

Lt.

Undertake informal assessments of students' skills in using
printed reference materials as the situations arise. Some of
the following assessment tools may prove useful in specific
areas.

1. Uses Dictionary (See 12.1.8)

Use this assessment to determine whether students can use
a dictionary.

Using a dictionary, determine whether student response is
\-)satisfactory in the following skill areas:

/a. Identifies guide words.
b. Uses guide words.

, c. Divides words into syllables.
d. Identifies accented syllables.
e. Uses pronunciation key.
f. Locates particular meaning.
f. Determines parts of speech.

2. Uses an Index

This assessment can' be used by an instructor to determine
whether a student can use an index.

Use the following simulated index page to ask the student to
find.the page or pages where information about the following
topics *can be found.
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_Skill

161.1 Cont'd ,

375

2. Cont'd

a. National Directory of Employment Service

b. newspapers

c. references

d. examples of job application letter

e. items to bring to a personal interview

f. checklist for a resume

g. education records

h. federal employment

i. federal income tax

j. John R. Costello

k. C. H. Greenwalt

1. Robert W. Tolfson

4) POI Curriculm Associates Inc.
49

Adapted from the IIRIGANCE Dtwoostto Inventory

or Essenttal SktIls. Reproduced by poretssIon or

the publtshor
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Skill

16.1.1 Cont'd

371

2. Cont'd

Abbreviations, 48, 124
Academic record, 42-45
Application letter

body, 74
checklist, 78
conclusion, 46-48
examples, 75
goals, 41-42
introduction, 73
unsolicited application, 73

Application process, 12-13
Civic Service qammission, 35
Classified advertisement, 38
Costello, John R.

Handbook of Occupations, 12
Deductions. See-Payroll

deductions
Desirable personal traits, 66
Dismissal, 67
Education. See school records
Employment

agencies, 46
federal, 42
market, 42
state, 41

Federal employment. See
Employment

Federal income tax deduction.
See Payroll deductions

Greenwalt, Crawford H.
Individual in the
Organization, The, 19

Interview. See Personal interview
Job descriptions, 15
Job leads, sources, 16
Letters. See Application letter;

refusal letter

INDEX

National Directory of
Employmen,t Service, 17

Neatness, 234-25, 61

Newspapers, 13-14
Occupational Goals, 3-4
Personal data sheet:- See

Resumes
Personal interview

chedklist,S5
concluding, 84
evaluation, 84-85
items to bring, 84
listening, 90
preparation, 73-74

Payroll deductions
federal income tax, 78
social insurance, 79
insurance, 77

References, 28-31
Refusal letter

example, 79
purpose and goal, 96

Resumes
checklist, 42
examples, 18,22
heading, 28-30
purpose, 30-32

Salary, 19-20
Schocd records, 38
State employment. See

employment
Sources of job leads.

See Job leads, sources
Tolfson, Robert W.

Employment agency, 20
Vita. See Resumes

14N1 Curriculum Associates Inc.

Adapto4 from tho APICANCE4° Usagnostic Inventory
of Lssentiol Skills. Roproducod by permission of
the publisher.
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16.1.1 Contld

%we

373

2. Cont'd

Entries
a. page 17
b. pages 13-14
c. pages 28-31

Sub entries
d. page 75
e. page 84
f. page 42

Cross references
g. page 38
h. page 42
i. page 78

Personal names
j. page 12
k. page 19
1. page 20

3. Uses Encyclopedia

ANSWER KEY

1g 1981 Curriculum Associates Inc.

Adapted from the BRIGANCR® Diagnostic Inventory
'of Essential skills. Reproduced by permission of
the publisher. pp.S76 & 76.

Observe whether a student knows how to use a set of encyclo-
pedia or use the following simulated set and questions.

Directions: Use the set of encyclopedia belcw to answer the
questions.

3Su
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%v.

Cont'd

381 5.

3. Cont'd

Directions: Use the set of encyclopedias below to 'answer

the questions.

A Arkansas Bicycle Camera told

Ark
1

Biceps
2

Cameo
3

Cola
.4

Diary
,5

Dias Excise Ghana Hotel Jackal

Exchagge
6

Geyser
7

Hostage
8

_
Jack
9

Linz,
10

Lion Mexico Nevada Pain Pound
,

.Metz

11

Neutron
12

P(a'goda

13
Poultry

14

Root
15

,

Rope Sloop , Tent
.

Vampire

Index

.

20

Sloe
16

Tensor
17

'Valve
18

Zoo
19

See

6
0.1401 Curriculum Associates Inc.

ndepted from the BRIGANC10E piannostic, Inventory

of ksnential Skills. Reproduced by permission of

The publisher,

3S4
"
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Skill
.

16.1.1 Cont'd

4,

.01

3. Cont'd

1. In which two volume's would information about skiing
in Colorado by found?

2. To find information about the nutritional value of rice,
in which.two volumes would,you look?

3. In which two volumes would you look to.find information

) about careers in television?

4. TO find information about the first aid treatment for
snakebite, in which two volumes would you look?

5. In which two volumes would information about the boxer
Muhammad Ali be found?

6. To find information about beagles used as hunting dogs,

in which two volumes would you loqk?

7. TO find information about Emiliano Zapata's role in
Mexico, in which two volumes would you look?

8. In which two volumes would information about military
parachute jumping be found?

9. 'To find information about insurance for an automobile, in

which two volumes would you look?

10. In which two volumes would inkormation about sewing a

a costume be found?

ss.

4) keel Curriculum Associates Inc.
49

Adapted froe the SAIGANCE Diagnostic 11=22.11

ci Essentlil Skills. Peproducd by permleslOn of

the publlshsr.
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Skill

.

4

3. Cont'd

Answer Key
I .

1. VOlume 1 6, Volume 5
2. Vol. 13, Vol. 15 -

3. Vol. 4, Vol. 17
4: Vol. 7,' Vol. 17

3,

6. Vol. 2, Vol. 6 t
7. Vol4 19, Vol. 12
8. Vol. 12, Vol. 14
9. Vol. 9, Vor.'5
10. Vol. 16, Vol. 5

1

qD ,1981 Curriculum Associates Inc.
te$

Adaptep from the BRIGA1M.4Y Diagnostic Inventory

16.1.1 Cont'd

.$

of Essential skills. ytproduced'hy permission of
the publishbr. 1

pp. S77 & 77.
e

16.1.2 Using agencies

16.1.3 Using people.

16.1.4 Using telephone systems.

1. This skili 'can be assessed only within the.context of the
student's life. The instructor can assess through'obser-
.vation and informal discussion. .It would,be important to
note things like whether a student knew about the purpOrr
organization and working styles of selected community.
agencies,

N..1,z. This skill can be assessed only within the context of the
student's lifc. Use observation and informal discussion.

1

1. You will need to adapt the tasks 6 accoMmedate procedures
in your area. Use thd following sUggestions to assess
student's ability to use the telephone.

1) Make local caIl t6 request and give information.

2) Call local directory assistaace to locate a number.

3) Report an emergency to police-or fire department.

4) Use a pay telephone to make the calls listed in 1
through 3.
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Skill

16,1.4' Coned

\

337

r

V

4

a.
NNW

40r-

11F--

1. Cont'd

i) Make long distanCe, station to station call within the
area code.

6) Make-a long distance, station to ctation call outside the

Irea codeJ

7) Make t person to person call.
1

8) Make a collect sail.

9) Call directory assistance for a long distancv number
within the same area code.

10) CallIdirectory assistan6e for a long dis;tance.number

outside the area code.

11) Use partelephone to make the calls listed in
5 through 10.

' 12) Bill call to a third ntiMber.

13) Make toll free, long distance call.

qD 1981 Curriculum Absociates Inc.

ID
Adapted from the BRIGANCE Diagnostic Inventory,

of Essential Skills. Reproduced by permission of

the publisher. ,

jp0 p. 357-358
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16.1.4 Cont'd

4

389

IF
2. The instructor can use the follo4ng,forri to determine

whether students can use the phone book. Students should use
the book to fill in the numbers for each of the listings.

DIRECTIONS: Write the names of three friends'ori lines a, b and

c under Number 11. Then use the telephone book to find the

, telephone numbers for the people, services, businesses and

agencies listed. Write, the telephone numhers in the lAanks.

ik Friends

C.

2. Emergency Numbers

Police

,Fire

AMbulanele.

3. Local Business Offices
4

a
(DelytMent Store)

(Pharmacy)

(Insurance Company)

Telepthone
NuMber

..) k4Itik 111.1A Al1111 Inc.
0Aatpted tree the ilihAeKt etteneette enventorY

oe tve.r.ltek %Wit Repeoduee4 el W04,10104 ot
et, pm:Author. .
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Skill

16.1.4 Cont'd
2. Cont'd

4. Local Agencies

The Court House

The Library

The Health Dapartment

5. Provincial Agencies

Motor Vehicles Branch

'Human ResOurces

Ministry of Labour

6. Federal Agencies

Post Office

CEIC

Income Tax Office

RCMP

Telephone

Number

t'St e4tttemtwaAttom ttttt lac.

#44#t.3 thrt 0. MICA= 40 hattsti
Fgtatzl./ Eau:. Aspealuse4 tet POVOielle. et
pwielastwr.

391 392
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16.1.4 ConE'd

*III,

3. Using the Yellow Pages. ,Use the folloWing form to deter-
mine whther students can Use the iellow.pages. Students should
use the yellow pages to fill in the numbers for each of the

DIRECTIONS: The yellow pab.es of a telephone direcLry can be
most helpful when you want to buy a product or arrange for a
service. Use the yellOW pages of the directory.to find -
two names and telephone numbers of, businesses for each of the
proddcts or services below. Write the names and numbers for eadh
business in the blanks.

A. TO Buy a Product
,l. Lumber

, 2. Fill a medical prescription

9

3. Used furniture

4. Used car

Telephone
NuMber

fi) 1'00 Curriculum Associates Inc.

Adaiitod from the ORIGANCE° Diarinostic Inveutdry
of Essential Skille. Reproduced by permiselOo of
the publisher.
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Skill

16.1.4 Cont'd

46

3. Cont'd

B. To Arrange a Service

1. Teeth checked and cleaned

2. Gat your car towed

3. TV set repaired,

4. Hire a furniture moving van

Telephone
Number

C) 1911 Curriculum. Aosoctetes :no.

Adepted from the BAICANCC ® kW/A Ws. Invel_2tm.
of tosentlI Skills. Reproduced by persatestoo of
the publisher.



Skill

16.1.5 Using writing skills for letters.

16.1.6 Using card and microfiche catalogues.

.397

S.

1. (Seu 1C, 1.3)
Assess this skill within the context of a student's life.

Note whether the'student uses the correct form and punctu4ion
for different types of letters, as well as,the tone and content.

1. Observe to determine whether a student can use a card or
microfiche catalogue'to locate a book in a school or community
library.

The following assessment can be used to determine whether
a student can identify each of the following items As an
author's name, the title of a book or a subject.

DIRECTIONS: Look at the liSt of nine items below. Beside each
item, write author, title or subject. Then write the number of
the card catalogue drawer where you would find information. A
model card catalogue follow6.

Author, Title Drawer
or Subject Number

017pics

Twain, Mark

A Chxistmas Carol

Mead, Margaret

The Deerslayer

Democracy

Hawthorne, Nathaniel

Soccer

Treasure Island

In

4) Vint Curriculum ASSOC ***** Inc.

Adapted from tho ROMANCE® Dieroiticr.Inver_a:_xur
of Essential Skills. Reproduced by prl lesion or

slir publisher.
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16.1.6 Cont'l///

39;)

1. Cont'd

AUTHOR AND TITLE

1 A4 '

Arizona
7

--I.
E-

Ezzelino
13 La-

Lyulilin
" Pizzetti-

PPls
, 2 ' Ad-

Autple
$ F-

Fyzabad
" M-

Mizzle
r 0-

Rzewuskl

B-
Bz

II 3.,
Gyres.

is Nu;
Mzhirana

21

Skiries

C-
CzUczur

10 H-
Hyi

" N-7
Nys.

n Skient-
Szy

I D--
Dizzy

11 N 1.

izzet
17 0-

Ozzie .

22 T-
Tiziano

Djark-
Dzierzon

13 J.
Kyzyl

.

11 P-
Pizza

24

.
Ti..-

Tzu Hai

SUBJECT

A-
Art. L

31 E-
Eyelid

3, Labor-
Lynx

Poet-
Pyramid

Art. M-
Axis

22 Fable-
Funnies

M-
Metric

(;)-

Rye

27 B-
Byzantium

33 G-
Gypsy

'Mexico-
Myth .

S-
Skiing

a C-
Cz

Habit-
Hyena

N-
Nylon

Slims-
System

D-
Dog

Ibex-,
ivy

.4, 0-
Ozone

4, Taxes-
Torch

Dolls-
Dynamite

Jaw-
Kremlin

P-
Poet

" Torpedo-
rze Tze

(5 1991 Curriculum ASSOCietOS Inc.

Adapted !so. thr IMICANCE40 Diagnostic Irma=
or Essential skills. Reproduced by permission at
the publisher.
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V.

Skill

16.1.6 Cant'd

40 i

.4

1. Cont'd

Answer

Olympics . subject 41
, Twain, Mark author 24,

A Christmas Carol title 4

Mead, Margaret author 14
,..

The Deerslayer title 5

Demacracy subject 29
..61
Hawthorne, N. author 10

,

Soccer subject 46
Treasure Island title 24

,

a

qD 1981 Curriculum Associates Inc.

Adapted from the BRIGANCE Diagnostic InventorY
of Essential Skills. Reproduced by permission of
the publisher. prtS78 & "73.
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Mathematics

Planning

The use of this section of the kit requires a
certain amount of preparation. As a total of 201
items are given, you will need to select about 40
for a single test. This can be done in several
steps.

List the skills you wish to test. Do not

include skills which your students are not taught,
even if you think they might have learned them as
gene4.al knowledge.

Select suitable test items. Not every skill
needs to be tested directly. If, for example, you
were testing whole number operations, addltion and
division might be tested directlyi subtraction by
substitution., and multiplication by a word problem.
Likewise, addition of whole numbers could be
checkeoldirectly, and of decimals by a word problem.

Check word problems for their suitability.
Remember to modify items to suit yourllocal
situation. For example, skill 20.3.4 includes a
question about a farmer and his potato crop. A
strictly urban studentmight be happier comparing'
outputs of factories, while a resident of a coastal
fishing town would relate better to catches of

fish. Sexual bias can be avoided by suitable sub-
stitutions, especially in measurement questions.
Often only the story needs to be changed with the
figures left the same. However, with present infla-
tion, prices and wages may need adjustment to

remain realistic. If rewritten problems can be -

typed using IBM 12 pitch courier type, they will
match the type of the Kit.

Photocopy the right side of all pages con-
taining,questions you plan to-use. Cut out the

404

specific questions and sort them into groups. It

islest to group number operations, followed by
word problems. If estimation is tested, then these
items should be grouped and ver'Y specific written
and oral instructions given that an estimate is re-
quired and not the actual answer. Rewritten ques-
tions can be separated and sorted into the appro-
priate groups.

Paste the items in order onto sheets of white
81/2"x 11" (21.5 x 28 cm) paper. Use only one side.
These sheets are your test masters.

Photocopy enough copies of each master. Collate
and staple the tests.

Prepare an answer isa for your test. Answers
for items in this Kit are identified both by the
letter and the actual numbers and given immediately
after the question item section.

File the masters with any extra co.pies and the

answer key. Ideally, notes on when and with whom a
test is used, along with a summary of results,
should lbe kept with each master copy.

The alternate to the above cut and paste method
is to select the desired items, rewrite any which
require changes and have the entire test retyped.
If you. choose to do this, have the results proof-
read very carefully.

If you feel that multiple choice testing is too
alien for your students, the answer choices can be

omitted and working space used.

Plan to have students mark their choices on
their papers. The use of a separate answer sheet
is too confusing for many students.
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Administering

Be sure to allow a student enough time to com-
plete the test. An average student should be able
to complete 40 items in one hour, but a slow
reader will require wre time. Also, gore than
25% word problems will reqUire more time.

Make sure the student understands how to do
multiple choice questions. It is a good thing to
put one or two sample questions, such as 2 + 3 = ?,
at the beginning, so that the student can prac-
tice. Also explain that one of the choices is the
correct answer and all others are incorrect.

Give every student a good supply of scrap

paper.

Follow up

possILe, mark a test as soon as the stu-
dent finishes it. This results in maximum inter-

..!edt,i°the student is more ykely to remember how

or why she chose a particear answer. Allow the
6tudent to look over the marked test and spend
time discussingthe rem:at§ and tfieir implications..
HOwever, as ie is not intended that the items be

'used as a teaching/learnincrtool, do not have a
student.correct mistakes. As preparation of a set
of questions-takes both time and effort, it is
'best to keep all paper; so that any test can be
reusetkWithout the likelihoOdof its leing famil-
.iar to another student.

It. must be reiterated that the results of a
test based on Kit items should be only orie tool in

the diagnosis of a new student or the criteria for
completion of a program.

406

The student's reading ability, goals and most regent

occupation must be considered. Often students who
have been out of school for a number of years will
have retained or improved reading skills but for-

gotten mathematics. In documenting completion of
a mathematics program, the results of'other tests,
day to day work and demonstration of mathematical
skills in other contexts must be ccinsidered.

If the test items for a particular group of
skills are done poorly by a student who supposedly
has learned them, then a need for re-teaching is
indicated. However, a single correct answer does
not mean a student has total mastery of the skill.
Other indicators must be considered.

'40.7
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20.0 MATHEMATICS -- Whole Number Operations

Goal

20.1 To enable adult'students to-Tread,

write, and use whole nuMbers in
a meaningful way.

Skill

20.1.1 Read and write digits
0-9.

20.1.2 Read and write numbers
to therillions.

20.1.3 Name place value to
millions.

460

As thiis a basic skill necessary for all other skills in Mathematics,
it is not tested per se.

1. Which one of the following is the same as three million, three
hundred thirty-three thousand, thirty-three?.

a) 3,033,333
b) 3,333,033
c) 3,303,433
d) 3,330,333

2. The correct way to read the numeral 50,037 is:

a) five hundred thirty-seven

b) five thousand thirty-seven'

c) fifty thousand three hundred seveno

d) fifty thousand thirty-seven

1. Which number has 7 in the hundreds place, 0 in tens place, 4 in

in ten-thousands place, 6 in ones place, and 3 in thousands place?

a) 70,463
b) 43,706
c) 34,706

d) 43,607

2. In the number 569,348, the 6 is in which place?

a) hundreds
b) thousands
c) ten-thousands
d) hundred-thousands

40.1 199



Skill

1. Another wa9I expressimi 41,605 is:

a) 4,000 + 16 + 5
b) 4,000 + 1,000 + 600 + 50
c) 40,000 + 1,000 + 600 + 5

d) 40,000 + 1,000 1: 600.+ 50

2. The numeral which expresses 4 hundreds plus 6 tens plus 5 ones is:

, 20.1.4 Explain place value as groups
of 10's, 100's, etc. to
millions.

St

20.1.5 Compare members using
equal to , same ad ,

fewer ; less than,
more than , greater than .

20.1.6 Apply comparison of numbers
in practical situations.
i.e. measurements, prices,

money, etc.

a) 400,605
b) 40,605
c) 4,605

d) 465

1. Which of the following numerals names:the smallest number?

a) 311
b) 246
c) 264
d) 426

2. Which of the following numerals is less than 80,000?

a) 79,657
b) 81,749

,c) 796,517
d)'131,496

1. A carpeute,had 4 pieces of wood. Their lengths were 97 centirptres,
102 centiRetres-04 centiketres and 89 centimetres. He used the

shortest piece. How long was the piece he used?

a) 97 centimetres
b) 102 centimetres
c) 94 centimetres
d) 89 centimetres

2. Four men entered a long distance, cross-country race.- Sam completed'
the race in 3 hours 40 minutes, Jack in 3 hours 10 minutes, Don in 3
hours 26 minutes and Pete in 3 hours 12 minutes. Which of the Men

took the longest to finish the race?

a) Sam
b) Jack ,

c) Don
d) Pete

,
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'Skill

20.1.7 Use ordinals yp to
twentieth position.

\

1. In the series of letters A, C, X, E, R, R, Y, M, K, G, the letter Y
is in what poaition fiom the beginning (left end) of the series?

a) 7th

b) 9th
c) 5th
d) 8th

2. Which of these figures is sixth in.1ine?

20.1.8 Count orally by 2's, 5's, s

1. Complete the following series of numbersr52, 54, 56, 58, .

10's, and complete a written
sequence having increments a) 59

se

of 2, 5, or 10. b) 57
A

c) 60 *
. t

d) 56
,

2. Which numbpr belongs on the line? 15, 20, 4 30

a) 26

b) 35

c) 25

d) 10

412
413.

y
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Skill

20.1.9 Round whole numbers
to the nearest 10, 100
'or 1,000.

1. Someone has estimated that the population of Slobovia will grow to
6,549,700. Rounded to the nearest thousand, this number 'would be:

ar 7,000,000
b) 6,500,000
c) 6,550,000

655

2. Round 7,251 to.the nearest 10.

Goal

a)

b)

c)

d)

7,200
7,250
7,260
7,300

20.2 TO enable students to perform the
operation of addition as required
in concrete situations.

Skill

20.2.1 Add one, twO and three 1. Add: 429
digit numbers, written 35
or given orally. 531

a) 9,815

b) 995
c) 595

d) 985

2. 764 + 36 + 8,234 =

a) 0,934
b) 9,934
c) 9,034
d) 8,034

414 C415
202
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Skill

20.2.2 Use the syldbols = and

20.2.3 Estimate the answers to one,
two or three digit additions.

20.2.4 Add practical amounts sut...1

as lengths, weights, time,
money (without conversions).
See also decimals.

410

1. The symbol + means:

,a) add

b) fi4d the difference
c) times
d) multiply

2. Choose the correct symbol to put in the box,
1403 = 17.

a) -
L0 x
c) + 4

d) =

1 The best estimate to the question 21 + 48 + 53 + 87 is:

,a) 190

b) 210
c) 230
d) 209

2. To estiMate the sum of 387 + 1,293 + 807 +223
the numerals used would be:

a)' 300 + 1,200 + 800 + 200
b) 400+ 1,300 + 800 + 200
c) 300 + 1,000 +'800 + 200
d) 400 + 1,300+ 900 + 300

1. Add: $ 4.98
13.73
4.11

21.97

a) 4479
b) $43.79
c) $44.79
d) $54.79
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Skill

20.2.4 Cont'd

20.2.5 Solve word problems where
addition is required,
estimating the answer first.

416

2. Add: 21 hours 3 minutes 12 seconds

1 hour 27 minutes
15 minutes 27 seconds

a) 22 hours 55 minutes 39 seconds
b) 22 hours 45 minutes 27 seconds
c) 23 hours 5 minutes 29 seconds
d) 22 hours 45 mdnutes 39 secondsr.

\ .

1. Mrs. Smith weighs 67 kilograms. Her husbhnd weighs 15 kilograms
more. How many kilograms does Mr. Smith weigh?

a) 52

b) 62
c) 72

a 82

.2. Peggy spent $5.00. She now has $8.00 left. How much money did
she have to begin with?

a) $ 3.00
b) $13.00
c) $40.00
d) $12.00

3. Jim and his family took a.3 day trip. On the first day they drove
287 kilometres, on the second day they drove 302 kilometres, and
on the third day they drove 95 kilometres. Estimate how many
kilometres they drove in the 3 days?

1

a) 720 kilometres
b) 670 kilometres
c) 690 kilometres
d) 800 kilometres

4 IA
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, Skifl

20.2.5 Cont'd

Goal

20.3 To enable students to perform
the operation of subtra4ion
as required in concrete
situations.

Skill

20.3.1 SubtraCt one, two and,
three digit numbers,
written or given orally.

4

4. A new car is advertised at a price .of $5,995.00. Additional
costs are: $226 - automatic transmission

$95 - radio
$210 - transportation'charge
$195 - sales tax
$495 - air conditioning

The total cost to the neaFest hundred is:

ya) $7,20b
b) $7,500
c) $7,000
'd) $7,900

1. Subtract: 1,054

- 86t

a) 1,919

b) 289

c) 189
d) 211

2. 6,789 - 1,492 =

a) 5,317
b) 4,397
c) 5,397

d) 5,297

421

,)
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Skill

20.3.2 Use the symbolS = and

20.3.3 Eetimate the answers to one,
two or three -digit subtrac-
tions.

20.3.4 Solve word problems where
subtraction is required,
estimating the answer first.

424

1. The mathematical sign - means:

a) divide
b) add on
c) subtract
d) less than

2. The correct sign to place in the box in 703 = 4 is:

a) +
b) -
c) =
d) +

1. Estimate the answer to 7,964 = 3,104.

a) 5,000
b) 4,000
c) 4,860
d) 800

2. To estimate the answer to 7,189 - 3,820 you would subtract:

a) 4,000 from 8,000
b) 3,000 from 8,000
c) 4,000 from 7,000
d) 3,000 from 7,000

1. In 1979,Mr. Jones earned $21,479.. The following year he was
laid off for several months and earned only $15,286. How much
less did he earn the second year?

a) $7,193
b) $6,203
c) $6,193/
d) $14,213
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2. The bdameter of a truck read 75,614 kilometres at the beginning
of a tiip and 76,142 kilometres at the end. How many kilometres

-long-was the-trip? --

a). 532 kilometres
b) 1,532 kilometres
c) 1,528 kilometres

ep 528 kilometres

3. The.odometer of a car read 45,874 kilometres at the last tune-up.
The next tune-up will be done when the odometer reads 55,000
kilometres. Estimate how many kilometres the car will travel

20.3.4 Coned

20.3.5 Compare addition to
subtraction, using
addition to check
answers to subtraction.

between tune-ups:

a) 11,000 kilometres
b) 900 kilometres
c) 9,000 kilometres
d) 7,000 kilometres

4. A farmer grew 18,225 kilograms of potatoes one year. The next
year he grew only 9,900 kilograms. Estimate the difference
between his potato crops for the 2 years:

a) 8,000 kilograms
b) 8,325 kilograms
c) 18,000 kilograms
d) 800 kilograms

1. The sum of 23 and another number is 60. What is the other nuMber?
4,

a) 27
b) 43
c) 37
d) 34

2. 315
179
136

Which numbers should you use to check the above subtraction?

a) Add 136 to 179
b) Add 136 to 315
c) Add 179 to 315

d) Add 315 to 136 and then add 179 to the answer

42.1 207
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Goal

20.4 To enable students to perform the

required in concrete situations.

Skill

20.4.1 Know multiplication facts
from memory, 0-12.

1.

2.

The product7of-7-x-9

aY 64
0 72
c) 63

d) 56

5

x 6

a) 46
b) 42
c) 32

d) 48

20.4.2 Compare multiplication
and addition.

20.4.3 Multiply one, two and
three digit numbers.

426

1. Which of the following statements shows that 3 x 8 = 24?

a) 24 - 3 x 8 = 0
b) 24 - 8 = 16
c) 8 + 8 + 8 = 24

8 x 8
d) = 24

2. Which of the following statements is another way of writing 4 x 5?

a) 4

b) 5

c) 26
d) .4

+ 4

+ 5
- 5

+ 5

+ 4

+ 5
- 4

+ 4

+ 4

+ 5

+ 5 + 4 4- 5 + 4 + 5

1. Multiply: 403

x 59

a) 24,337
b) 5,642

c) 23,777

d) 3,627
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Skill

20.4.3 Cont'd 2. Multiply: 786 x 32 =

a) 29,462
b) 22,942
c) 3,930
d) 25,152

20.4.4. Use symbols of Al = and 1. Which of these signs belongs in the box, 104 = 4?

a) +
b) -
c) x
d)

20.4.5 Estimate answers to one,
two and three digit
multiplication questions.

20.4.6 Solve word problems where
multiplication is required,
estimating answers first.

428

2. The sign x nneans:

a) divide
b) add
c) equals
di multiply

1. To estimate the answer to 58 x 4,129 multiply:

a) 60 x 4,000
b) 50 x 4,000
c) 50 x 4,000 and add on 8 + 129
d) 60 x 4,000 and dad 129 and qulbtract 2

2. Which of the following numbers is about five times as large as 251?

a) 1,000
b) 1,250
c) 255
di 10,250

1. A sports car owner says that he gets 14 kilometres per litre of
gasoline. How many kilometres could he go on 7 litres of gasoline?

a) 200 kilometres
b) 98 kilometres
c) 980 kilometres
d) 20 kilometres
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Skill

20.4.6 Cont'd

Goal

20.5 To enable students to perform the
operations-of division as required
in concrete situations.

Skill

20.5.1 Show knowledge of basic
division facts, as from
multiplication tables
from memory.

3

2. There are 25 members in the volleyball club. If the cost for each .

uniform is $24, how much would it cost to buy one new uniform for
each club member?

_

b) $6,000
c) $600

d) $96

3. Mary wanted to buy a case,of 48 cans of salmon at $1.89 a can.
To obtain a rough idea of the price of the case of salmon, Mary

should:

a) Multiply 50 x $1.90
b) Multiply 40 x $1.80

c) Add 50 and $1.90
d) Multiply 48 x $1.89

4. A truck was loaded with 19 iron bars. If each bar weighs 419
kilograms, the estimated weight of the load is:

a) 8,400 kilograms
b) 7,961 kilograms
c) 8,000 kilograms
d) 2,100 kilograms

1. 24 f 4

a) 5

b) 6

c) 8

d) 7
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Skill

" c.1 Cont'd

20.5.2 Compare division and
multiplication, and use
division to check
multiplication and
vide versa.

20.5.3 Divide up to five digit
numbers, by up to two
digit numbers, with or
without remainders.

43

2. 9r-ir.

a) 9

b) 8

c) 12

d) 6

1. A number should be placed in the box. What is that number?

049
x 5

3,245

a) 5

b) 0

c) 7

d) 6

2. To prove that 504 56 = 9:

a) Subtract 56 from 504
b) Multiply 9 x 56
c) Do the question again tomorrow
d) Multiply 50 x 9 and add 6

1. Divide: 45)1 232

a) 27 rema nder 37
b) 27 rexnaLnder 17

c) 29 rema'nder 27
d) 207 remal der 17

The answer to the exercise below is:

54) 379

a) 7 remainder 7
b) 3 remainder 7
c) 6 remainder 3
d) 7 remainder 1
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Skill

20.5.4 Use the symbols ..T7, 1. The problem 328+156 can also be written:

328 x 156
jr-1-- and =.

a)

b) 156 328

c) 156)5TE-

d) 3284/156

20.5.5 Estimate answers to
divi3ion.

2. The correct symbol to place in the box in the statement
804 = 2 is:

a) x
b) =

c) -
d)

1. Estimate the answer to 6,984 31:

a) 205
b) 230
c) 250
d) 25

2. To estimate the answer to 896 i 91 you should:

a) Divide 1,000 by 100
b) Divide 900 by 90

..c) Divide 890 by 91

d) Multiply 91 by 10

20.5.6 Solve word problems 1. How many packages of nine oranges each can be made from 378

requiring division, oranges?

estimating the answers
a) 40

first.
b) 42
c) 48
.d) 38
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Skill

20.5.6 Cont'd

Goal

20.6 To enable students to use whole
number operations when more than
one operation is used in sequence.

Skill

20.6.1 Perform a sequence of up
to three operations by
following written or oral
directions. (e.g. add 2
numbers, multiply ihe
sum by 20, then subtract
another number.)

436

2. mr. Johnson used 13 litres of gasoline in driving 208 kilometres.
How many kilometres to the litre did he get?

a) 12 kilometreP per litre
b) 15 kilometres per li_re
c) 16 kilometres per litre
dl- 18 kilometres per litre

3. A dump truck can hold 18 cubic metres of dirt at one time.
ApproYlmately how many trips would be required to haul away
3,579 cubic metres of dirt?

a) 1,800

b) 18

c) 90
d) 180

4. If a jet plane flies at an average speed of 600 kilometres per
hour, about how long will it take to travel 2,975 kilometres?
(Express your answer to the nearest whole number of hours.)

a) 1 hour
b) 4 hours
c) 5 hours
d) 178,500 hours

1. Subtract 56 from 476. Divide your answer by 6. Multiply that

answer by 3. The result is:

a) 21
b) 70
c) 180
d) 210

437
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Skill

20.6.1 Cont'd

20.6.2 Solve word problems
requiring more than
one operation.

/

Goal

20.7 To enable students to use
computational aids.

Skill

20.7.1 Use Diens blocks, drawings
or other concrete forms to
illustrate the concept of
place value.

20.7.2 Use a calculator to add,
subtract, multiply or
divide whole numbers.

436

2. Multiply 12 by 6. Add 28 to your answer. Divide the result
by 4 and you get:

a) 11
b),22
c) 25
d) 28

1. A used automobile can be bOugfit for cash for $2,850 or on credit
with a down payment of $400 and $80 a month for three years
(36, months). How much. more would a person pay by buying on
credit rather than by buying the car for cash?

a) $330
b) $430

c) $2,880
d),$3,280

2. Mr. Grange had 70 sheep, but 10 died. He divided those remaining

evenly among his 3 sons. How many sheep did each receive?

a) 15
b) 20
c) .40

d) 60

As this is a demonstration of the understancli4 of-a basic skill

which is tested in 20.1.3 and 20.1.4, it isnot tested as such,
but if desired can be tested on an individual basis.

Questions listed for 20.2.1, 20.3.1, 20.4.3 and 20.5.3 can be
applied to calculator use.

Another approach is to give the student a reasonably simple division
question and tell her to find the answer without using the
division key on the calculator. Several variations are possible.

439
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Skill

HD 2

20.7.3 Tell time numerically or
traditionally, and convert
from one system to the 11 12 1

2
87

other. 10

1. When you left home, the clock read 9

20.7.4 Use a calendar to explain
days in a week and months
in a year, and to determine
lapsed time.

440

Upon returning, it read,9 (. 43
8 4
7 g.5

What was the length of time you were away?

e) 1 hour 10 minutes
b) 50 minutes.
c) 10 minutes
d) 2 hours 15 minutes

2. A worker went to his job at 7:45 a.m. and.returned home exactly

10 hours later. At what time did he reach home?

a) 4:45 p.m.
b) 5:45 p.m.
c) 7:55 p.m.
d) 8:45 p.m.

3. Which one of these means three hours after midnight?

a) 0300
b) 0600
c) 1500
d) 0003

1. George was born on Decnmber 1, 1958, and Sara was born on May 1,

1961. How much older is George than Sara?

a) 2 years, 5 months
b) 2 years, 6 months
c) 2 years, 7 months
d) 3 years, 5 months

2. Use the classroom calendar to determine the/number of days you
would pay interest if you borrowed money on March 16 and repaid
the loan on August 6. (Don't count the day you got the money.)

a) 140 days
b) 143 days
c) 145 days
d) 243 days
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21.0 MATHEMATICS -- Decimals

Goal

21.1 To enable students to read
decimal fractions.

Skill

21.1.1 Count orally or complete
a written sequence chan-

ging by increments of
tenths, hundredths,
thousandths.

21.1.2 Read and write decimals
and mixed numbers to' the

ten.thousandths.

444=

1. What comes next in this list: 0.1; 0.2; 0.3; 0.4;

a) 0.5; 0.7

b) 0.45; 0.55
c) 0.05; 0.06
d) 0.5; 0.6

2. Select the correct numeral to place in the in the series
; 0.14; 0.15:0.11;0.12;

a) 0.1

b) 0.01
c) 0.13
d) 0.125

1. 7.89 is the same as:

8 9
a) 7 +

100

b) 798
1000

7 8 9
) -i-E + +

000

d) 7 + (8 x 10) + (9 x 100)

2. Which of the following numerals means the game as sixty-seven
thousandths?

a) 67,000

b). 0.67

c) 0.067
d) .0067

443
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Skill

21.1.3 Name paace values to the
ten-thousandths.

1. Which of the following numeraIs has 4 in the tenths place?

a) 40.73
b) 68.24
c) 453.68
d) 821.43

2. In 0.55755 the value of the 7 is:

a) 7 hundredths
b) 7 thousandths
c) 7 ten thousandths
d) 70 thousandths

21.1.4 Write cents of money 1. Seventy-nine dollars and fifty-six centa written in decimal form is:
as decimals.

a) 79.56
b) $7956
c) $.7956
d) $79.56

2. $.84 can be written as:

a) 84 dollars
b) 8 dollars 4 cents
c) 840
d) 8 dollars and 40 cents

21.1.5 Compare decimals up to 1. All of the following are less than 0.172 except:
the thousandths place.

44 4

a) 0.1719
b) 0.1121
c) 0.0721
d) 0.1702

2. Which number is the smallest?

a) 0.022
b) 2.002
c) 0.202
d) 0.220
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Skill

21.1.6 Round decimal numbers
to the ten-thousandths
place.

Goal

21.2 To enable students to add decimals.

Skill

21.2.1 Add decimal numbers to the
thousandths place, estimating
the answer first.

446

1. Round 2,479.7238 to-the neatest hundredth.

a) 2,500
b) 2,479.80
c) 2,479.72
d) 2,479.724

2. Round 21.092 to the nearest tenth.

a) 21
b) 21.1
c) 21.09
d) 21.01

1. Add: $ 3.06
10.00
9.14
5.10

a) $17.30
b) $2,730.00
c) $27.20
d) $27.30

2. Perform Ole indicated operation and round the answer to the
nearest tenth:

1.47
+ 0.02

a) 1.5
b) 1.4
c) 1.49

d) 1

3. A good estimate of the sum of 11.963 + 2006 + 7.43 + .989 is:

a) 22.801
b) 23

c) 20

d) 24.6

218
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Skill

21.2.2 Add decimal numbers in
which the number of
decimal places in the
addends varies.

1. Add: 3.7 + 7.374 =

a) 11.074
b) 7.411
c) 10.074
d) 10.174

2. Add 2.07 + .496 + 6.7 + 19.75

a) 2.745
b) 29.016
c) 33.48

d) 34.006

21.2.3 Solve problems requiring
the addition of decimal
numbers, estimating the
answers first.

Ac)

1. Jack has 3 pieces of wood. One is 0.45 centimetres thick, one
0.3 centimetres thick and one is 0.625 centimetres.thick. What is
the total thickness of the 3 pieces?

a) 0.673 centimetres
b) 1.375 centimetres
c) 13.75 centimetres
d) 4.375 centimetres

2. On a recent trip Mary spent $45.60 for motel bills, $52.25 for
meals, $28.24 for gas and $11.42 for souvenirs and post cards.
How much did she spend?

a) $13.75
b) $127.51
c) $137.66
d) $137.51

3. On a recent shopping trip Jack spent $18.98 for a shirt, $9.05
for a belt, $27.89 for a sweater and $21.14 for jeans. Estimate
how much Jack spent, using whole dollars to find your answ,ar:

a) $87

b) $75
c) $77

d) $80
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Goal

21.3 To enable students to subtract
decimals.

Skill

21.3.1 Subtract decimal numbers
to the thousandths place,
estimating answers first.

21.3.2 Subtract decimal numbers
in which the minuend and
subtrahend have different
numbers of places of
decimals.

4:w

1. Subtract: 62.1
- 23.8

a) 41.7

b) 38.3

c) 49.3
d) 3.83

2. Subtract: 0.423 - 0.185 =

a) 0.238
b) 0.248

c) 0.338
d) 0.3e2

3. To estimate the answer to 413.043 - 193.129 you could use:

a) 400 - 100
b) 413 - 193
c) 413.04 - 193.12
d) 413.0 - 193.1

1. Subtract: 43.7 - 26.45 =

a) 16.62
b) 17.25
c) 22.08

d) 27.35

2. Subtract: 75.08 - 5.0425 =

a) 23.655
b) 24.655
c) 70.0375
d) 80.1225
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21.3.3 Solve problems requiring
the sUbtraction of decimal
numbers, estimating
ansWers first.

Goal

21.4 To enable students to multiply
decimals.

1. Bob had a piece of wire 12.65 metres long. He cut off a length
2.9 metres long. How much wire was left?

a) 9.95 mtres
b) 8.75 metres
c) 9.75 metres r.

d) 15.55 metres

2. How much change will I get fram a $20 bill if I buy something
costing $11.29?

a) $9.71
b) $8.61
c) $9.29

d) $8.71

Skill

21.4.1 Multiply decimal numbers 1. Multip1y4_, 3.98
of up to three decimal x)4.6
places each, estimating
the answer _first. ) 0.108.0

b)

c) 18.308
d) 18.208 ,

2. Multiply: 0.13
x 0.5

a) 0.065
b) 0.515
c) 0.65
d) 650

45Z 453-
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Skill

21.4.1 Cont'd

21.4.2 Solve word problems
requiring the multiplication
of decimals, estimating
answers first.

454

3. Round each factor to the nearest whole number. iThen use the
rounded fac rs o estimate which of the following answers is
best:

8.431a1 19.942

a)

b0

c) 160
d) 2,d00

4. By estimation, choose the example whi,:h will have the largest
product:

7 a) 888

x 90.9

b) 888

x 9.09

c) 888
x 10.1

d) 888

x 101

1. A museum charges 25 admission for children. During the month
of August 525 children visited the museum. What was the total
&mount paid for their entry?

a) $131.25
b) $210.00
c) $525.25
d) $550.00

2. Ann bought 9.6 metre& of velvet which cost $9.85 a metre. How much
did she pay for the velvet?

a) $19.45
b) $94.56
c) $102.26
d) $147.75
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Goal

Skill

21.4.3 Multiplylihole or decimal
nUmbers bY 1, 10, 100 and
1,000 by movir4 the .

decimal point.

21.5 To enable students to divide by
decimals.

Skill

21.5.1 Divide decimal numbers of
up to three decimal places,
estimating the answers
first.

456

1. To multiply 22.476 by 10:

a) Move the decimal point to Aretween the 2's

b) Move the decimal point to between 4 and 7
c) Leave the decimal point where it is aad add a "0" after

the 6

d) Put in a "0" between the decimal point and 4

2. One thousand times 2.00406 is:

a) .000200406
b) 200.406
c) 2,004.06
d) 2.00406000

1. Divide: 61077

a) 1.4
b) 0.14
c) 0.014
d) 0.104

2. 12 + 2.4 =

a) 0.005
b) 0.05
e) 0.5
d) 5.0

3. The decimal point has yet to be placed in the answer below. Which
of'the following shows its correct placement?

13.175+ 0.31 =

a) 0.425

b) 4.25
c) 42.5
d) 425.0

1313
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Skill

21.5.2 Express answe.s to decimal
divisions in decimal form
(11Dt remainders), rounded

to a given place.

21.5.3 Solve word problems where
the division of decimals
is required, esthnating
the Answer first.

21.5.4 Divide whole or decimal
numbers by 1, 10,,100 and
1,000 by moving the
decimal point.

45cs

1. 6.84 3 rounded to the nearest hundredth is:

a) 0.23
b) 23.00
c) 2.267
d) 2.27

2. 9.439 +12 and rounded to the nearest tenth is:

a) 0.7
b) 0.8
c) 0.79

7
d)

1. Joe paid $13 for 45 litres of gasoline. What was the Irice
per litre (to the nearest tenth of a cent)?

a) $.30
b) $30.8
c) 30.8
d), 31.0 cents

2. Ann had 21.4 metres of ribbon whiCh she cut into 5 equal pieces.
How long was each piece?

a) 4.28 metres
b) 0.428 metres
c) 42.8 metres
d) 0.0428 metres

1. To divide 4.82 by 10:

a) Move the decimal place one place to the right
b) Move the decimal place one place to the left
c) Move the decimal place to after the 2.
d) Write the answer .0428

2. 632:3 +1000 is:

a) 0.6323
b) 632.0003
c) 632.3000
d) 632,300
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Goal

21.6 To enable students to use decimals
in more complex operations.

Skill

21.6.1 Solve problems,requiring the
use of decimals and of more
t4n one operation in
sequence.

1. Meg was keeping track of the number of miles her family traveled

in the car during a two day trip. When they left on Saturday

morning, the odometer ( mileage indicator) read 8004.9 kilometres.
On Saturday they traveled 92.3 kilometres and on Sunday they

traveled 105.6 kilometres. What did it read when they arrived

hame on Sunday?

a) 8202.8
b) 8222.8
c) 9983.9
d) 8200.8

. 2. Mr. Smith's cheque register looks like this:

Date Details Withdrawal Deposit Balance

$72.46

Nov. 16 Wages ,

,
_ A

$200.00

Nov. 25 New Coat $56.00
(

What would his balance be after he bou ht the coat?

1
f a) $12.54

b) $183.54
c) $216.46
d) $328.46

3. A can of fruit punch costs 35 cents and serves17 people. How

much will it cost to serve 56 people?

a) $19.60
b) $2.80

c) $0.98

d) $2.45
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22.0 ATHEMATICS -- Fractions

Goal

22.1 To arable the student to understand
the.basic concepts of fractions.

_Skill

22.1.1 Explain fractions as a 'part
of a whole visually and
orally.

1.

What fraction

a)

b)

c)

d)

4

6

2

8

2

6

2

5

of the area is shaded?

2. What fraction of this figure is shaded?

a)

b)

c)

d)

3

4

2

1

4

3

463
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Skil

22.1.1? Write fractions as one number
(part) over another number
(whole), incldding whole
numbers.

____--------__

1. A pike'is cut into 9 e al parts. If 4 of e parts are eaten,

ybat fraction of the ca e is eaten?
I

"7

/

a)
9 5 ------4--- 4

./

-
4

b) -
9

c)
13

/
/ 2. There are 13 men and 15 women in a group. What fraction of

the group are men?

15 13 15 13

,--'

a) --- b)
15

c) -i-3- d)
28

22.1.3 Simplify (reduce) fractions
and raise fractions to
higher terms.

22.1.4 Change mixed numbers to
improprer fractions and
vice versa.

464

7
1. Which of these fractions is equivalent to - ?

8

3. 15 14
-c)

14
a) 74 b)

16 . 16 .

d)
15

3
2. Which of the following fractions is not equivalent to :7- ?

a) 1 21
% 9 12

10
b)

ci 21 -' 28

3. What is the lowest common denominator that could be used to add
2 4
- and - ?
3' 5

a) 12
b) 15

c) 22
d) 24

7
1. Which of the following is equivalent to 6 ?

12

72 25 67 79
a) 3-7i- b)

1-- 2 c' 12
d)

12

2. 27
--ii is equivalent to:

5 3 3 10
a) 3 g b) 4 -8- c) 3 g d) 2 -1-3-
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Goal

22.2 To enable the students to apply the
basic operations to fractions:

Skill

22.2.1 Add fractions and combinations 1. Add and name in simplest form: + = 07 4

9
og whole numbers and fractions .

9

(like and unlike denominators). .

11 1 2 3
b) 1 c) 1 d) 1 -9-

I

2. 5

+ 3

3

4

2

3

a) 8

22.2.2 Subtract fractions and combin-
ations of whole numbers and 1. 7

fractions (like and unlike
denominators).

1

6

5 7 11

b) 9 a) 9-1-2- d) 9 a

6 17 1 3
a) T

"' 24
c)

4
d)

1 3
2. Subtract and name in simplest form: 13 -Er- 5 -4-=

5 1 3
a) 7 17 b) 7 c) 8

4
d) 8 -8-

46o
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Skill

22.2.3 Multiply fractions and
combinatiOns of fractions
and mixed numbers.

22.2.4 Show multiplication of a
fraction by a fraction
visually or by use of
manipulative aids such as
Diens blocks and
Cuisenaire rods.

-ar
4 7

1. Wnat is the product of Tx ?

a) 1

b) 28
4

7

c) 28

11

d) 28

4
2. 4

3
x 2 .3=

7

12 2 12 1 '

a) 8 3-5- b) 12 -5- c) 6 -iE d) 8 E

If these aids are used in your program, a student should be able to
use them to illustrate a problem such as: 3 1 3

x =
10 10 100

If these aids are not used, then this section should be omitted.
(See also 20.7.1)

2 5
22.2.5 Divide a fraction by a 1.'Dividc: -3-r

fraction and combinations
of fractions, whole or 10 14 . 9 A,H 15

mixed numbers.
a) : b}

15
ci

`41 14

22,2.6 Write divisidi questions as
'fractions.and solve.

466

2.
53.3

-4- 7 T3-=

5 3 1 1
a) 2 3-2- b) 5 c) d) 15 -3-

9
1.

1-
means the same as:

4

1 3
a) 19 !; 4 -b) 19 7 c) 4 Out of 19 d) 3

4
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Skill

22.2.6 Cont'd

22.2.7 Solve word problems requiring
the addition, subtraction,
multiplication and.division
of fractions as well as whole
.number fraction combinations.

4 7

54
i2. When you write t means:

7

a) One group of,7 taken.54 times

b) 54 divided by
7

c) 54 objects divided into 7 groups

d) 54 groups of 7 each

1. One-fourth of a cake was shared equally among 3 children. What
portion of the whole aake did each of the children get?

1 3 1 1

a) b) 71-

c) d)

1
2. The first glass is y full.

1
The second glass is 7.-2- full.

1
The third glass is y full.

If the first three glasses were emptied into the fourth glass,
what fractional part of it would be full?

a) 12

3

12

1 2
b,

77777.2=1:

5

CI) -1-72-

ArmionammilmmlIONI
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Skill

22.2.7 Cowed 3.

22.2.8 Estimate anSwers to word
problems requiring work
with fractions.

"TIRES"
1/2 PRICE SALE!

Buy Cone, God The

Second Me For 14 Price

How much do two tires cost on sale which are regularly priced
$40 each?

a) $80
b) $60

c) $40
d) $20

1
4. Jane bought 10

2
--metres of cloth to 'make dreAses for her daughters.

5
If each dress requires 2 -. metres, how many dresses could she make?

8

a) 2

b) 3 with no cloth left
c) 4

1
d) 3 with 2 -.metres left over

4

3
1. A candy maker put 1 kilograms of candy in each bag of candies.

If he has 160 kilograms of candy, how can he best estiMate how

many bags he will get?

a) 160 x 2
b) 160 i 2
c) 160 I- 1

3
d) 160 f 2 then find --of the answer

'4

7
2. A plumber has three lengths of pipe, which are 1 metres,

10
1 1

2 --and 9 metres long. Estimate how much pipe he has:
8 10

a) 16 metres
b) 12 metres
c) 13 metres
d) 15 metres /-

473
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Skill

22.2.9 'Use a calculator to solve
. questions with fractions.

Goal

22.3 To enable the student to relate
different ways of expressingf'""......k-,,,

fractional amounts.

Skill

As, at this level, the chief use of a calculator with fractions is
in the multiplication and division of mixed numbers, no actual test
itemS are given. If a student does use a hand held calculator, he/she
should demonstrate how they would solve a question such as in 22.2.3.

1
22.3.1 Compare fractions to each 1. Which of these fractions is greater than

1
--and less than ?
3 2

other and to decimal
fractions, and change from 3 2

a b c
, 2 1

ane form to anoer. ) ) )

5
d)

th
7-1

474

5
2. Written as a decimal, =

8

a) 5.8
b) 0.125
c) .58

d) 0.625

3. Another name for 7.5 is:

5 1 5 1
a) 7 no b) 7 3 c) 7 d) 7

4. Which of the following naMes the shaded part of the figure?

411111 d.

a) 0.04
b) 0.4
c) 0.25
d) 0.75

475
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23.0 MATHEMATICS -- Measurement and Metric Systems

Goal_
23.1 To enable the student to understand

the use of measurement.

Skill

23.1.1 Draw and name common two
dimensional shapes and
three dimensional forms.

Goal

23.2 To enable the student to use the
metric system of measurement.

Skill

23.2.1 Name the common measurement
units used in linear distance,
.area, volume, weight, temper-
ature and time in the metric
system.

476

1. Which one of the following figures is a rectangle?

b)

2. A baseball is an example of a:

a) Cube
b) Sphere
c) Circle
d) Cone

'd)

1. The most appropriate metric unit for melsuring a person's height
is the:

a) kilogram
b) millilitre
c) 'centimetre
d) cubic,centimetre

477 .233
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1

Skill

23.2.1 Cont'd

23.2.,2 Give 'the values of the
common prefixes (kilo-,
Centi-, and milli-) and .

write.the. accepted
abbreviated form for
units and sub-units.

23.2.3 Explain the relationship
between units in one kind
of measure (e.g. km, m,
cm and mm).

476

2. When an ad states that jeans are "made of 900 gram denim", the

"900 gram" applies to:

a) The width of the denim
b) The area of denirt-gin the jeans
c) The length of the denim
d)-4:The weight of the denim

1. The word kilogram means:

a) /.00 grams

b) 1,000 grams

c) --1- grams
100

d) 1 grams
1,000

2. The prefix centi- in centimdtres means:

a) 100

b)
1

10

c)
100

1

1,000
d)

1. A centimetre is larger than a:

a) metre
b) kilometre
c) millimetre
d) gram

2. A litre I:vet:pal-to:

7°7\4,000 kilolitres
b) 10 centilitres
c) 1,000 millilitres
d) 100 millilitres

234
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Skill

State the approximate
size of each commonly
used unit, using objects
found in the students'
environment.

23.2.5 Change from one unit to
another in each kind of
measurement.

I

4ou

1. A milk jug 'is likely to hold:

a) 1 millilitre

b) 10 millilitres
1).itre

d) 100 litres

2. A ten-year-old boy is likely to weigli,t

a) 35 grams
1D) 175 grams
c) 35 kilograps
d) 175 kilogrAus

3. About how long is this nail?

<,)
a) 1 centimetre
b) 10 centimetres
c) 1 metre
d) 10 metres

1. 5 metres is the same aength as:

a) 50 centimetres
b) 500 centimetres
c) 50 millimetreS
d) 500 millimetres

/

.2. How many metres'are there in 6:65,kilometres?

a) 65,

b) 650

d) 0.65

481
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II/
e Ski,11

23.2.6 Solve word problems
using metric units. .

4 8

. .

1. ,joan's dress needs 72.centimeties of ribbon. . Ribbon is sold by
the metie. WhiCh of the following will Joan use `to find out how
many metres of ribbon she must,buy.

a) 72 x 100

b) 72 11- 100
0 c) 72,f .01

A d) 72 1,000

2 turkey is cooked 20 minutes for each pound (= 45 mAnutes per
kilogram). ,How lofig mould you cook a 1212 pound (512 kilogram)

turltey?

a) 2 hours 50 minutes
b) 4 hours 10 minutes
c) 6 hours 10 minutes
d) 6 hours less 10 minutes

't 483
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24.0 MA TICS -- Graphs

Goal

24.1. To enable students to obtain
information from commonly used
graphical presentations'of data.

Skill

24.1.1 Read information from line,
. bar and circle graphs and

pictographe.

4 84

1. A person is,standing on the scale below, weighing himself. How
much does he weigh?

a) 59 kilograms
b) 61 kilograms
c) 62 kilograms
d) 66 kilograms

2. Below is a bar graph of Ann's mathematics test scores fRr 5 weeks.
In which week did Ann make the lowest score?

Scorti

a) 1 100
b) 2

80
c) 3

60

40

g0

0

'ii4:
f 1

Efl
r ii

i

-11,iti FT-1 I 0 I I I

I' I I I
I . 1

1 2 3 4

Weeks

4 85
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Skill

24.1.1 Contld.

486

3. 'Ihis graph represents the relationship between.the speed of a car
in kilometres per hour 0m3/0 and the stopping distance in metres
(m) after first applying the brakes. If the skid marks were 45
metres long, about.how fast was the car travelling when the brakes
were first applied?

a) 40 km/h

b) 56 kxn/h

c) 72 km/h
d) 88 km/h

80

S 60

E

D 40
(Wr/h)

20

10 20 30 40 50 60 70
STOPPING DISTANCE ( m )

4.. 1,200 television viewers were asked to name their favourite
Olympic sport. *The results are'shown in the circle graph below.
What percent chose hockey?

a) 100%

b) 8%

c) 10%

d) 12%

Figure
Skating

20%

Skiing
12%

Hockey

Swimming--
23V. -

Gymnastics
15V.

Track and
Field

17.4

238
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Skill
4

24.1.2 Know the parts (title,
scales, etc.) which
shou1d be present in
a graph.

488

e
1. This graph shows the weights of four people.

Bill

Jew
I.

Tom

Peter

mrs11rolWe;3

10 20 30 40 50 60

OW*.

What important information is missing fret the Above graph?

a) The.height of each person. .

b) The age of eAch person.

c) In whet units the weights at the bottom of
the giaph are measured.

d) What year the people were weighed.

2. When making a gine graph, arrange the data so that:

a) The points can be joined by a single straight line.

b) The numbers on the left hand side are in the same
order as in the data.

c) The numbers on.the left hand,s0e represent equal
increases in Units.

e.

d) The points show a steady increase as they go atross
the graph.

489



Skill

24.1.3 Solve word problems where
information is presented
graphically.

49u

1. In the following graph, each represents 100 small boats
using the Little B Marina last summer. Use the data from the
graph to find the total number of boats.using the marina last
summer.

May

June

July

Aug.

Sept.

4344Sh
4642$ S4154.
444Bat
4444

a)
1

16-4

b) 1,625

c) 1,475

d) 162.5

1,
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Skill

24.1.3 Cont'd

494

2. This graph showithe attendance at An ABE class last wek.-
How many more people came on-Wednesday than-on- Monda*

20

18

16

14

12

4 10

8

6

4

2

0

smoirommEr

Mon. Tue. Wed. Thurs. Fri.

DAY

a) 10

b) 16

c) 6

d) 8

4
241



Skill

24.1.3 Cont'd

494

3. This graph represents the sales of tractOrs by a farm
machinery company for 1980. If the averdge selling price
of a tractor was $5,775.00, what were the total sales for ,

the month of July?

20

15

10

0.
di

14 14 4 tn 4
O (ES Di (ES 0 0 04 0 0

44 04 X 1-3 I v 0 0 Z

a) $577.50

b) $5775

c) $57,750

d) 63,525
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Skill

24.1.3 Cont'd

<

496

..

",- I.

I

so.

i

4. This.graph shows how 1/ city spent its money in 1979. If.the
total money spent was $8,500,000., how much was spent on
education? ',...

,

EACH DOLLAR OF CITY EXPENSES

5%

Parks .8t Rec.
r

a) $340,C00

b) $2,125,000

c) $3,400,000

d) $5,100,000

I

f

--

497.
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24.2 To enable students to present
data graphically.

Skill

24.2.1 Make line, bar and
pictographs from
data.

498

1. Here is a table that shows the number of trees planted along a
highway in a week..

Days of
the week

No. of tees
planted

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

. 80 50
,

60
.

90
,

75
,..--..

On the diagram below, draw a line graph to show the total nutber
of plantings throughout the week. The first two days' plantings

have been drawn for you. Use a ruler to draw the lines.

100

80

60

40

20

244

NUMBER OF, TREES PL7NPED IN ONE WEEK

0
Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri.

Day of Week

499



Skill

24.2.1 Coht'd

24.2.2 Extrapolate and.
interpolate line
graphs:

21. Make a bar graph to represent the following data. Kinds of

books in the Memorial Library:

8
200

H

0

0 100

Children's - 1,600
Adult mysteries - 200
Adult science fiction - 300
Adultlgeneral fiction - 800
Adult history - 100
Adult øther non-fiction - 900

MULE DVER POPULATION, CANADIAN NATIONAL PARKS

4

1940 1950 1960 1970 1980

500 501

r)

11.
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Skill

24.2.2 Cont'd

,

502

1. Using the above graph, about what would have been the mule
deer population in 1955?

a) 100,000
_10_135 000
c) 175,000
d) Cannot be determined

2. From the trend shown on the graph, which of the following
ia a probable population for the year 1990?

a) 200,000
b) 135,000
c) 300,000
d) 550,000

503
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25.0 MATHEMATICS -- Problem Solving

Goal

25.1 To enable the student to apply the
mathematical concepts learned to
the solution of problems in real
life sitilations.

Skill

25.1.1 Recognize what information
is and is not needed to
solve a particular problem.

25.1.2 Apply the appropriate
mathematical operation
to solve a problem.

5ki4

Yr-

1. In 1976, a factory produced 320 radios per day. The factory
ran 12 hours a day for 6 days every week. If you were required.
to find out how many radios were produced in 1 week then which
of the following numbers would you use?

a) 12 and 1976
b) 320 and 12
c) 12 and 6
d) 320 and 6

2. It is your job to give out programmes to each member of the
audience for a play. The afternoon of the performance you begin
with 950 programmes. To find out how many programmes will be
left over after the play, you will need to know:

a) The number of people in the cast
b) The number of people in the audiente
c) The size of the programme
d) The name of the play

1. The age, in years, of a tree is represented by T. The age/Of
a smaller tree, 64 years younger, is represented by t. Which
of the following shows the difference in their ages?

a) t - T = 64
b) T + t = 64
c) T - t = 64
d) T + 64 = t

505
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Skill

25.1.2 Cont'd 2. You know how much money you had at.'the Start and at the finish

of an automobile trip. To find odt how much money you spent

on the trip, you would:

a) Add
b) Multiply
c) Divide
d) Subtract

25.1.3 Use estimates to establish
the magnitude of answers
.to problems.

1. You are to multiply 5,976 by 498 and obtain an answei of

29,767,448. Use an estimate if your answer is:

a) Far too big
b) Much too small
c) Just about right

See also questions given for: ,20.2.3
20.3.3
20.4.5
20.5.5 etc.

506 507
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26.0 MATHEMATICS -- Percentages

Goal

i6.1 To enable the student to learn
the basic ideas of percentage
an app ythem in practical
applications.

Skill

26.1.1 Identify percent as a
fraction with a denominator
of 100 and to use the %
symbol correctly.

26.1.2 Compare percents to
fractions and decimals
and change from one form
to another.

55
1. 10written as a percent is 1:1%:

0

a) 55

b) 5.5
55

c)
100

d) 550

2. 39% can be written as a &action:

39%
100

a)

b)

c)

d)
1,000

39

100

9

3 1.-5

39

1

1. Written as a decimal, 20% =

a) 0.2

b) 0.02
c) 2.0
d) 20.0

.i.

4 .. S

t

,
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26.1.2 ,Ppnt'd 2. Expressed as a percent, 0.007 =

a) 0.07%
b) 70%

c) 0.7%
d) 0.00007%

26.1.3 Express the relationship
of one number to another
by means of percentage.

51u

3. The percent of the figure that is shaded is:

.a) 25%
b) 4%

c) 16%
d) 20%

4. Written as a fraction in its Simplest form, 18% =

a) !I-n
9

b)

9

c) no
1

1. What pexcent is 6 of 8?

a) 68%

1
b) 1 3- %

c) 75%

3
d)

4

511
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,

Skill

26.1.3 Cont'd

26.1.4 Calculate the percentage
of a number.

26.1.5 Use percentage calcu1ations
in discoun, commission and
tax word problems.

512

2. 8 is what percent of 10?

L.
a) 8%
s

b) 80%

c) 125%

2
d) 1

8
%

1. What is 7% of6,300?

a) 300
b) 371
c) 530
d) 3,710

2.. 26% of 550 is:

a) 14.3
b) 143
c) 1,430
d) 0.143

9

1. Stove bought a $175 bicycle at a discount of 20%. How much did

Steve pay?

a) $160
15) $150

c) $130
d) $140

2. If Hen Dover invested $450 for 1 year, what percent interest
did he receive if the amount of interest paid at the end of the
year was $45?

a) 10%
b) 10.1%
c) 9.1%
d) 9.2%

5.1 3
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Skill

26.1.5 Cont'd

,

,

,

..

3. A coat that regularly sells for $50.00'is reduced 12%. How
much money can be saved if it is bought at the sale price?

a) $1.20 0

b) $12.00

c) $5.00
d) $6.00

,

4.--1-f--th-sales--tax.4s_41_,_how_much..m1 1l. T pay_forcoat_priced
, $110?

co

N.

'7

a) $11004
b) $114.40
c) $111.44

d) $14:40

514 515
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J ANSWER KEY +- MIIIIMAT/CS

1

ANSWERS
Letter Actual

ANSWER
Letter

S.

Actual'Skill Question Skill Question

20.1.1 not
tested

20.2.1 1 995

2 9,034
20.1.2

-I 1 3,333,033

20.2.2 1 a add
2 fifty thotl'sand, thirty

seven 2

20.1.3
I

1 43,706 20.2.3 1 210

2 ten-thousands
2 p400, + 1,300 + 800 + 200

.1.4 1 40,000 + 1,000 + 20.2.4 1 $44.79
600 + 5

2 465
2 22 hours 45 minutes

39 seconds

20.1.5 1 246 20.2.5 1 .82

-
2 79,657

2 $13.00

20.1.6 a 89 centimetres 3 690 kilometres

2 Sam 4 a

,

$7,200

1 7th 20.3.1 1 189

.2 2 5,297

20.1.8 1 60 20.3.2 1 subtract

2 25
2

20.1.9 1 6,550,000 20.3.3 1 a ` 5,000

2 7,250
2 4,000 from 7,000

.516
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ANSWER REY MEMATICS

ANSWERS
Letter ActualSkill Question

29.3.4 1 $8,193

2 528 kilometres

3 9,000 kilometres

4 a 8,000 kilograms

20.3.5 1 37

2 a add 136 to 179

20.4.1 1 63

2 48

20.4.2 1 8 + 8 4. 8 = 24

2 5 + 5 + 5 + 5

20.4.3 1 23,777

2 25,152

20.4.4

multiply

1 a 60 x 4,000

2 1,250

20.4.6 1 98 kilometres

2 $600

3 a 50 x $1.90

518

ANSWERS'
Latier ActualSkill Question

20.4.6 4 a 8,400 kilograms

20.5.1 1 6

2 8

20.5.2 1 6

2 multiply 9 x 56

20.5.3 1 27 remainder 17

2 7 remainder 1

20.5.4 1 156,1727

2

20.5.5 1 230

2 divide 900 by 90

20.5.6 1 42

2 16 kilometres per
litre

3 180

4 5 hours

20.6.1 1 210

2 25

20.6.2 1 $430
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ANSWERS e
Skill Questioii Letter Actual

20.6.2 20 21.1.6

20.7.1 ino test
questions

21.2.1

20.7.2 no test
questions

20.7.3 1 50 minutes

2 5:45 p.m. 21.2.2

3 'a 300

20.7.4 1 a 2 years, 5 months 21.2.3

2 143 days

21.1.1 .1 0.5; 0.6

2 0.13 21.3.1

21.1.2 1 a 87 + +
10 100

2 0.067

21.3.2
21.1.3 1 821.43

2 7 thousandths

21.3.3
21.1.4' 1 .$79.56

2 840

21.4.1
21.1.5 1

a

0.1721

0.022

,-, Question

ANSWERS,
Letter

1

2

1

2

3

1

2

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

1

2

1

2

a

a

a

a

Actual

.2,479.72

21.1

$27.30

1.5

23

11.074

29.016

1.375 am

$137.51

$77

38.3

0.238.

413 - 193

17.25

70.0375

, 9.75 metres

$8.71

18.308

0.065



. ANSWERS
Letter I ActualSkill (-Question Skill

21.4.1 3 160 22.1.1

4 888 x 101
22.1.2

21.4.2 1 a $131.25

2 $94.56

21.4.3 1 move between 4 and 7 22.1.3

2,00406

21.5.1 1 b 0.14

2 5.0
22.1.4

3 42.5

21.5.2 1 2.27

2 0.8 22.2.1

21.5.3 1 30.8'

2 a 4.28 metres
22.2.2

21.5.4 1 1 place to left

2 a 0.6323

21.6.1 1 a 8202.8 22.2.3

2 c $216.46

3 $2.80 22*.2.4

22.1.1 1

522

ANSWERS
Question Letter

2 a

1

2

1

2 a

3

1

2

1

2

1 b ,

2 a

1 a

2

no test
ruestions

ActUal

3

1

3

4 \*
9

13

28

14

16

6

10

15

79

12

3
8

2

17

24

3
1 g

,523
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Skill puestion

22. 2.5

22.2.6

22.2.7

22.2.8

1

. ANSWER KEY -- MATHEMATICS

ANSWERS
Letter Actual

2.

1

2

1

22.2.9

22.3.1

23. 1.1

4

1

2

a

no test
question

1

2

3

4

1

2

14
15

1
15 7

19: 4

54 in 7 groups

1

12

11

12

$60

4

160 2

13 metres

2

5

0.625

1
7

2

0.25

1-1
sphere

ANSWER
Letter

S

ActualSkill Question

23.2.1 1 centimetre

2 weight

23.2.2 1 1,000 grams

2
1

100

23.2.3 1 millimetre

2 /1,000 millilitres

23.2.4 1 1 litre

2 35 kilograms

3 .10 centimetres

23.2.5 1 500 centimetres

2 650

23.2.6 1 72.4 100

2 4 hours 10 minutes

24.1.1 1 61 kilograms

2 2

3 c. 72 km/h

4 10%

24.1.2 1. units of weight

2 equal 'increases

. 524 .
525 257



ANSWER KEY -

ANSWERS
Letter ActualSkill Question

24.1.3 1

4

1,625

6

$57,75G

$3,400,000

24.2.1 See s parate m king guide below

24.2.2 1 135,000

2 300,000

25.1.1 1

2

320 and 6

audience size

25.1.2 1

2 I

T - t = 64

subtract

25.1.3 1 a far too big

26.1.1 1 a 55%

2
39

100

26.1.2 1 a 0.2

2 0.7%

3 20%

4
0

EMATICS

A

Skill Question Letter

NSWERS
Actual

26.1.3

26.1.4

26.1.5

1

_

2

1

2

1

2 a

3

4

75%

80%

371

143\s_i

$140

10%

$6.00

$114.40

SCORING FOR 24.2.1

Question 1 - Give 1 point for:

a) Points properly plotted. Friday should be half-
way between 70 and 80.

b) Line joins points accurately and is drawn with
a ruler.

2oluestion 2 - Give 1 point each for:

a) Scale in suitable increments such as
0, 200, 400, 600 etc.

b) Length of bars accurately drawn.

c) Bars equal width with small equal space between
each.

d) Either grid not drawn across bars or bars shaded.

e) Scale, bars and entire graph labelled.

526 527 258-
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Field Test

Consider please, three traits of good assessment: validity, reliability and usability.
The validity of a test is judged essentially by whether it measures what it'prOposes to measure.
To maximize validity in an assessment which is stillyat least once removed from actual
life situations -.: define important, adult tasks;

- correlate the nature and levd1 of skills assessed with other competency
assessments; and

- focus each item on a specific skill or clearly defined set pf skills.
Validity may be increased further by adapting items to local context and ensuring that skills
assessed closely match those taught.

The realiability of a test may be judged by the confidence an instructor places in the
information (results) yielded by the test. Instructors are advised strongly throughout tis Kit

1
to use the items as only one of many sources of student evaluation. Consequently, they will
find their'own answers to the key reliability question, "How consistent is this measure of the
student's performance compared to assessments in other times, places and circumstances?"
Reliability is always improved by taking more samples. In addition, the development and use of
rating scales for subjective areas of student evaluation should help in producing reliable
assessment.

Finally, the usability of an assessment will be determined in the field. The major

purpose of the Kit has been to provide instructors with a readily usable tool, with clear
instructions relating to purpose, planning, administration and follow up of a practical performance

assessment.

Field testing of Kit items was conduited to hone validity and reliability within the

given constraints. The data follow.

Data

The first column on the left of the field test data report indicates the skill and
question which was included in the field test.

The Mathematics questi-ns and the Reading questions were (with one exception, the Reading
sequence question) presented in a multiple choice format.

The letters at the top of the following columns indicate the answer choices. The number

in each column represents the number of students who chose each answer option and the percentage

represented.

523
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The column headed EFG indicates the number of students who omitted the question,
indicated two answers or wrote in an answer not offered.

An asterisk indicates the correct answer.

The remarks column in4cates the decision about the particular question made by the
review panel after the field testing.

, Below is an example of the data related to one question and the interpretation of
the information.

Skill Item
.

% #

B

% #

C

%

.'

# %

EFG
# % Remarks ,

20.3.4 3 6 10.9 2 3.6 36 65.5* 2 3.6 9 16.3
1

question
modified

The skill tested is 20.3.4 and the item number is #3 (See p. 206 of this Kit). Six
students, 10.9% of the field sample chose answer A. Thirty-six students, 65.5% of the test
population chose answer C which was the correct answer (note the asterisk). Nine students or
16.3% either omitted the question or checked two answers. The review panel recommended that
the question be modified. The question as it appears on page 206 is not exactly the same as
the one which was field tested. It was modified at the direction of the raview panel.

The Writing field tests were marked according to the scales given in section 10.0.
The left hand column indicates the skill and item number being used in the field test. For
example Skill 10.1.1 Item 2( one studentf.or 2% of the population, scored at scale point one.
No one scored at scale point two. Eight students, or 16% of the population were at scale point
three, seven students or 14% were at scale point fourp33 students or 66% were at scale point
five. One student, 2% of the population, omitted the question.

5 3 I
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READING FIELD TEST
Item Andiisis r- 51 Papers

skill Item
#

A B
/ #

EFG
Remarks

7.1.1 ---1 20 39.2 - - 31 60.8* - - - - retained

7.1.1 2 3 5.9 37 72-.5* 1 2.0 10 19.6 -

,

1,

,retained

7.1:1 3 9 17./6 14 27.5* - - 26 51.0 - - retained .

7.1.1 4 il 15/.7 2 3.9 1 2.0 35 68.6* 5 9.9 modified

8.1.1 1 - - 2 3.9 11 21.6* 34 66.7 4 7.8 modified

8.1.1 2 1 2.0 16 31.4 28 54.9* 3 5.9 3 5.9, modified.

9.1.1 5 5 9.8 43 84.3* 2 3.9 ..\- - 1 2.0 retained

9.1.1 13 2 3.9 5 .9.8 40 78:4 3 5.9 1 2.0 retained

9.1.2 1 9 17.6 5 9.8 5 9.8 32 62.7* - - rethined

9.1.3 2 46 90.1* - - - - 5 9.8 - - retained l'
. A

9.1:3 3 47 92.1* 3 5.9
k!..)

- - - 1 2.0 retained

9.1.4 4 **See bottom of next pacie f... analysis directions modified

9.1.6 6 1 2.0 1 2.0 3 5.9 44 86.3* 2 3.9 retained

9.1.7 i 35 68.6* 2 3.9 1 . 2.0 10 19.6 3 5.9 retained

9.1.7 2 11 21.6 9 17.6 26 51.0 1 2.0 3 5.9 retained

9.1.9 1 1 2.0 1 2.0 46 90.2 - - 3 5.9 retained

9.1.9 3 41 80.4* 5 9.8 1 2.0 - - . 4 7.9 retained

,

533
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READING FIELD TEST - Cont'd

Skill IteM A
if

8 EFG
Remarks

9.1.9 4 4 7.9 31 60.8* 3 5.9 9 17.6 4 7.9 retained

9.2.2 7 4 7.9 39 76.5* 7 13.7 1 2.0 retained

9.2.2 3 1 2.0 46 90.2* 3 5.9 retained

9.2.3 8 8 15.7 1 2.0 39 76.5* 2 3.9 1 2.0 retained

9.2.4 9 5 9.8 2 3.9 7 13.7 35 68.6* 2 4.0 retained

9.2.8 11 4 7.9 2 3.9 8 15.7 33 64.7* 4 7.9 retained

9.3.1 1 29 56.9* 19 37.3 3 5.9 modified

9.3.1 2 17 33.4 31 60.8* 3 5.9 modified

9.3.1 3 32 62.7* 16 31.4 3 5.9 modified

9.3.2 12 5 9.8 3 5.9 38 74.5* 4 7.9 1 2.0 modified

** Skill 9.1.4
Item 1
All right 1 4 27.5
1 - 2 errors 6 11.8

All right 13 25.5
- wrong task

1 - 2 errors
wrong task 11 21.6

More than two
errors either
task ' 7 13.7f

51 100.1
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Skill Item

10.1.1 2

10.1.2 1

10.1.3 4

531

WaTING FIELD TEgT

'Item Analysis -r 50 papers

Scale 1 Scale 2 Scale 3 Scale 4 Scale 5 Omit
# % # % # % # # % # %

1 . 2 - . - 8 16 7 14 \ 33 66 1 2

(10 papers randomly selected)

Scale 1 Scale 2 Scale 3 Scale 4 y

# % # % # % # %

2 20 2 20 4 40 2 20

Scale 1 Scale 2
#

Scale 3
#

Scale
#

Omit

Letter &
Envelope
CONTENT

4 8 11 22 7 14 27 , 54

Letter &
Envelope
FORMAT

2 4 3 6 22 44 22 44

,

,

538
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Ski11- Item

_411.4 1

53J

WRITING FIELD TEST - Cont'd

STIC. 6 oi

Scale 1 Scale 2 Scale 3 Scale 4 Sca1e 5 Scale 6

# t # % # % # # % # %

1 3.7 1 3.7 10 37 6 22.2 7 25.9 2 7.4

S a erit randoml seleCted

Scale 1 Scale 2 Scale 3 Stale 4 Scale 5

# % # % # % # % # %

1 16.7 - - 2 33.3
. *

3 50 - -

SPELLING 6 papers randomly selected)
Scale Scale 2 Scale 3 1 Scale 4' .

# % # % # %

1 16.7 5 83.3 - -

VOCABULARY (6 papers randomly selected)
Scale 1

#

Scale 2
%

1
if

Scale 3 -1

%

Scale 4
#

- 4 66.7 2 33.3

I

- -

HANDWRITING (6 papers randomly selected
4Scale 1 Scale 2

1 16.7 5 83.3

54u
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Skill

10.1. 5

Item'
WRZTING rum TEST Cont'd

Correct
.#

Incorrect
. %

1 .0mit
I #

3

57.

33

6

54

66

12

-16

36

32

22

72

!

7

5

8

14

10

16

541

Remarks

retained

retained

modified

Correct

# %

Incorrect
# %

Remarks

1 44 88. 6 12 retained
.

2 9 18 41 82 directions modified

3 3 6, 47 94 directions modified

4 18 36 32 64 directions modified .

_

5 35 70 15 30 directions modified

6 9 18 1, 41 82 modified -.sentence n9w correct

7 20 40 30_ 60 directions modified*,

8 6 12 44 88 modified - sentence now correct

9 6 12 44 88 deleted

10 7 14 43 86 deleted
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AMIE"

Mr
II

- IP
MATHEMATICS FIELD TEST

Item Analysis'-- 55 Papers

Skill Item

_

B C D
#

EFG
Remarks

20.1.6 1 - - 3 5.5 4 7.3 44 80* 4 7.3 retained '

20.2.4 1 4 7.3 1 1.8 49 89.1* 1 1.8 - retained

20.2.4 2 2 3.7 1, 1.8 - - 47 85.5* 5 9.1 retained

20.3.4 1 1 1.8 1 1.8 49 89.1* - - 4 7.3 retained

20.3.4 2. 1 1.8 - - 4 7.3 40 72.7* 10 18.2 retained

20.3.4 3 6 10.9 2 3.6 36 65.5* 2 3.6 9 16.3 question modified

20.3.4 4 2 3.6* 46 83.6 2 3.6 1 1.8 4 7.3 entire question
rewritten

20.4.6 .1 2 3.6 45 81:8* 1 1.8 - - 7 12.7 retained

20.4.6 2 r - 1 1.8 52 94.5* - 2 3.6 retained

20.4.6 3 47 85.5 7 12.7* 1 1.8 - - - - entire question
rewritten

20.4.6 4 1 1.8* 47 85.5 2 3.6 - - 5 9.1 question rewritten

20.5.4 1 1 1.8 - - 48 87.3* 6 10.9 , - retained

20.5.4 2 - - 1 1.6 1 1.8- 53 96.4* - - question rewritten

20.6.1 1 3 5.5 4 7.3 - - 44 80* 4 7.3 question modified

20.6.1 2 1 1.8 2 3.6 46 83.6* - - 6 10.9 question modified

21.1.1 3. - - - - 3 5.5 48 87.3* 4 7.2 question modified

21.1.1 2 '' - - 1 1.8 40 72.7* 2 3.6 12 21.8 question modified
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MATHMATICS FIELD TEST -.Cont'd

!Skill Item
A 13

%

EFG
# %

Remarks

21.2.3 1 5 9.1 42 76.4* 3 5.5 1 1.8 4 7.3 retained

21.2.3 2 - - 1 1.8 - - 54 98.2* - - retained

21.3.3 1 3 5.5 3 5.5 43 78.2# 1 1.8 5 9.1 retained

21.3.3 2 3 5.5 - - 2 3.6 50 90.9* - - retained

21.4.2 1 54 98.2* - - 1 1.8 - - - - retained

21.4.2 2 2 3.6 40 72.7* 3 5.5 2 3.6 8 14.5 retained

21.5.4 1 10 18.2 17 30.9* 14 25.5 9 16.4 5 9.1 question NOT
modified as it
reflects skill
exactly

21.5.4 2 38 69.1* 3 5.5 9 16.4 3 5.5 2 3.6 question modified

21.6.1. 1 - - 1 1.8 46 83.6* 3 5.5 5 9.i question rewritten

21.6.1 2 1 1.8 - - 49 , 89.1* 5 9.1 - - question modified

22.1.1 1 4 7.1 - - 50 90.9* - - 1 1.8 diagram redrawn

22.1.1 2 27 . 49.1* 9 16.4 14 25.5 5 ..9.1 - - diagram redrawm

22.2.1 1 a 14.5 1 1.8 41 745* - , 5 911 retained

22.2.1 2 ,,y5 9.1 47 85.5* - - - 1 1.8 2 3.6 retained

22.2.4 1 28 50.9 ../ 5 9.1 3 5.5 11 20 8 14.5) qkieptions omitted,
) individualized

22.2.4 2 ,10 18.2* 2 3.6 24 43.6 10 , 18.2 9 16.3) testing recommended

.
1
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MATHEMATICS FIELD TEST - Cont'd

Skill Item
A B C D EFG

Remarks

23.2.2 1 7 12.7 32 58.2* 1 1.8 7 12.7 8 14.5 retained

23.2.2 2 26 47.3 4 7.3 16 29.1* 4 7.3 5 9.1 question modified

23.2.5 1 4 7.3 31 56.4* 4 7.3 - - 16 . 29.1) metric questions
, ) pot ,

23.2.5 2 7 12.7 18 32.7* 7 12.7 5 , 9.1 18 32.7) modified
i

24.2.2 1 3 5.5 30 545* 5 9.1 11 20 6 10.9 retained

24.2.2 2 2 3.6 4. 7.3 38 69.1* 3 5.5 8 14.5 answers modified

25.1.1 1 - - 8 14.5 8 14.5 38 69.1* 1 1.8 answer modified

25.1.1 2 1 1.8 46 83.6* - - 1 1.8 7 12.7 retained
_

26.1.3 1 17 30.9 4 7.3 26 473* 1 .1 8 7 12.7 answer modified

26.1.3 2 11 0 35 63.6* 2 3.6 3 S.-, 4 7.3 retained

Q

.

.
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